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ABSTRACT 

Current research has shown that the representative democratic process is in jeopardy due to low 

voter participation. These studies demonstrate that voter turnout is heavily relied on by our 

electoral process to elect political leaders to positions at the federal, state, and local government 

levels. Few scholars have explored the problem of low voter participation using the quantitative 

method. This study examines the impact that community activism groups have in influencing 

voter participation and their role in the overall political health of Henry County’s democratic 

process. The study’s theoretical framework is largely drawn from Meredith Rolfe’s 

conceptualization of conditional choice. Data consist of semistructured interviews of voters who 

are registered in Henry County. Registered voters who are most likely to be affiliated with three 

prominent grassroots organizations were interviewed. In addition, data from the U.S. Census 

Bureau and the state and county board of elections were reviewed in order to provide context to 

the information provided in the interviews. Data was analyzed using rich, thick, and detailed 

descriptions; direct interpretation; and development of categories. Emerging themes were 

verified using member checking to ensure credibility of findings. It was hopeful that the findings 

from the study indicates that a positive social and electoral change can occur in local 

communities if grassroots initiatives and civic and community activism groups better understand 

their effectiveness in increasing voter participation "in the communities they serve". The findings 

indicate that community activism groups may positively affect voter participation by engaging 

potential voters face to face to encourage and promote voting behavior in their communities. The 

implications for social change deriving from this study included providing guidance on how 

community activism groups can promote practical electoral change in local communities, thereby 

increasing voter participation and their effectiveness in their communities. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

Background 

For more than a decade, the United States’ voter turnout has been on a constant 

decline; in 2002, voter turnout was less than 40% of eligible voters in nonpresidential 

elections, which reflects a growing trend in voter participation "in America" (Infoplease, 

n.d.). In an era when more people around the world are gaining the right to vote, fewer 

Americans are taking advantage of their electoral rights. The American voting patterns 

have continued to decline since 1960, and a multitude of scholars has commented on why 

this phenomenon continues to exist and how it is potentially precarious for America’s 

democratic process (e.g. Farber, 2009; Harder & Krosnick, 2008; McDonald, 2011; 

Palfrey & Rosenthal, 1983; Sigelman & Berry, 1982). Researchers Green, McMillion, 

and Smith (2003), in their essay on the professionalization of political campaigns, 

espoused that the United States’ voter participation rate has been in decline and that voter 

participation rates were lower than they were 40 years earlier. In a study conducted on 

American voter turnout, Powell (1986) reported that  

Measured as a percentage of the population of voting age, voter turnout in the 

United States is very low in comparison with other democracies. It was well 

below average in the 1960s and has declined even further, while average turnout 

in other democracies has been stable at about 80%. (p. 36) 

Recent research has found that the apparent national voter participation decline 

may be inaccurate. The 2012 presidential elections garnered 57.5% of all eligible voters, 

which was lower than in the past 2 years, but the turnout surpassed the 2000 presidential 

turnout rate of 54.2% (Liptak, 2012). Researchers McDonald and Popkin (2001) found 
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that by using the voting-age population as the denominator of the turnout rate created a 

false illusion of voter decline. The researchers contended that the voting-age population 

included people who were ineligible to vote and excluded eligible voters living overseas. 

The authors further argued that using the voting-eligible population corrects the false 

perception that was caused by the shrinking ineligible voting population. This would 

explain why Liptak’s 2012 election figures appeared higher since he used the voting 

eligible population as a denominator. 

In an effort to increase voter participation and reduce the legal barriers to voting, 

the U.S. Supreme Court took measures to overturn legislation that would suppress voter 

registration and limited voting. The court, however, left an opening for states to legislate 

voter registration restrictions as long as those laws did not contradict the court’s previous 

rulings and could survive constitutional scrutiny (Burden & Neiheisel, 2013; Piven & 

Cloward, 1988; Wolfinger & Rosenstone, 1980). Political scientists and scholars have 

offered a wide array of theoretical and practical explanations as to why voter registration 

restrictions habitually decreased voter participation (e.g. Gerber, Green, & Shachar, 

2003; Niemi & Hanmer, n.d.; Powell, 1986; Squire, Wolfinger, & Glass, 1987; Stein, 

Leighley, & Owens, 2005). This has led to considerable scholarly research into why the 

United States’ electoral process requires a greater degree of citizen responsibility and 

thus increasing turnout cost for voters (Brians & Grofman, 2001; Highton, 2004). 

Although historical and scholarly research denotes that voter inhibitors such as 

literacy tests, grandfather clauses, and poll taxes are divisive and erode predominantly the 

minority vote in America, these debates have recently reemerged against the backdrop of 

the U.S. Supreme Court’s 2010 Citizens United decision to allow corporations to make 
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massive contributions to political campaigns (Montopoli, 2012). This decision 

consequently led to the defeat of a 100-year-old Montana state law, which the courts 

found in conflict with their earlier decision to support the Citizens United ruling (Gold, 

2012). Meanwhile, states like Pennsylvania, Texas, and Alabama have prescribed voter 

identification laws, which seemingly have our nation’s electoral posture resembling that 

of the time following the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (Piven & Cloward, 1988). 

Currently, the U.S. Supreme Court is hearing arguments from the Shelby v. 

Holder case, which asserts that the U.S. Department of Justice exceeded its authority 

under the 14th and 15th Amendments in Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 

(Amar-Dolan, Zemlin, & Zachary, n.d.). According to Howe (2013), the U.S. Department 

of Justice emphasized in its opening arguments that Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act of 

1965 has not been revised in several years. However, the U.S. Department of Justice also 

stressed that only those jurisdictions, which did not comply with Section 5, would 

continue to receive the mandated government scrutiny under Section 5. The U.S. 

Department of Justice further deemed that those jurisdictions in compliance could apply 

and be removed from jurisdictions requiring approval of voting changes in their states. 

The U.S. Supreme Court will soon render a monumental decision on whether Section 5 of 

the Voting Rights Act of 1965 remains intact or whether Congress has to rewrite the 

legislation. The defeat of Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 would allow for a 

reversal of the prohibition of jurisdictions with a history of discrimination from receiving 

approval from the federal court before making changes to their election procedures. 

Although numerous political and social scientists continue to engage in electoral 

voting participation discussions, the contentious political climate of the country has 
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invoked citizen groups and grassroots organizations, such as the Tea Party, Occupy Wall 

Street, Citizens United, Organizing for Action (OFA), and other civic organizations, in an 

attempt to change the political landscape of America. The concepts of civic engagement, 

grassroots initiatives, and community activism influence can shape local politics, and are 

considered the pillars of citizen activism (Staples, 2004). More and more, citizens are 

realizing that electoral participation locally influences issues which become policy (Stein, 

Leighley, & Owens, 2005). Citizens also recognize that a lack of interest in local 

elections results in deficient political representation that is not focused on their 

communities’ economic, environmental, and social issues. 

Staples (2004) called for civic organizations to engage citizens in the voting 

process by stating, “the challenge today is encouraging voter participation, doing voter 

education, and ultimately stimulating citizens to choose to vote because they understand 

their stake in elections and/or view voting as the right of a concerned citizen” (p. 292). 

Civic, political, and grassroots organizations have championed the issue of voter 

participation at the local levels, using citizen-to-citizen contact to ensure that citizens’ 

electoral participation will increase. 

A review of voter participation literature revealed that the majority of research on 

political participation is quantitative and focused mainly on socioeconomic, social 

psychological, and legal explanations (e.g. Ansolabehere & Iyengar, 1994; Elizabeth & 

Hibbing, 2005; Gerber, Green, & Shachar, 2003; Harder & Krosnick, 2008; Stein et al., 

2005). These scholars have focused on explaining the outcome of the electoral process 

with very little insight into the effects of civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and 

community activism groups’ influences on voter turnout. To date, very little is known 
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about the lived experiences of the average registered voter who elects not to participate in 

the voting process. 

The study focuses on the impact that civic engagement and grassroots and 

community activism groups have on voter participation at the county level. Recent 

research on community mobilization revealed “communities with historically low 

participation may be able to capitalize on their own community level social capital to 

increase their participation in the political process” (Sinclair, McConnell, & Michelson, 

2009). In the study, the Henry County, Georgia community was used as a focal point. 

The three community activism groups that were utilized for this research are the Henry 

County Democratic Party, OFA, and the local chapter of the National Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). Although the Democratic Party, the OFA, 

and the NAACP are nationally known, they have either stagnated or been historically 

ineffective in the Henry County community, a predominantly Republican-controlled 

county. By identifying how these three organizations influence voter participation and 

making them more effective, their activities and practices may serve as a model of social 

empowerment and change for other communities experiencing similar difficulties. 

Henry County, named after the American patriot Patrick Henry, is the 50th county 

in Georgia. Henry County has four incorporated cities: McDonough, the county seat; 

Locust Grove; Hampton; and Stockbridge. Henry County also is part of the 10-county 

Atlanta metropolitan region, which also consists of Cherokee, Cobb, Douglas, Clayton, 

Fayette, Fulton, Gwinnett, DeKalb, and Rockdale counties (Bullard, 2007). According to 

the 2010 U.S. Census estimates, the population of Henry County is 203,922 citizens, 

which is nearly 20% of the state’s population (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.). In 2010, Henry 
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County experienced a population growth of 70.9%, making it the 10th fastest growing 

county in the United States (Mackun & Wilson, 2011). The county has also experienced a 

66% increase in registered voters from 2004 to 2012 (Henry County Board of 

Commissioners Eelections & Registration, n.d.; Georgia Secretary of State, n.d). 

Historically, an average of 30% of the county’s eligible registered voters did not 

participate in elections (Henry County Board of Commissioners Eelections & 

Registration, n.d.; Georgia Secretary of State, n.d.). In the United States, the average for 

nonvoters is 53% (Infoplease, n.d.). 

Although a number of organizations exist in Henry County to promote and 

invigorate the electoral process and the number of registered voters increased 

exponentially in the last 6 years, voter participation continues to decline. Several factors 

may be behind the lack of voting enthusiasm; however, identifying why voters in the 

county elect to register to vote but decline to participate in elections would be beneficial 

for organizations that are looking to increase voter participation in the county.  

Statement of the Problem 

Voter participation plays a vital role in our political and electoral process and is 

critical to our democratic process. Nationally, our federal and local governments affect 

voter participation by the decisions they make. These decisions ultimately affect the 

decisions of voters to participate in the electoral process and affect the ability of local 

grassroots organizations to effectively influence voter behavior. A recent example of a 

decision at the federal level of government that impacted local voter participation is the 

Supreme Court’s decision in Citizens United. The big money flowing from the Supreme 

Court’s ruling in Citizens United in 2010 illustrates how complex national and local 
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political decisions are intertwined in the voter participation issue (When Other Voices 

Are Drowned Out, 2012). For example, the Supreme Court’s decision in Citizens United 

may have the adverse effect of drowning out the voices of grassroots activism if more 

isn’t known about how these organizations influence voter participation. Although the 

focus of the research is at the local level of government, it is important to also understand 

that broader national decisions, like the unlimited spending abilities of corporations 

created by Citizens United, directly impact voter participation in local communities.  

 

The study of voter participation and the implications of national and local 

decisions in our political process are necessary because the democratic process relies on 

voter turnout to elect political leaders to positions to our federal, state, and local 

governments. Research has shown that engaging voters to participate in the electoral 

process at the local level, county level, and municipalities, increases the level of interest 

in local elections and make these elections more competitive. However, with the scarcity 

of resources and voter interest, grassroots activists are finding it harder to compete with 

the big money spenders who potentially are undermining the political equality that gives 

our government legitimacy (Kennedy, 2012). Furthermore, national voter turnout 

declines suggest that the United States’ representative democratic process is in jeopardy 

if voter participation does not increase (Abramson & Aldrich, 1982; Boyd, 1981; Collin, 

2010; Farber, 2009; Harder & Krosnick, 2008; McDonald, 2011). Contrary to this trend, 

community activism has led to improved sustainable communities in the United States 

through civic engagement campaigns that increase voter participation in small 

communities throughout the country. Research on the electoral process revealed that 
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campaigns and political parties which placed a greater amount of emphasis on the 

synergy of community activism groups in their political efforts increased voter 

participation for their candidate and had a greater propensity to win an election. 

Henry County’s grassroots organizations, such as the local chapter of the 

NAACP, the Henry County Democratic Party, and OFA have recently emerged within 

the county; they are attempting to alter the political landscape of the county through 

grassroots activism initiatives focused on increasing voter participation and swaying 

political elections in their favor. Henry County is an excellent county to study because 

historically, the county has performed well in presidential elections. For example, 70,000 

early voters casted their votes in the 2008 presidential elections, and the county predicted 

50,000 would cast their votes in the 2012 elections (Henry County vote totals among 

highest in state, 2012). Henry County ranked fifth-highest voter turnout in early voter 

participation in Georgia for the 2012 presidential elections (Henry's early voter turnout 

state's fifth highest, 2010).  

Henry County although an emerging county in Georgia, still struggles in 

municipal elections. For example, during the 2009 mayoral elections, only 1,111 voters 

participated in the elections (Turnout light for early, advance voting, 2009). A review of 

the last decade of empirical research revealed very few studies on the effectiveness of 

emerging local grassroots and community-based organizations in influencing voter 

participation at the local level. More specifically, little is known about voters’ lived 

experiences and their verbalized views on how influential grassroots organizations are at 

influencing their voting behavior (Arceneaux & Kolodny, 2009; Gerber & Green, 2000; 

Gerber et al., 2003).  
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The question to be explored in the study is whether grassroots activities in 

communities in Henry County can affect and influence the electoral process through 

increased voter participation in spite of other party dominance, voter suppression, and 

other voting inhibitors. The key to this research is to understand through interviews how 

voter participation at the local electoral levels is influenced by grassroots activism, which 

potentially shapes our nation’s political landscape. Failure to understand how local 

grassroots organizations contribute to the voting process will leave these organizations 

without a viable analysis of methods to organize and influence voter participation, which 

in turn, will not increase voter turnout throughout the country. 

Research Questions 

The following questions will guide the research to assist in understanding how 

civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and community activism groups’ voter 

participation influences county-level elections: 

1. What are the perceived impacts of civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, 

and community activism groups on voter participation in county-level 

elections? 

2. How do current civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and community 

activism activities influence electoral participation in county elections? 

3. What are recommendations to improve civic engagement, grassroots 

initiatives, and community activism groups’ influence on electoral 

participation in counties they serve? 
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Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study is to examine registered voter’s perceptions and attitudes 

toward community activism groups’ influence on voter participation. The focus is to 

examine how community activism groups and other political organizations can support 

the legislative process and contribute to livable and sustainable communities through 

increased voter participation and elevated public interest in the electoral process. The 

study focuses on the opinions of registered voters who are more likely to affiliate with the 

three grassroots organizations identified for the study which are OFA, the Henry County 

Democratic Party, and the NAACP. In this research, the organizations’ influence on voter 

participation was assessed, and a means of improving their influence on county elections 

was offered.  

The rationale in selecting Henry County for this study is twofold. First, Henry 

County has historically been a Republican stronghold, similar to many other southern 

Georgia counties. However, with rapidly growing demographics, the voters in Henry 

County have found themselves in a unique position to form formidable county-level 

organizations, like OFA and the Henry County Democratic Party, and to bolster the ranks 

of the local chapter of organizations like the NAACP. Second, the study can capture the 

effectiveness of these three organizations, all recently emerging within Henry County, in 

regard to their effectiveness in county elections among an identified voter population.  

Significance of the Study 

Public administrators and elected officials at all levels of government face the 

challenge of responding to their constituents’ needs for expeditious and efficient 

legislative services. However, these requests for service have left several local 
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governments ineffective in their response to their constituents. Consequently, these 

deficits have left citizens with sprawling communities with declining property values due 

to an increase in bank foreclosures, weak education systems, and unsustainable 

neighborhoods and subdivisions (Bullard, 2007). These citizens have generally vocalized 

their need for social change through community activism and grassroots activities 

(Bullard, 2007).  

The research is guided by the phenomenological approach. Phenomenology is the 

study of the human experience; whether focused on a single individual or on several 

individuals, phenomenology research makes allowances for the use of several 

frameworks and paradigms or worldviews (Patton, 2002). The study of the human 

experience may be looked at through different lenses, such as with the critical theory, the 

disability inquiry, and the feminist perspectives (Patton, 2002). Researchers can 

subsequently gain several perspectives from the same research question from one 

qualitative approach.  

Creswell (2009) pointed out “understanding the lived experiences marks 

phenomenology as a philosophy as well as a method, and the procedure involves studying 

a small number of subjects through extensive and prolonged engagement to develop 

patterns and relationships of meaning” (p. 13). Theory may also dictate a predisposition 

or a framework that may lead researchers to study an experience from another 

perspective or theoretical lens.  

The phenomenological approach allows for a new perspective on the research of 

voter participation, which is often discussed from a quantitative paradigm by most 

political theorists (e.g. Farber, 2009; Lowndes, Pratchett, & Stoker, 2006; Rolfe, 2012). 
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Phenomenology is a common methodology used by psychologists and sociologists to 

explore how humans describe a phenomenon from their worldview (Creswell, 2009). The 

phenomenological approach allows researchers to view and document how participants 

perceive, describe, evaluate, recollect, conceptualize, and discuss a specific lived 

experience and allows for the classification of these targeted experiences into themes that 

may be further probed for more in-depth significance (Patton, 2002). Probes allow for 

focused analysis of thoughts and increase the depth and richness of responses, clarifying 

the articulation of a lived experience (Patton, 2002). 

Phenomenology is based upon the articulation of the lived experiences of 

individuals who have shared a mutual event (Creswell, 2007). For the study, the targeted 

population of interest is registered voters in Henry County, Georgia. The target 

population was interviewed, and the sample size achieved when no new information is 

being discovered or saturation is met from individuals in the target population. Applying 

the phenomenology principles to this targeted sample is relevant due to their involvement 

in the electoral process in their community. The goal is to capture the essence of the 

participants’ first-person descriptions of a lived experience while avoiding speculations 

and sweeping generalizations (Creswell, 2007; Patton, 2002). 

Viewing political experiences through a phenomenological lens brings a fresh 

perspective to the study of the electoral process. This is because most researchers have 

used a positivist, quantitative approach using statistical tools, such as frequency counts 

and quantitative surveys, to explore, capture, and interpret the electoral behavior of voter 

participation. These data can further help explain the levels of effectiveness of the 

influence of different components of an individual’s life on his or her decision to vote. 
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The act of voting is a complex phenomenon that is worthy of exploration because the 

majority of Americans agree that it is a worthwhile endeavor, yet a large portion of 

Americans choose not to exercise this right (Rolfe, 2012). 

 

In the study, the goal is to understand the impact these three local organizations 

have on effecting social change in their communities through voter participation. This 

research builds on the importance of community activism and provides the data that 

might raise the consciousness of local communities to the impact of the electoral process. 

The research also aims to provide information that might lead to proactive and effective 

methods of influencing political and social change in the communities that the three 

organizations serve. The social significance of this research is the potential to provide 

information on improving the effectiveness of community activism and the impact 

community activism has on a myriad of social and political activities, such as increasing 

the quality of education and improving the economic stability of communities through the 

local county electoral process. 

More importantly, the study gives community groups a means to measure their 

perceived political relevance in the community and possible interventions for increasing 

success in influencing the electoral process. Moreover, an aim of the study is to assist in 

empowering community activism groups and like organizations with information as to 

how they might be more effective at increasing voter participation. 

Conceptual Framework 

The research is guided by the conditional choice perspective as the conceptual 

framework. Conditional choice is a relatively new theoretical framework by Meredith 
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Rolfe, who argues that decisions are extensions of a person’s environmental network 

(Rolfe, 2012). A schematic that depicts the conditional choice model appears in Figure 

1.1. The conditional choice perspective holds that people construct their decisions based 

on conditional norms and external social pressures from their community networks and 

environments.  

Figure 1. Conditional Choice Model 

 

 

Figure 1. Conditional choice is based on perceptions, and internal and external social influences 

(Rolfe, 2012) 
 

Rolfe (2012) developed the conditional choice framework to address empirical 

anomalies and theory-dominated conceptual paradoxes created by other theorists who 

used extraneous hypotheses to correct deficits in their theories (Rolfe, 2012). The 
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constructs of this perspective are based on the assumption “that what people do depends 

on what the people around them do,” and the framework is grounded on conditional 

decision making (Rolfe, 2012, p. 22). 

 

Conditional decision-making research is interconnected in many disciplines of the 

social sciences, and a rich amount of literature and research is dedicated to this topic. 

According to Rolfe (2009),  

Conditional decision-making also refers to a dynamic decision-making process or 

sequence of states of activity. When individuals base their actions or opinions on 

what other people do or say, any small change (initial activity) sets off a chain 

reaction of conditional decision-making. (p. 420)  

A more detailed explanation of conditional decision making is outlined in Chapter 2. 

 

The conditional choice perspective is applicable to this phenomenological study 

because participants involved will express experiences that reflect the dynamics of their 

electoral decision making. Our understanding of participant’s worldviews will construct 

the backdrop for a better understanding of the phenomenon of voter participation and 

allow participants to articulate their perspectives and lived experiences during the 

electoral process. Understanding the voter's worldview is important for researchers and 

community activism groups because the electoral process is the mechanism used to select 

our political leaders. Two seminal definitions shed light on the importance of the 

selection of political actors. Easton (1965) defined politics as the “authoritative allocation 

of values for society” (p. 96). Lasswell (1958) defined politics as deciding who gets what, 
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when, and how. Considering these two definitions, one can see that citizen participation 

in the electoral process is critical. 

 

Rolfe (2012), building on her earlier work on conditional decision making, 

developed the conditional-choice model to address the gap created by traditional 

theoretical models, which failed to explain the impact of social context. The essence of 

conditional decision making is based on the assumption that individuals govern their 

choices based on the judgments and verbal influences of their peers and the synergy 

created by their environment (Rolfe, 2009). The conditional decision-making model uses 

mathematical equations to represent the decision of participants similarly to other 

orthodox rational-choice models like the calculus of voting model, the minimax regret 

(MMR) model, and the game theoretic model, which are discussed and analyzed in 

Chapter 2. 

Rolfe (2012) suggested that voting is a social act that is mutually accepted by 

American citizens, similar to wartime military service and speaking English. The 

exploration of the act of voting through a social theory prism, grounded in a conditional 

choice approach, provides a framework to examine the research questions for this study 

through a broad understanding of the dynamics and the social structure paradigms of 

voters. Rolfe (2012) argued that the decision to vote is influenced by several social 

factors such as life experiences, social networks, and social norms, and is the bedrock of 

a democratic community, American citizenry, and voter participation. Rolfe’s research 

seems to indicate that voters are susceptible to external influences from community 

activism groups and political organizations. 
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Operational Definitions of Terms 

This research proposal contains a number of terms that need to be defined to assist 

with the comprehension of the research. The definitions consist of conceptual terms 

found throughout the study. The terms used in this study include the following: 

Absentee ballot: An absentee ballot is a ballot that the voter receives and (usually) 

sends through the mail in advance of an election. Eligible voters may request and vote 

with an absentee ballot in Henry County, Georgia, without specifying a reason for their 

absence from the polling place on Election Day. The vote is sealed and counted on 

Election Day. 

Active voter: An active voter is a citizen who regularly engages in the election 

process.  

American National Election Study: The American National Election Study is the 

leading academically run national survey of voters in the United States; it is conducted 

before and after every presidential election. 

Canvassing: Canvassing is a systematic effort to contact and persuade a targeted 

group during a political campaign. Canvassers may knock on doors, engage in face-to-

face interactions with voters, and contact people by telephone, which is referred to as 

telephone canvassing (Staples, 2004). 

Civil Rights Act of 1964: The Civil Rights Act of 1964 is landmark legislation that 

outlawed major forms of discrimination against African Americans and women, 

including racial segregation (Keyssar, 2000). 
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Early voting: Early voting in a general election is the period designated for voting 

before the election date (Henry County Board of Commissioners Elections & 

Registration, n.d.). 

Elected official: An elected official is someone who holds political office through 

an election (Henry County Board of Commissioners Elections & Registration, n.d.). 

Get out the vote (GOTV): GOTV activities focus on increasing voter participation 

by getting potential voters to the polling place. This can include phone calls reminders, 

door knocking, providing childcare or rides to the polls, and more (Staples, 2004). 

Grassroots organizations: Grassroots organizations are local political interest 

groups seeking to influence the politics of a community (Staples, 2004). 

Hawthorne Effect: The Hawthorne effect is the behavioral change in the 

performance of a group of individuals in an experiments or study where they work harder 

or are more focused due to their perceived special consideration (Merriam-Webster's 

collegiate dictionary, 2002). 

Mobilization: Mobilization is the act of organizing voters through voter 

registration, voter education and/or engagement, and GOTV activities (Staples, 2004). 

Registered voter: A registered voter is a person that has submitted an application 

to the corresponding election jurisdiction and placed in the books at the election office in 

order to be eligible to vote (Henry County Board of Commissioners Elections & 

Registration, n.d.). 

Universal suffrage: Universal suffrage is a legal right guaranteed for all citizens 

who are not otherwise disqualified the right to vote (Keyssar, 2000). 

Voter database: A voter database is the registration rolls and database system that 
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contains the names of registered voters (Henry County Board of Commissioners 

Elections & Registration, n.d.).  

Voter turnout: Voter turnout is the percentage of eligible voters who cast a ballot 

on Election Day (Staples, 2004). 

Voting Rights Act of 1965: The Voting Rights Act of 1965 outlawed 

discrimination and reinstated the right to vote to African Americans (Keyssar, 2000). 

Assumptions 

This study is based on four assumptions. The first assumption is that the Georgia 

state legislative websites, the Henry County Board of Commissioners web pages, and 

online archives maintain accurate voter database records, and voter registry roles are 

frequently updated. The second assumption is that local community activism groups and 

grassroots organizations understand their organizational roles and functions, i.e. to 

promote voter participation, in their communities. The third assumption is that 

participants were honest, and the construct of the questions measure the hypothesis of the 

research phenomena. The fourth assumption is that, although I participate in activism 

activities in my community, I will remain unbiased. 

Scope 

The scope of the research was focused on the traditions and tenets of qualitative 

phenomenology to understand the essence and meaning of community activism groups’ 

influence on voter participation in Henry County, Georgia. The participants consisted of 

voters who were more likely to affiliate with the three organizations identified for the 

study. Furthermore, selection of participants was also based on their firsthand knowledge 

of the phenomena studied and the likelihood of being contacted with the three grassroots 
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organizations identified for the study. 

 
Limitations 

Limitations of the study are particular to the scope of the study: The sample size 

was determined once saturation was met. Once saturation was met, and the sample size 

achieved, only those individuals interviewed or studied had their perspectives used in the 

findings presented in Chapters 4 and 5. The limitations of this study are further discussed 

in Chapter 5, where recommendations were made to address the limitations and 

recommendations for future action and research. 

 
Summary and Overview 

Voter participation is complex and dynamic and constructs the foundation 

America’s democratic system. Rolfe (2012) explained that every American citizen has 

their own story as to why they vote or choose not to vote. Political scientists, however, 

have not adequately captured these stories from the individuals’ perspectives within 

traditional theoretical explanations (Rolfe, 2012). As social economists, political 

scientists, public administrators, and elected officials attempt to address the growing 

decline of the voter electorate, diverging and cogent social theories addressing how social 

and political context influence turnout is essential (Rolfe, 2012). 

In this study, the phenomenological approach was used to examine the lived 

experiences of Henry County, Georgia registered voters who self-identify as with the 

three organizations in the research study. The data was collected primarily from 

interviews to explore the unique experiences of the registered voters to ascertain the 

influence of external organizations, such as community activism groups and grassroots 
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organizations, on the voters’ electoral behavior. Although the information applies to the 

voter participation process, in general, the study was focused on the perspectives of 

registered voters in Henry County, Georgia. 

The American voter participation decline has raised an abounding concern among 

political scientists on its effects on the stability of the American electoral process. In this 

study, I sought to contribute to the body of research on voter participation and attempted 

to discover the political implications of civic engagement groups and other political 

organizations’ influence on voter participation at the local level. I also aimed to provide 

social significance to the sampled community and others by outlining information on 

improving the effectiveness of community activism and the effect it has on influencing 

voter participation, which is discussed in Chapter 5. 

Chapter 1 provided an overview of the study. Chapter 2 includes a review of 

literature, which provides information on the subject of historical perspectives of voter 

participation. Chapter 3 focuses on the research methodology. Chapter 4 focuses on the 

findings and data analysis. Chapter 5 details the recommendations for further study, as 

well as implications for social change. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

In this literature review, I examined, analyzed, and synthesized literature on 

political participation and examined why some citizens select not to participate in the 

electoral process. I also analyzed strengths and weaknesses, reviewed the strategies that 

have been used to address voter participation, and examined the phenomenological 

approach as the preferred method for this study. In this review, I highlight the challenges 

related to community and political organizations’ influences on voter participation and 

their effectiveness in increasing voter participation as well as the dilemmas confronting 

political scientist and researchers in the field. Finally, I identified gaps within the 

literature that deserves future scholarly research. 

Research Strategy 

In developing the conceptual framework for this study, I used literature relevant 

to voter participation and the variables that influence or deter voting behaviors, such as 

grassroots organizations activities. I used a subject-based approach, and the following 

terms were used to guide the search: voter participation, civic participation, why we vote, 

activism’s influence on voting, political participation, rational choice, and coalition 

building. The literature has revealed several theories and models relating to voter 

participation, local community activism, voter behavior, and perceptions toward voting. 

In the course of locating materials for the research, the following public utilities 

and online databases were utilized: public libraries, Google Books, Google Scholar, 

SAGE, Thoreau, ProQuest Dissertations and Theses-Full Text databases, SocINDEX 

with full text, and EBSCO (Academic Search Premier and Business Search Premier). 
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Data and reports were also retrieved from the U.S. Census bureau website, the Henry 

County’s government website, and local and national news outlets. 

Historical Overview 

The Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) refers to the right to vote 

as a pillar of the American democratic process (Voter Empowerment, n.d.). Key (1955) 

confirmed this premise in his definition of the electoral process as the ability of citizens 

to express their electoral preference, which solidified the democratic order. Key further 

suggested, “an election itself is a formal act of collective decision that occurs in a stream 

of connected antecedent and subsequent behavior. Among democratic orders elections, so 

broadly defined, differ enormously in their nature, their meaning, and their 

consequences” (p. 3). 

Thus, a compelling question ensued as to why so many Americans were denied 

the right to vote in a country that prides itself in democracy? The literature suggests that 

the history of the United States was not entirely straightforward in regard to the right to 

vote, with periods of contradictory events leading to our present state of democracy. For 

example, our nation was crafted in selective suffrage from infancy and later grew from 

(a) a nation formed as a Republic that tolerated slavery to (b) the archetype of our present 

representative democracy (Keyssar, 2000). In fact, during the nation’s inaugural election 

of 1789, only White males who owned property were allowed to vote, resulting in the 

election of George Washington and John Adams to the offices of President and Vice 

President, respectively (Keyssar, 2000). According to Keyssar (2000), “African 

Americans, Native Americans, women, men who had attained their majority, and adult 

white males who did not own land” were excluded from the electoral process (p. 2). 
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The founding fathers understood that the American vote meant access to power 

and political will, and the evolution of the right to vote meant sharing electoral influence. 

However, two factors that propelled the evolution of voting in America were military 

conflicts and class tension (Keyssar, 2000). Keyssar (2000) observed that every 

expansion of the voting right accrued in the wake of or during military conflicts. For 

example, at the end of the Mexican American War, Mexicans living in Arizona, 

California, New Mexico, Texas and Nevada were enfranchised, but their voting rights 

were denied due to English-proficiency requirements. Additionally, President Lincoln 

used the Emancipation Proclamation of 1863 as a military strategy, declaring all slaves in 

the confederate states freed (A&E Television Networks, n.d.); however, several 

amendments of the Constitution were required before citizens were allowed to vote 

regardless of race or gender (American Civil Liberties Union, n.d.). What the voting elite 

found was that war created a demand for new recruits, who were more likely to serve 

under suffrage. The right to vote was therefore extended to the lower orders of society in 

exchange for their military service and popular support (Keyssar, 2000). 

Class tension is a less explored factor by political scholars and scientists. In 

America, race, class, gender, ethnicity, and religion constituted a real dilemma that 

caused several decades of inequity in voting. According to Hansen (2003), class, race, 

gender, ethnicity, and religion have always impacted who could vote in America, and it 

took the signing of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and later the Voting Rights Act of 1965 

to provide federal enforcement of voting rights for African Americans and minorities, 

which brought equity to the electoral process. Federal enforcement of voter rights came 

in part by other important events in the history of the right to vote. Keyssar (2000) also 
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drew attention to four important factors that greatly contributed to voter enfranchisement 

in the United States. The first was the expansion to vote during the industrial era between 

the periods of 1787 and 1850. The second was the “mushrooming upper- and middle-

class antagonism to universal suffrage,” which lasted from 1850 until World War II. The 

third era was distinguished by Northern states mitigating the benefits and purpose for 

growing the electorate, which lasted until 1960. The fourth and last period the states saw 

an increase in the integration and the right to vote especially in the Southern states and 

diminished restrictions to the right to vote (p. xxii-xxiii). 

The United States’ electoral narrative is one of contention and riddled with a 

history of groups needing to struggle to gain their suffrage. The federal government, 

concerned citizens, and organizations like the NAACP have championed several strides 

in closing the electoral divide and keeping the right to vote a right and not a privilege or a 

promise as some would like to make it (Katz E. , 2005; Salvatore, 2009; Rmuse, 2012). 

However, Americans may have lost their political romance with voting, and this has the 

potential to undermine the democratic process and only allow a privileged few to select 

the political leaders of the nation (Highton, 2004).  

The literature revealed several factors contributing to the American decline in the 

percentage of people voting: researchers agree that the elections of 1892–1896 were the 

most decisive, which sparked widespread changes that contributed to geographic 

segregation of social groups (Key, 1955; Piven & Cloward, 1988). This period was 

known as the fourth party system and later coined “the system of 1896” by E. E. 

Schattschneider (Piven & Cloward, 1988, p. 54). In the elections between 1896 and 1920, 

the nation saw a period where poor Whites, minorities, and the immigrant youth vanished 
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from the voting electoral process (Piven & Cloward, 1988). 

Piven and Cloward (1988) called this period the “demobilization of the American 

electorate” and founded that it accounted for a large sector of the American electorate 

being disenfranchised (pp. 55–62). Consequently, the Republican and Democratic parties 

were dominated by the economic elites, resulting in the decline in voting (Key, 1955; 

Piven & Cloward, 1988). Piven and Cloward (1988) surmised that the elections of 1896, 

although partly responsible for the decline of the American electorate, did little to explain 

why voters failed to resort to normalcy after the restoration of party opposition during 

1930–1960. 

Voter apathy and disinterest continued into the 20th century partly due to legal 

and institutional changes that weakened the votes of the working and lower class as well 

as minorities and poor Whites in the South (Piven & Cloward, 1988). According to Piven 

and Cloward (1988), “disenfranchisement was accomplished either by legislating new 

qualifications for the suffrage or by erecting procedural obstructions, mainly in the form 

of voter registration requirements” (p. 70). These actions had devastating effects on the 

voting electorate, which included the purging of the active electorate in the South. 

By 1896, the momentum of voter striping heightened in southern states like 

Texas, Mississippi, Florida, and Arkansas, with the introduction of the poll tax laws and 

literacy test barriers to oppose the votes of the poor and illiterate Whites. To further focus 

efforts in targeting voter disenfranchisement, “good character” clauses allowed voter 

registrars to make exceptions and the “grandfather” clause allowed exceptions for voters 

whose grandfathers previously voted or fought in the Civil War (Piven & Cloward, 1988, 

pp. 82–83). As a result of these new restrictions, the Black vote was eliminated, and the 
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White vote also declined. 

The decline in the American voting electorate has spurred debates among political 

theorists, who divided their opinions into two camps. The first opinions centered on the 

legal restrictions and socioeconomic factors, whereas the second group focused on the 

social–psychological factors (Caldeira, Patterson, & Markko, 1985; Piven & Cloward, 

1988). Legal restrictions were referred to as the legal institutional theory, and their 

proponents argued that the legal restrictions imposed help purged the voting rolls through 

voter registration reforms that reduced fraud. Their explanation for voter decline was that 

corrections to overinflated ballots created a more accurate representation of the voting 

electorate (Piven & Cloward, 1988). In contrast, the literature suggests that voter fraud 

was not prevalent during the 19th century, and the argument that fraud prompted the 

reforms were unsubstantiated (Piven & Cloward, 1988). 

On the contrary, other political theorists believed that nonvoting was attributed to 

deficits in social structures, such as a sense of political ineffectiveness, a sense of 

obligation, or the lack of adequate educational faculties (Caldeira et al.,1985; Piven & 

Cloward, 1988). Economists and political scientists described these voters as using a 

rational choice analysis, claiming that voters abstained from voting due to the high cost 

and the low benefits that it presented (Piven & Cloward, 1988). This explanation was not 

comprehensive in addressing the low voter interest in the United States because other 

democracies, such as that of Western Europe, shared the same social structural deficits 

and had higher voter participation rates. Similarly, voter participation seemed to peak 

during the 18th century, when citizens’ education levels were low, and declined during 

the 19th century as citizens had better access to education (Piven & Cloward 1988). 
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Grassroots organizations are the center core of community stability and activism 

in America and construct the informal community-based organizations focused on 

progressive change. According to an online dictionary, grass-roots is defined as “the 

ordinary people as distinct from the active leadership of a party or organization” (Grass 

roots, n.d.). Grassroots organizations constitute the smallest component of civic 

engagement in our nation, bonding the relationships of the union at local, state, and 

federal governments. Grassroots organizations are a collective representation of 

community members drawing on each other’s strengths, talents, and abilities to achieve 

equitable and sustainable social change for their communities (Staples, 2004). According 

to Grassroots Grantmakers (What’s a Grassroots Group?, n.d.), a website devoted to the 

social change that grassroots organizations advocate, most grassroots organizations have 

these five characteristics in common.  

First, grassroots organizations are place based and typically tied to a community, 

neighborhood, or local area and originate from local leaders and individuals with shared 

experiences and interests (What’s a Grassroots Group?, n.d.). Some of the more 

established grassroots organizations are tied to regional or national networks, which can 

leverage the group’s numbers to have their issues heard at the national level. These 

factors also help focus groups’ efforts on the social change that is required in their 

communities, and when these changes are in place, would greatly increase the sustainable 

and livable conditions for the community. Familiar slogans from these organizations are 

“Nothing about us without us” and “Not in my back yard” (Bullard, 2007; Staples, 2004; 

What’s a Grassroots Group?, n.d.). For example, in the case of “Not in my back yard,” 

well-organized, affluent communities were able to protect their environmental interests 
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by keeping unpopular zoning, deed restrictions, and other land mechanisms from 

adversely affecting their communities (Bullard, 2007). 

Second, they are people focused. Grassroots organizations are focused on the 

needs of the community and the people’s concerns. According to 

Grassrootsgrantmakers.com 

A defining characteristic [of grassroots organizations] is that most of the work is 

done not only for the people involved but also by them, with little or no paid staff, 

often without much specialized expertise, and usually without big budgets or 

other large resource reservoirs. They provide the mechanism for individuals to 

discover and bring forth their individual gifts to their community (para. 2). 

Grassroots organizations are run by “people power” and strive to achieve the shared goals 

of the community through unity and a people-generated power projection concept. 

Staples (2004) argued 

When people join together and organize, they increase their ability to get things 

done, and they often decrease power differentials with institutional decision-

makers and dominate groups in society. Grassroots community organizing offers 

a means for power to be exercised through the strength of numbers, and also 

contributes toward the end of building social solidarity. (p. 2) 

Third, grassroots organizations have varied informal organizational structures. 

Grassroots organizations vary from (a) formally structured, with elected officers or a 

board of directors, written bylaws, and dues paying members, like faith base 

organizations to (b) informal groups with very little structure, like a neighborhood watch 

(What’s a Grassroots Group?, n.d.). However, the key to the grassroots efforts is that the 
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community internally provides the leadership. Staples (2004) added 

The operative assumption is that effective leadership should and will emerge from 

within the community, rather than from the outside—that the requisite strengths, 

assets, and resources to fulfill this function are present among the constituency. 

Organizing is not a “top-down” process. (p. 2) 

Organizations that are more formal have elections and select new leaders according to 

their by-laws or mandates. 

Fourth, they have membership. According to the literature, membership for 

grassroots organizations can constitute 200–500 members. Grassroots organization 

memberships range from dues paying members to individuals who support the activities 

as nonmembers and volunteers. Grassroots organizations that require membership dues 

reserve the decision-making power of the organization through voting to dues paying 

members. Staples (2004) explained that  

Organizers must be able to do their work without creating relationships of 

dependence and overreliance. Decision-making power must remain with the full 

membership. Sometimes this job will be formal, other times in-formal, but it 

always should be recognized and clearly defined. (p. 30) 

Conversely, the aim of the organizations is to have input from every member of the group 

and leave no voice unheard. As Staples (2004) put it, “the exercise of power and control 

by the membership is a goal in itself for grassroots democracy,” and through this balance 

of mutual and collective goals grassroots organizations draw their strengths and 

effectiveness (p. 85). 
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Fifth, they have a quantifiable duration. Just like the social circumstances that 

cause the formulation of grassroots organizations seem to emerge, escalate, and dissipate, 

some of the organizations’ life cycles follow the same trend. Others are ongoing, as long 

as the members still find relevance in the organization and the goals of the organization 

still fulfill the members’ needs. Most long-term organizations have mission statements 

and tangible goals for the organization. Staples (2004) further explained as follows: 

However, regardless of the presence of formal mission statements, a grassroots 

community organization needs to be clear about both its long- and middle-range 

goals, as well as its immediate objectives. It is important to analyze whether they 

are realistic and feasible, as well as how the organization expects to achieve them. 

Long-Range Goals are overarching statements about desirable circumstances, 

such as developing recreational opportunities, creating affordable housing, 

improving health care, pursuing environmental justice, increasing electoral clout, 

or providing relief from predatory lending. Middle-Range Goals are more 

concrete, such as establishing swimming facilities at the neighborhood level, 

developing affordable housing on city-owned parcels of vacant land, reducing 

health disparities in a particular neighborhood or among a specific ethnic group, 

cleaning up all dangerous environmental spills on the south side of the city, 

undertaking initiatives to register voters and increase voter turnout, or targeting 

unscrupulous lenders and indifferent regulators. (p. 54) 

During the height of the civil rights movement, which started on December 5, 

1955, the country saw the emergence of several grassroots organizations. For example, 

the NAACP led by Roy Wilkins alongside leaders like Martin Luther King, Jr., who led 
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another prominent organization: the Southern Leadership Conference (Hansen, 2003; 

NAACP, n.d.). Other grassroots organizations of that era were the Student Nonviolent 

Coordinating Committee, an organization of students that held a nonviolent sit in 

movement, and the Congress of Racial Equality, who organized freedom rides with 

prominent activists like John Lewis, who joined the contentious rides opposed by White 

mobs (Hansen, 2003). Labor unions and faith-based organizations were also avid 

participants in grassroots activities that sought to elevate livable conditions for 

communities (Staples, 2004). These organizations often collaborated in coalitions to 

support a common cause. Labor unions came under the umbrella of the American 

Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations, and according to Staples 

(2004) “many central labor councils are involved in the AFL-CIO’s Union Cities 

Program, in which unions intensify their efforts to mobilize and involve members in local 

issues, political campaigns, and solidarity efforts” (p. 304). 

In the last decade, new grassroots organizations have emerged, like Citizens 

United, the Tea Party, the Occupy movement, and OFA. Citizens United supports 

conservative causes through the production of television and Web-based advertisements 

and documentaries (Citizensunited.org, n.d.). The Tea Party is a partly conservative 

grassroots organization with the goal of restoring strict adherence to the United States 

Constitution. The Occupy movement spurred from the Occupy Wall Street movement, 

protests and draws attention to the damaging influence that corporations have on 

American politics as well as supporting social and economic equality for all citizens 

(Occupy Together, n.d.). OFA is a collation of students, community leaders, activists, and 

grassroots volunteers formed by the then-presidential candidate Barack Obama in 2008. It 
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is now based out of the Democratic National Committee and forms the political 

grassroots arms of the Democratic Party to conduct voter registration drives and area 

canvassing to re-elect Democrats (Democratic National Committee, n.d.).  

Our nation’s political parties are organizations with an emphasis on political 

representation. Early in our history, we saw groups like the Federalists, Republicans, 

Whigs, and Democrats dominating the political arena. Currently, the two dominant 

political parties are the Republican and Democratic parties. Although the goals of the 

Republican and Democratic parties are to sway the nation’s progress toward their 

political ideologies and ideals, their competing ideologies also create national dialogues, 

which assist the nation’s citizens and the government to perfect and unify the nation. Our 

political parties also benefit from the efforts and tactics of grassroots organizations in 

local communities to advance their ideologies and mobilize their base of voters.  

Although grassroots organizations have become increasingly pivotal in political 

campaigns, very little is known about their persuasive effects on the voting public. For 

example, in 2008, Barack Obama used OFA to defeat Hillary Clinton, who was seen as 

the favorite, to secure the Democratic presidential nomination (Harnden, 2008). As 

grassroots organizations become an essential formula in winning elections, more rigorous 

research is needed to examine how these organizations become a force multiplier in 

political campaigns and how they sway political decisions and influence voter 

participation. 

Rolfe (2012) reported that common bonds that made grassroots organizations 

effective were mobilization and canvassing. Staples (2004) explained that mobilization 

brings action plans and political strategies to life through the members of grassroots 
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organizations. Canvassing is usually part of a larger GOTV campaign, which includes 

collaboration with other similar organizations and identification of targeted voters 

through detailed polling data and canvassing (Staples, 2004). According to Staples 

(2004), GOTV includes other activities, such as telephone canvassing, literature drops, 

and voter van car pools. Scholars like Kershaw (2010) argued, “assuming that the 

mobilization period starts just 7 days before the general election follows other 

mobilization research and recognizes that mobilization efforts close to elections are the 

most effective” (p. 428). The literature suggests that voter turnout increases with voter 

mobilization and canvassing efforts by grassroots organizations (Kershaw, 2010; Rolfe, 

2012). 

Voter Turnout: A Systemic Phenomenon 

For several decades, scholars have written numerous journal articles on voter 

turnout. Aldrich argued, “turning out to vote is the most common and important act of 

political participation in any democracy,” however, the United States has continually 

seen declines in voter participation since 1960 (Abramson & Aldrich, 1982; Aldrich, 

1993, p. 246; Boyd, 1981). Boyd (1981) examined the voter trend and determined that 

voter turnout has dropped “from 62.8% in 1960, to 61.9 in 1968, to 55.4 in 1972, to 54.4 

in 1976” (p. 133). 

Nevertheless, since 1976, voter participation continued to decline for the next 3 

decades to 36.4% in 1986, to 49.1% in 1996, to 37.1 % in 2006, and to 37.8% in 2010 

(Infoplease, n.d.). Downs (1957) characterized voting as an essential element of 

democracy and the political system it supports. Scholars like Ansolabehere and Iyengar 

(1994) pointed toward public opinion polling as a possible negative influencer and 
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deterrent to voter turnout.  

Public opinion polling experienced several setbacks and received stark criticisms 

during its infancy. The systems of polling also went through some bitter infighting 

amongst poll creators to substantiate polling superiority. For example, George Gallup, the 

creator of the Gallup poll, in 1936, challenged the Literary Digest’s straw poll, stating 

that their methodology was flawed. Straw polling preceded the Gallup poll and was the 

leading polling source in the 1920s. In 1936, the Gallup poll accurately predicted the 

victor of the Roosevelt and Landon election and the Literary Digest inaccurately 

predicted Landon to defeat Roosevelt. This blunder stripped Literary Digest’s credibility 

and reputation as a pollster (Gonzalez, 2002).  

The criticisms on polling continued throughout the years, with its strongest critic 

being Professor Hebert Blumer from the University of Chicago. Blumer (1948) asserted, 

“what I note is the inability of public opinion polling to isolate ‘public opinion’ as an 

abstract or generic concept, which could thereby become the focal point for the formation 

of a system of propositions” (p. 542). In 1948, pollsters experienced a major setback in 

the polling debacle that predicted Thomas Dewey to defeat Harry Truman. 

Experts on public opinion like Robert Shapiro and Lawrence Jacobs have noted 

that pollsters have taken several measures to increase the reliability and accuracy of 

polling by ending the practices of polling too early and refining the methods of discretion 

for interviewers. However, current election campaign strategist mainly uses consumer 

and political databases to gauge public opinion (Hillygus, 2011). Subsequently, 

Ansolabehere and Iyengar’s (1994) research on polling revealed that the public’s 

exposure to polling may sway preference but had no significant impact on voter turnout 
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due to neither socioeconomic nor political affiliations. 

Voter turnout has been a systemic problem since the early 19th century. 

According to Piven and Cloward (1988), the downturn in voter participation occurred 

with the disenfranchisement of the poor workers and farmers, today’s middle class, from 

the voting electorate. Piven and Cloward (1988) pointed to the control of both parties by 

the rich as the contributing factor to the decline in voter participation. Piven and Cloward 

contended that voter turnout is more complex than the current models suggests. They 

concluded that more research should explore voter participation in the context of political 

institutions and not personal characteristics (Piven & Cloward, 1988). 

Putnam (2000) attributed the decline in voter participation to several historical 

circumstances and generational trends. Putnam pointed to the cumbersome voter 

registration process and the disenfranchisement of African Americans and minority 

groups as precursors to the voter decline. Although more lax voter registration laws and 

the Voting Rights Act of 1965 placed millions of men and women on the voting rolls, 

these did little to address why the remainder of the electorate participation continued to 

decline (Putnam, 2000). Putnam attributed this final factor to the lack of civic 

engagement by the baby boomers and their children (2000). According to Putnam (2000), 

the “generation gap in civic engagement” continues to exacerbate low voter turnout, 

which is easily observed in communities in the United States. 

Numerous scholars and researchers of political democracy have agreed that 

revisiting the original equation, from Downs's (1957) article, which shaped the discussion 

of voter turnout, is a good starting point to understanding this vital phenomenon. Downs 

(1957) proposed that voter participation is an economic decision and that voters base 
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their decision to vote on whether the benefits of voting outweigh the cost of voting 

(Downs, 1957; Rolfe, 2012). Downs’s equation is based on the benefit of having the 

preferred candidate win (B) multiplied by the probability that the casted vote will change 

the outcome of the election (P) and subtracting the cost in terms of time, money, and 

other resources (C) for the utilities model (Downs, 1957; Farber, 2009; Rolfe, 2012): pB - 

C. 

The literature shows that scholars and researchers recommended Downs’s rational 

choice equation as a starting point to fully understand the phenomenon of why people 

vote (Downs, 1957; Farber, 2009; Harder & Krosnick, 2008; Palfrey & Rosenthal, 1983; 

Riker & Ordeshook, 1968; Rolfe, 2012; Sigelman & Berry, 1982). The literature revealed 

that although Downs did not fully develop the calculus of voting model, he was the first 

to suggest that there were private and social benefits to the act of voting (Aldrich, 1993; 

Ansolabehere & Iyengar, 1994; Downs, 1957; Farber, 2009; Palfrey & Rosenthal, 1983). 

According to Rolfe (2012) Downs’s equation jokingly became known as “the 

paradox of voter turnout that ate rational choice” because the odds of a voter casting a 

deciding vote was so scarce that most voters would abstain from voting (p. 8). It was 

William Riker and Peter Ordeshook who expanded on the equation with the D term, 

which dealt with the social and psychological benefits, regardless of whether a vote was 

pivotal, thereby offering a solution for the paradox (Farber, 2009; Fowler & Dawes, 

2008; Harder & Krosnick, 2008; Palfrey & Rosenthal, 1983; Riker & Ordeshook, 1968; 

Rolfe, 2012). Therefore, the D was absolved from being diluted like the P by the usual 

low value in large elections.  

This equation summarized that voting was based on rational choice and three 
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premises: (a) the cost of voting, (b) the rewards associated with voting, and (c) the ability 

to cast the pivotal vote (Ansolabehere & Iyengar, 1994; Downs, 1957; Harder & 

Krosnick, 2008; Riker & Ordeshook, 1968). The completed equation accounted for the 

benefit gained for the ideal outcome (B), the ability to change the voting outcome by 

voting (P), the cost of voting in terms of time and resources (C), and the satisfaction 

gained from voting (D). In other words, if R > 0, then a citizen would vote (Farber, 

2009): R = pB − C + D. 

Before Downs’s equation on the modern electoral process, the assumptions on 

voting were based primarily on the concepts that a citizen’s vote could determine the 

outcome of an election. Other political economists, who agreed with Rolfe (2012), 

contested these views, questioning and rebutted the notion that a single vote could 

decisively determine an election; the consensus among social scientists was that the 

probability of casting the deciding vote was so minuscule that a rational citizen would 

abstain from voting based on that premise (Palfrey & Rosenthal, 1983). However, the 

addition of the D only confirmed what was already known and reduced the electoral 

process to a rudimentary exercise: “a tautology that cannot be disproven: Voting is 

rational for those who vote and not rational for those who do not vote” (Rolfe, 2012, p. 

8). This led to several scholarly attempts to solve the paradox of voter turnout, of which 

the four prevailing models discovered in the literature are further explored in the next 

sections. 

Rational Choice Model 

Although many scholars and political scientist would agree that voting is a 

fundamental right of citizens and vitally essential to our political process, they may not 
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all agree on the explanation of the political engagement of voting or, more specifically, 

why people vote. Rational choice theorists argue that although other theories are adequate 

in identifying the variables of voter turnout, they do not explain why some citizens vote 

and others abstain (Aldrich, 1993; Downs, 1957). Aldrich (1993), a proponent of rational 

choice, drew attention to a common ground for most political scientists: that attitudes, 

beliefs, and values determine political behavior. Based on this fundamental equation of 

political behavior, Aldrich (1993) explained that how theorists finished the equation 

contributes to the division in theories and models. 

Although Aldrich (1993) accounted for the cost of voting, he contended that the 

rational theorists based the outcome of voting on preference and outcomes that would 

benefit the voter rather than outcomes that would lower the benefits of voting. The cost 

factor in an election is avoided only by an abstention to vote. Aldrich pointed out that 

there is a cost for not voting, which he refers to as a “decision-making cost” (1993, p. 

248). According to Aldrich, a voter has a proverbial decision-making model that accounts 

for actions and inactions, which are to vote for the preferred candidate, vote for the other 

candidate, or abstain from voting (Aldrich, 1993). 

To complete this process accurately, the voter must also take into account how 

external factors, such as the state of the nation, will affect the elections. Consequently, 

the voter will vote for their preferred candidate or abstain from voting because voting for 

the other candidate is irrational. Therefore, voting is tied to the cost of voting being less 

than the cost to vote. Aldrich further explained, “thus, as cost of voting increase, turnout 

should decline, ceteris paribus. In fact, of course, that is precisely what happens. When 

registration laws were passed, poll taxes were raised, or residency requirements were 
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enacted, turnout fell” (1993, p. 250). 

Calculus of Voting Model 

Proponents of the calculus of voting proclaimed that voting is a reasonable act 

and as well reasonable for those who do not vote and for those who do so (Riker & 

Ordeshook, 1968). William Riker and Peter Ordeshook, using Downs’s initial equation, 

coined the D to signify “citizen duty”: “They argued that the D represents the value of 

doing one’s duty as a citizen” (Aldrich, 1993, p. 251). In their equation, R = PB + D – C, 

they claimed that the higher the perception that a vote would make a difference, the more 

likely a voter will vote. In other words, “the larger the P term, the more likely it is that an 

individual will vote” (Aldrich, 1993; Harder & Krosnick, 2008; Farber, 2009). 

Further surveys of the empirical literature established that scholars found several 

deficiencies with the calculus of voting model. For example, Aldrich (1993) pointed out 

that  

Barry (1970) argues that the theoretical problem is that, if all the “action” is in the 

D term, turnout is not usefully understood by rational choice theory. To be sure, 

voting due to a high D term is perfectly rational. The answer to why someone 

voted, however, is simply that they valued voting on its own. If so, turnout is, 

effectively, noninstrumental. Moreover, if the answer to the question, “Why did 

you vote?” is that “I voted because I wanted to,” then it moves the theoretically 

important question back on step to, “Why did you want to vote?” As Barry puts it, 

it makes turnout a “matter of taste,” even though “taste” may mean “deeply held 

values.” And rational choice models are not models of “where tastes come from,” 

but how one acts, given tastes, Thus, theoretically, if turnout is due to the D term, 
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rational choice models add nothing to the explanation of how preferences shape 

actions.” (p. 258) 

Other scholars argued that the likelihood that a single vote would be pivotal in a 

large electorate to break a tie is very unlikely (Farber, 2009; Gerber & Green, 2000; 

Palfrey & Rosenthal 1983). The challenge found with the calculus of voting model is that 

the P term, if understood by voters, would diminish voter participation in large 

electorates (Aldrich, 1993). 

Game Theoretic Model 

Game theoretic model backers advocated that voters use strategic calculations 

when considering voting (Aldrich, 1993; Palfrey & Rosenthal, 1983). Although game 

theory is very similar to the calculus of voting model, proponents of this model say that 

voters use the probability of decisions of others to decide whether to vote or abstain from 

voting (Aldrich, 1993; Farber, 2009; Palfrey & Rosenthal, 1983). According to Aldrich, 

the key difference in game theory is “decisions are based on taking others’ decisions into 

explicit account” (1993, p. 257). For example, a voter might reason that no one will vote 

and that therefore their vote will be the decisive vote for their candidate. Nevertheless, 

these same reasons would hold true for all voters, causing an increase in voter turnout. 

However, social scholars have estimated that most voters have a very pessimistic outlook 

on the cost associated with voting, which therefore yields a low estimation of P, resulting 

in lower voter turnout (Aldrich, 1993). 

The game theoretic model’s similarity with the calculus of voting model is 

problematic in that deficiencies found in the calculus of voting model are shared in the 

game theoretic model (Aldrich, 1993). According to Aldrich (1993) “generally, true 
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strategies interaction becomes attenuated as the size of the electorate increase, thus 

making game-theoretic solutions similar to the decision rule derived from the calculus of 

voting” (p. 257). The similarities between the game theoretic model and the calculus of 

voting model cause both models to fail to accurately contribute to our understanding of a 

relatively larger electorate.  

MMR Model 

Aldrich (1993) points out that scholars like John A. Ferejohn and Morris P. 

Fiorina preferred the MMR model, and they argued that their model was more reliable 

than the calculus of voting model in predicting voter turnout (Aldrich, 1993). According 

to Aldrich (1993), the MMR model was based on the premise that voters would feel 

regret if the outcome of an election could have been averted if they had participated. 

According to this model, voters calculate measurements of regret to determine possible 

actions, and they act on those actions that yield the least regret (Aldrich, 1993; Farber, 

2009; Palfrey & Rosenthal, 1983; Thompson, 1982). According to Rolfe (2012), the 

MMR model failed to account for the huge turnout among nonpartisan voters like 

“independents” and undecided voters, thereby making this model less plausible as a 

viable solution for the voter paradox. 

The literature additionally revealed that the MMR model was flawed because 

there was only a probability to regret not voting if the voter could cast a breaking or tie 

vote (Aldrich, 1993). Furthermore, the P term in the MMR model is ambiguous, and 

although scholars have tried to calculate the likelihood of a voter breaking a tie in an 

election, “they do not need to know how small P is to believe that it is very, very small” 

(Aldrich, 1993, p. 259). The Downsian’s logic based on cost and benefits was inadequate 
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to predict voter habits in regard to turnout (Rolfe, 2012). In most estimates, social 

scholars found that the majority of citizens used a combination of low cost, low benefits 

rationale for voting. Furthermore, for the majority of citizens, the voting process is simple 

and convenient, with polling places relatively close to their residence. Media coverage of 

presidential elections has also made gathering information an easier task than it used to 

be for voters. These and other events in the electoral process have made the Downsian’s 

logic inadequate as a true indicator of voter turnout. 

In summary, although several opposing views exist within the literature for the 

basic paradigm of voter turnout, the theories of participation focused on treating voting as 

a deterministic function of cost and benefits prevailed (Caldeira et al., 1985; Rolfe, 

2012). Strong statistical analyses of survey data abound for the causes of voter 

participation, with the disadvantage of improving researchers understanding through the 

incorporation of the rational calculus. Rolfe (2012) pointed out “multiple attempts were 

made to incorporate a rational calculus of voting directly into the existing survey research 

literature, rather than relying on a reinterpretation of demographic variables, but these 

attempts did not meet with great success” (p. 9). 

Rolfe (2012) concluded that these monocausal lines of explanations were difficult 

to discern because core measurements of (a) the three essential elements of the cost of 

voting, (b) the positive benefit of the act of voting, and (c) the probability of casting a 

pivotal vote were problematic and unattainable. The prevailing thoughts within survey-

based research on voter participation would conclude that voters are more likely not to 

participate in the process based purely on the cost–benefit rationale (Caldeira et al., 1985; 

Rolfe, 2012). 
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Five Alternative Models of Electoral Turnout 

Caldeira et al. (1985) contended that researchers and scholars could not fully 

understand the complexities of voter participation until they examined the additional 

contextual variables—“legal restrictions, socioeconomic characteristics, social-

psychological attitudes, economic conditions, and political mobilization”—that attributed 

to voters’ conceptual formulation to vote (pp. 490–493). The review found that voters’ 

socioeconomic conditions do affect how they vote, however, scholars still pondered 

whether these same conditions affected voter participation (Caldeira et al., 1985; Harder 

& Krosnick, 2008). 

Harder and Krosnick (2008) offered a social theory that accounts for motivation 

to vote, ability to vote, and difficulty of voting. According to Harder and Krosnick 

(2008), motivation to vote can come from factors such as interest or noninterest in the 

political candidates, civic duty, or peer pressure from friends and family. According to 

Harder and Krosnick (2008), the ability to vote refers to access to information about the 

candidates and understanding political literature and dealing with local bureaucracies to 

meet the eligibility to participate in an election. 

Harder and Krosnick (2008) defined difficulty of voting as the external barriers 

that would make it difficult for a voter to participate in the electoral process, such as the 

location of the poll and registration requirements. Harder and Krosnick’s research and 

others like that of Caldeira et al. (1985) and Stein et al. (2005) started to shape future 

research and theories on voter turnout. They expanded on the proverbial question “why 

do citizens vote?” (Caldeira et al., 1985; Harder & Krosnick, 2008).  

Harder and Krosnick (2008) offered a more updated social theory that slightly 
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deviated from the Downsian’s equation. They proposed that a person’s willingness to 

vote is based on their motivation to vote, their ability to vote, and the difficulty of voting 

for the basic economic voting model: likelihood of voting = (motivation to vote x ability 

to vote)/difficulty of voting. Harder and Krosnick’s social theory approach to voter 

participation focused on the power of the voter from a social and political context and 

how those factors might deter their vote. Although this social theory is parallel to the 

conditional choice framework, it is not explicit and is limited in expressing the contextual 

explanation of voter participation (Rolfe, 2012). The following section analyzes the 

literature that explains the economic conditions that affect electoral turnout and explores 

similarities and differences in views between the two social theories. 

Legal Restriction Model 

Numerous scholars contend that voting restrictions have declined in the United 

States in the last 2 decades and voter intimidation, discrimination, and voter suppression 

has subsided due to the federal government’s interventions (Caldeira et al., 1985; Harder 

& Krosnick, 2008). Legal restrictions, nevertheless, continued to be a matter of 

contention for both political parties and the public, resulting in numerous court cases and 

judicial decisions on the subject. Although the 20th century gave women and African 

Americans unprecedented access to the electoral process, these social movements did 

little to increase the amount of eligible voters who cast a ballot during elections (Rolfe, 

2012). 

Alex Willingham, in a 1989 review of the book Why Americans Don’t Vote by 

Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, suggested that voter discrimination or 

suppression did not account for the decline in the minority vote. Willingham (1989) also 
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argued that the lifting of voter registration restrictions did not translate to an increase in 

voter turnout. However, the matter of voter legal restriction continued to be a matter of 

controversy. In the March 2012 elections, the New York Times reported that new laws 

requiring voters to show identification at the polls is creating a legal restriction that may 

disenfranchise minority voters (Voting rights (Registration and requirements), n.d.). 

Harder and Krosnick (2008) contended that the cost of registration may cause a 

9% decline in voter participation. They claimed that requirements such as early poll 

closings and annual registrations discourage voter participation and increase the P term, 

or the difficulty of voting, with a sum result of lower participation (Caldeira et al., 1985; 

Harder & Krosnick, 2008; Stein et al., 2005). Rolfe (2012) categorized legal restrictions 

as an institutional cost, which “included (1) institutionally imposed barriers to voter 

turnout, such as registration requirements, and (2) electoral systems (i.e. proportional 

representation or first-past-the-post, unicameralism or bicameralism, other features of 

polities that affect how votes are translated into representation)” (p. 11). 

The literature revealed that institutional cost in American elections is less felt in 

states that offer absentee registration or have accommodating polling hours and in 

countries where (a) Election Day is a holiday or is conducted on weekends, (b) voters are 

mandatorily registered, or (c) voting is compulsory (Rolfe, 2012). Therefore, if 

institutional cost is factored into the Downsian calcus of voting or other social theories of 

voting, then the implementation of compulsory voting or the reduction of institutional 

cost would increase voter participation (Caldeira et al., 1985; Rolfe, 2012). However, 

repeated attempts to prove this premise by using a large sample sizes were 

unreproducible when the sample size was smaller and taken from traditional elections 
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(Rolfe, 2012). Rolfe (2012) reported “although it is clear that from the evidence that 

institutional ‘costs’ can and do shift aggregate turnout at the margins, the impact of such 

cost has only been reliably established at the contectual—not individual—level” (p. 12). 

This still left a void in the explanation of voter turnout from an institutional cost 

prospective. 

Socioeconomic Model 

Although quite a departure from legal restraints, the socioeconomic context of the 

effects on voter participation contrasted political scientist models that argued that voter 

participation weighed primarily on cost–benefits (Aldrich, 1993; Downs, 1957; Knotts & 

Haspel, 2006). Instead, proponents of the socioeconomic model argued that voters with 

higher education, income, and occupational status participate proportionally greater in the 

electoral process (Caldeira et al., 1985; Green, Gerber, & Nickerson, 2003; Kershaw, 

2010; Knotts & Haspel, 2006; Stein et al., 2005).  

The literature shows that demographic factors such as education, income, 

occupation, race, and gender dictate who votes and their level of turnout (Caldeira et al., 

1985; Fowler & Dawes, 2008; Gerber et al., 2003; Knotts & Haspel, 2006). For example, 

the literature shows that non-White citizens tend to vote at a much lower rate than do 

White citizens (Caldeira et al., 1985; Knotts & Haspel, 2006).  

The literature also revealed that citizens with higher socioeconomic means 

possess the intellectual and economically competencies to overcome legal restrictions and 

other deterrence to vote (Caldeira et al., 1985; Knotts & Haspel, 2006). Scholars have 

agreed that socioeconomic conditions create voters who perceive their electoral roles as 

stakeholders in an election and participate because they understand that the outcome of 
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the elections will affect their future socioeconomic status (Caldeira et al., 1985; Knotts & 

Haspel, 2006). 

Rolfe (2012) explored the socioeconomic effects on voting and found that the 

effects of education were due to the introduction of an individual to a larger peer group or 

network that influence and increase their electoral participation. According to Rolfe 

(2012), “the key insight driving the social theory of voter turnout is that social networks 

are more than an accumulation of the characteristics of the individuals in them” (p. 17). 

More important, Rolfe (2012) stressed, “relative education attainment, not years of 

education, is the important predictor of turnout probability” (p. 18). Although social 

context such as education readily increases the propensity for participation in the 

electoral process, the personal networks and peer groups are the decisive factors in 

shaping and influencing behaviors conducive to voting (Rolfe, 2012).  

Social Psychological Model 

A literature search on the social psychological effects on voter participation 

revealed that certain citizens were more susceptible to vote because of feelings of civic 

duty, political efficacy, and a general interest in the electoral process (Caldeira et al., 

1985; Edlin, Gelman, & Kaplan, 2007; Farber, 2009; Knotts & Haspel, 2006; Stein et al., 

2005). Political researchers like Caldeira et al. (1985) found that psychological 

connections greatly increased a citizen’s motivation to get involved in the electoral 

process. According to Knotts and Haspel (2006), living in socially supportive social 

psychological environments, such as diverse communities, marriage, and civic 

organization participation, created a greater propensity to vote. 

Although social psychological effects have a great influence on voter 
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participation, these views are sometimes inconsistent; for example, social psychological 

effects does not represent a comprehensive model that accounts for modification of 

behaviors and departure from friendships. This error is corrected by not viewing these 

social relationships as static interactions. Researchers have found that viewing these 

relationships under a conditional collaboration within a network is necessary for 

understanding voter turnout. However, these social interactions from a conditional choice 

framework allow for a broader paradigm and systematic approach of conceptualization. 

Economics Model 

Another factor not fully developed by political scholars is the effect of economics 

on voter participation. According to the literature, citizens are more likely to vote if they 

are dissatisfied with their current economic situation (Caldeira et al., 1985). The literature 

revealed both economically advantaged and disadvantaged citizens were more likely to 

vote if they were displeased with the current economics. For example, citizens 

dissatisfied with their economic conditions would vote in retaliation, to punish their 

current elected officials (Caldeira et al., 1985).  

A person’s economic status also outlines the extent of their social and family 

networks. These same networks can also guide these individual’s actions through peer 

pressure or what Rolfe (2012) called conditional responsiveness. Rolfe (2012) suggested 

that more than conformity and peer pressure motivated individuals. In a study based on 

conditional responsiveness, individuals’ behaviors were repeatedly affected by social 

norms or injunctions. For example, the study demonstrated that (a) 50% of subjects were 

more likely to litter in an untidy environment, (b) less than one of 10 would litter after 

observing someone pick up litter, and (c) most would not litter in a clean environment 
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(Rolfe, 2012). These responses were unconscious actions from the participants, similar to 

social actions taken in respect to economics and other social factors with voter 

participation (Rolfe, 2012). 

Although evidence that economics affects voter participation requires further 

research, the correlation between low voter turnout and high unemployment or voters 

experiencing fiscal hardship are evidence that this concept warrants further investigation 

by political scholars (Caldeira et al., 1985; Gerber et al., 2003; Perrin, 2010; Stein et al., 

2005). 

Political Mobilization Model 

A review of the literature also revealed that political scientists have focused on 

the effects of political mobilization on voter participation (Caldeira et al., 1985; 

Greenwald, Carnot, Beach, & Young, 1987; Kershaw, 2010; Knotts & Haspel, 2006; 

Rolfe, 2012; Stein et al., 2005). The literature shows that GOTV efforts are still effective 

ways to increase voter turnout (Caldeira et al., 1985). According to Perrin (2010), 

political mobilization is the method that political campaigns use to maximize the voting 

effort, by influencing segments of the voting electorate directly. 

Various researchers have suggested that political mobilization reinforces the 

urgency to vote and creates a habit forming tendency among voting populations that 

habitually have low voter participation (Gerber et al., 2003; Harder & Krosnick, 2008; 

Stein et al., 2005). According to Harder and Krosnick (2008), “Voting is a habitual 

behavior, meaning that voting once increases the likelihood of voting again” (p. 536). 

The key to effective political mobilization is repeated contact with the voters at the 

lowest local levels (Caldeira et al., 1985). 
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Although evidence in the literature revealed that campaign investments in 

mobilization affect turnout, the act of mobilization as a political strategy is problematic 

because it does not focus on the decision of the voter. Moreover, survey evidence on 

turnout revealed that direct contact with voters is more effective than mobilization alone 

(Rolfe, 2012). Rolfe (2012) drew attention to “empirical support for the direct impact of 

mobilization on turnout is based largely on personal contact by political elites and 

activists” (p. 14). Put simply, “citizens who are asked to vote are more likely to do so” 

(Rolfe, 2012, p. 14). Research has shown that through direct contact with political parties 

and community activism groups, voters are more likely to participate and encourage 

others to participate in the electoral process (Rolfe, 2012). 

In the introduction of the conditional choice framework, Rolfe (2012) 

acknowledged that voter participation increased expeditiously with mobilization and 

canvassing efforts such as face-to-face, telephone calls, and other GOTV efforts.  

Rolfe (2012) argued 

Political mobilization does not affect marginal changes in the payoffs of voting, 

but increases the salience of the election for those exposed to it. As argued by 

Rosenstone and Hansen (1993), citizen participation takes place in a political 

environment with multiple actors competing for attention from citizens. 

Therefore, it is necessary to specify how actives undertaken by the political elite – 

candidates, organizations, activities, the media – are translated into changes in 

individual turnout probability. I conceive of political activity influencing 

individual decision making in three distinct ways: (1) providing information about 

the opportunity to vote in certain low information settings, (2) temporarily 
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increasing the likelihood that someone will vote as a result of face-to-face contact, 

and (3) most importantly, increasing the salience of politics and the upcoming 

election among friends, family, neighbors, and coworkers. (p. 15) 

The electoral process, as seen by Rolf, is a social event that draws participants in through 

active debates and discussions centered on the election; through this catalyst, political 

organizations, community activism groups, and other organizational leaders can stimulate 

a discourse that promotes increase voter participation (Rolfe, 2012). 

Conditional Choice 

Have you ever been at an event where the pledge of allegiance was recited? 

Although there is no law requiring people to stand and place their hand over their heart, 

usually everyone stands and recite the pledge of allegiance. The condition that causes 

people to stand for the pledge of allegiance is known as conditional decision making. 

Most people will stand and recite the pledge simply to avoid confrontation and 

embarrassment. In other words, they handle this situation like they respond to other social 

dilemmas they encounter throughout their lives (Rolfe, 2012). This logic also holds true 

for voter turnout, where “the bulk of the population will vote if and only if enough other 

people do the same” (Rolfe, 2012, p. 22). The fundamental premise of the conditional 

choice framework is that individual decisions are interdependent on others (Rolfe, 2012). 

According to Rolfe (2012), “the conditional choice framework starts with the simple 

assumption that what people do depends on what the people around them do” (p. 22). 

This framework does not assume that people blindly follow others or do not act in 

self-serving ways. However, the claim is that people respond conditionally to the actions 

of others in all sorts of situations, regardless of whether they are consciously attempting 
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to impress other people, using the actions of others as information to reduce uncertainty, 

doing their fair share, or merely unconsciously mimicking or attending to those around 

them (Rolfe, 2012, p. 23). 

The concept of conditional decision making involves complex analytic principles 

that incorporate core beliefs, values, and objectives of the individual (Rolfe, 2012). In 

addition, Rolfe summarized the concept of conditional choices into three factors: 

1. The individual making the choice is unaware that his or her decision has 

shifted because of influence (Rolfe, 2012).  

2. Decisions are made in completely anonymous, private situations with no 

possibility for group punishment, censure, or rewards (Rolfe, 2012). 

3. Other people are merely thought about, not observed directly (Rolfe, 2012). 

Conditional decision making offers social scientist an effective social theory to 

understand why people vote and why others do not. Rolfe (2012) pointed out “a 

conditional decision rule is simply a mapping of others’ actions onto a given individual’s 

choices, or probabilities of choosing one course of action over another” (p. 28). Another 

example of conditional responsiveness is the reaction of a group of strangers offering a 

standing ovation after a performance: As long as the majority of the participants engage 

in the applause, most individuals feel compel to stand and clap (Rolfe, 2012). Three 

simple rules encapsulate the conditional decision framework. Each rule focuses on how 

an individual’s decision is interwoven with the decisions of others (Rolfe, 2012). The 

three decision rules are as follows: 

1. Unconditional decision making (Rolfe, 2012). 

2. Nonlinear conditional decision (Rolfe, 2012). 
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3. Nonlinear conditional decision making or focal point/median matching (Rolfe, 

2012). 

The voter who uses the unconditional decision-making models are the so called 

“super voters,” whose voting habits are not influenced by the electoral participation of 

others. Super voters are voters who have voted in the past three municipal elections. 

These voters are motivated by internal moral and civic convictions that promote their 

electoral participation (Rolfe, 2012). 

A voter who uses the nonlinear conditional decision weighs the level of 

participation before they would engage in voting. According to Rolfe (2012), a pure 

follower of the nonlinear conditional decision would collaborate in a social dilemma 

based on the degree of cooperation of others in their network. Voters who participate in 

nonlinear conditional decision use a threshold of the percentage of the participants before 

deciding to vote (i.e., if 20% of their friends vote or 50% of their peer group participate; 

Rolfe, 2009). 

The final rule, median matching, represents the use of critical mass approval 

techniques by an individual before deciding to cooperate. According to Rolfe (2012), the 

median matching model “might also be represented as an all-or-nothing threshold or 

tipping point for each individual”; these individuals use events as social opportunities to 

meet friends or to participate in civic events (pp. 33–34). 

These rules also help formulate the conditional decision framework’s 

mathematical equations. According to Rolfe (2012), the decision rule applies 

mathematical functions that “links the decision (di,s) of an individual actor (i) to the 

decisions of other (dj,s ) and the decision situation (s)” (p. 29). A typical conditional 
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decision rule formula would take this form: Pr(di,s = I) = f(di,s3 d2,s… dj,s)3    j ≠ i (Rolfe, 

2009, p. 29). Rolfe (2012) founded that a conditional decision-making model should 

represent a social situation and the synergy of a group and not a singular representation of 

an individual’s motive and intentions. 

According to Rolfe (2012), this equation can similarly apply to voter 

participation, where “the situation (s) of voting turnout (s = vote) would proceed as 

follows. If actor i decides to vote, her decision would be indicated as di,vote = I, while di,vote 

= 0 indicates nonvoting” (p. 30). This would form the left side of the equation ((Pr(di,vote = 

I)), similar to the conditional framework above. The remainder of the formula completes 

the right side, which incorporates the actor’s (i) network and extended networks, 

represented as ki (Rolfe, 2009, p. 30). Rolfe (2012) added, “in the case of voting, this 

would be a conditional rule that calculates an actor’s probability of voting from the 

proportion of his or her friends who vote, ranging between 0% to 100% turnout among 

friends and family” (p. 30). 

Rolfe (2012) suggested that an individual use of the conditional rule is fluid and 

may take many directions. When using conditional rules, participants may use milestone 

indicators to cooperate or oppose external influencers creating a problematic response 

toward their networks. Rolf (2012) also determined, “all individuals facing the same 

decision may use the same rule, or there can be a distribution of different rules used 

throughout the population” (p. 36). 

The Social Theory of Voter Participation 

Although numerous scholarly works exist on voter participation, very few 

political scientists have examined the effects that grassroots community organizations 
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have on the voting electorate. Staples (2004) examined this phenomenon and remarked 

“grassroots community organizations have the potential to be the voter participation force 

of the future” (p. 289). Fowler and Dawes (2008) reported that civic skills developed 

through participation in church and other community organizations increased individuals’ 

involvement in the political process. 

Earlier research by Piven and Cloward (1988) revealed that voter arrangements 

conducted at the local levels by grassroots organizations would carry the burden of a 

lowering interest in voting. Knotts and Haspel (2006) reported that a lack of connection 

with a community would decrease the likelihood of voting (e.g., if a voter is a new 

resident). However, the empirical research revealed that residents with greater 

community investment through homeownership and community-based activities had a 

higher propensity to vote (Bartolini, 2000; Costa & Kahn, 2004; Knotts & Haspel, 2006; 

Lowndes et al., 2006; Pattie & Johnston, 2000; Squire et al., 1987; Staples, 2004). 

Although strong support exists among political scientists for the potential positive 

influencers of community grassroots organizations on voter participation through various 

mobilization efforts, scholars like Theiss-Morse and Hibbing (2005) argued that civic 

participation has the potential to discourage voter participation by miscalculating social 

behavior. The miscalculated social behavior is, specifically, the perception that people 

want to be politically involved. In rebuttal of this research, a preponderance of scholarly 

work on political participation and voter mobilization supports that local community 

activism, such as canvassing and interviews, increases voter turnout (Bartolini, 2000; 

Costa & Kahn, 2004; Harder & Krosnick, 2008; Knotts & Haspel, 2006; Lowndes et al., 

2006, Squire et al., 1987; Staples, 2004). 
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Rolfe (2012) developed the theoretical logic of conditional choice as a new 

paradigm for understanding voter participation. According to Rolfe (2012), “in the social 

theory of voter turnout, conditional decision makers vote because campaigns mobilize 

them, either directly or by creating discussion that works through networks to spur 

conditional decision makers to act” (p. 6). This theory builds on the activation of the 

social networks of voters through political candidate visibility. This view contrasts with 

the prevailing views of electoral participation through individual cost and benefits 

espoused by Downs (1957). In addition, the social theory aimed to provide a differing 

pragmatic explanation for the role of mobilization in electoral turnout and account for 

previous hypotheses and empirical observations around voter participation (e.g., the 

correlation of education on voter turnout; Rolfe 2012). 

Kershaw’s (2010) research on the merits of campaign mobilization found that 

although previous literature argued that minorities and disadvantaged voters were the 

populations more likely affected by mobilization efforts, evidence demonstrated that the 

wealthy elite was the group more likely contacted. The effectiveness of mobilization 

relies on tapping into the networks of people who knows people, stakeholders in the 

community, and those who are willing to actively participate in the electoral process 

(Kershaw, 2010). In examining this paradox further, Kershaw (2010) posed the 

following: 

At the same time, researchers also argue that elections are ultimately about votes, 

and theory indicates that those who have the most potential for participation will 

likely vote without prompting and others will not vote even if encouraged (Brady, 

Schlozman, & Verba 1999: Rosenstone & Hanson, 1993). Thus, rational 
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prospectors should focus on those at the margins of participation. If participatory 

mobilization has the most influence on individuals who are not likely to be 

socioeconomic or political elites, why would much of the literature assume, and 

survey evidence show, that elites are disproportionately recruited to participate in 

elections (Abramson & Claggett, 2001; Gershtenson, 2003; Krueger, 2006; Niven 

2002, 2004; Rosentone & Hansen, 1993)? (p. 426) 

According to Rolfe (2012), “although the strategic mobilization account of 

aggregate turnout variation is empirically and theoretically satisfying, it is incomplete as 

an explanation of turnout variation at the individual level” (p. 100). To understand the 

paradox posed by Kershaw (2010), Rolfe (2012) suggested constructing a better model of 

turnout, which translates the mechanism of mobilization and political actors efforts to 

influence voter participation. Voting is a social activity, and the likelihood of 

participation increase as the social networks emphasizes and reinforces voting. Strategic 

politicians can maximize these efforts by ”focusing appearances on organized groups, 

thus increasing the probability that voters who belong to social, civic, or religious 

organizations will be directly or indirectly mobilized by campaign activity” (p. 101). 

Another fluctuating aggregate variation in voter turnout is the lower participation 

in local elections and primaries. This phenomenon is due to the lack of emphasis placed 

on these elections by the political actors. Similarly, close electoral contests seemingly 

experience higher turnout, and this is due to the buzz and the excitement centered on the 

election. Rolfe (2012) pointed out, “as candidates put increasing efforts into mobilizing 

the electorate, their efforts affect voters both directly and indirectly” (p. 107). Rolfe 

(2012) summarized the concept of voter turnout with the following: 
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A social theory of voter turnout provides a great degree of logical consistency, as 

well as accurate point estimates for the effects of changes in mobilization activity 

on turnout patterns. The basic logic of why turnout varies in close races is 

provided by strategic mobilization, with additional mobilization efforts translating 

into increased political discussion at the level of the individual voter. Thus, the 

individual-level mechanism through which mobilization exerts influence on 

turnout is an increase in the size of the relevant reference group for the voting 

decision. (p. 108) 

The social decision-making model principles can increase voter participation 

through localized mobilization efforts by candidates, and political organizations, by 

tapping directly into the voter’s network in energizing reluctant voters. According to 

Caldeira et al. (1985), “it is the creative politicking of leaders, candidates, and party 

organizations that can stimulate and make for more meaningful participation at the polls” 

(p. 507). This also holds true for indirect mobilization efforts. Although political 

campaigns and activist groups cannot directly contact all potential voters, Rolf (2012) 

argued, “all turnout is, in a sense, mobilized, with much of the mobilization occurring, 

indirectly through an increase in political discussion and general visibility of the 

upcoming election among potential voters” (p. 121). 

To address the second part of Kershaw’s (2010) question, “that elites are 

disproportionately recruited to participate in elections,” Rolfe (2012) espoused the fact 

that 

a highly educated prospective voter may be more likely to vote, not because either 

he/she or his/her friends have a stronger personal propensity to vote or an easier 
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time figuring out how to register, but because the patterns of relationships among 

highly educated individuals are more conducive to social cooperation than are the 

patterns of interaction among less educated citizens. (p. 129) 

Concerning income, voters with higher income are more likely contacted directly by 

candidates and party organizations because of their sphere of influence and economic 

resources. Empirical research revealed that occupation and educational prestige affords 

these individuals a more dynamic network with depth and activity (Rolfe, 2012). The 

greater propensity to vote by the elite is not caused by economics or education but “rather 

to the power of social structure” (Rolfe, 2012, p. 149). 

Voter Participation Research  

Gerber and Green (2001) conducted a study titled “Do Phone Calls Increase Voter 

Turnout? A Field Experiment.” The sample consisted of 17,100 registered voters, of 

whom 6,843 were in the control group. The researchers used three phone calls leading up 

to and including the day of the elections. The study used GOTV messages for 8,842 and a 

donate-blood message to 1,433 of the participants. The findings revealed that phone calls 

to registered voters before elections yield no increase to voter turnout. Gerber and Green 

(2001) suggested exploring personal canvassing as a more effective means to mobilize 

voters. 

Gerber, Green, and Larimer (2008) conducted a study titled “Social Pressure and 

Voter Turnout: Evidence From a Large-Scale Field Experiment.” The sample consisted 

of 180,002 households of registered voters in Michigan. The registered voters were 

randomly place in five groups, with the fifth and largest group being the control group. 

Each household in the treated group received four mailings. The first message mailed to 
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all treated groups consisted of a “DO YOUR CIVIC DUTY—VOTE!” message.  

The second message consisted of a mild form of social pressure: It consisted of a 

mailing that told the voter “YOU ARE BEING STUDIED!” and included information 

about their voting behavior being available for examination in the public records. The 

second mailing followed the Hawthorne effect principles and tested whether observation 

influences voter turnout.  

The third mailing applied social pressure by listing the voting record of each 

registered voter in the household along with “VOTED” next to each name if he or she 

participated in the last primary election. The mailing also indicated that an updated mailer 

with the results of voter participation after the primary election would be mailed. This 

mailer also used the Hawthorne principle, coupled with disclosure of the recipient’s 

voting records.  

The fourth mailing increased the social pressure by not only listing the voting 

record of each registered voter in the household along with “VOTED” next to each name 

if he or she participated in the last primary election but also adding the voting records of 

their registered voting neighbors. The intent of the fourth mailing was to apply maximum 

social pressure by letting neighbors know who voted in their neighborhoods.  

The findings revealed that civic duty and the effects of social pressure marginally 

influenced voter turnout. In addition, the study indicated that social norms were an 

applicable means of influencing voter behavior; the researchers observed that behavior 

was modified with social pressure and continued to change with increased social 

pressure. The researchers proposed that future research look into whether these social 

pressure factors spread to others in the recipient’s social network. Moreover, the 
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researchers suggested that future research examine to what extent would the social 

pressures amplify if applied through face-to-face contact. 

Arceneaux and Kolodny (2009) conducted a study, “The Effect of Grassroots 

Campaigning on Issue Preferences and Issue Salience.” The sample was 67,067 

individuals from 39,595 households, consisting of approximately 24,000 Democrats, 

32,000 Republicans, and 11, 000 unaffiliated registered voters. The researchers randomly 

assigned households into three groups: door-to-door canvassing, telephone call, and no 

contact. The researchers randomly surveyed 12,000 households and interviewed 2,000 

individuals. The researchers’ intent was to conduct focused interviews geared on 

influencing or swaying Republican and “independent” voters who supported abortions 

rights to vote for a Democratic candidate. The researchers gave all canvassers and phone 

callers the same script to follow and a standard for asking specific follow-up questions 

based on responses from the recipient. 

The study found that campaign messages did not affect or sway voters’ opinions 

on polarized issues. The study also revealed that although phone calls reached a larger 

audience, door-to-door canvassing was more effective in influencing people’s attitudes. 

The researchers suggested that future research examine how personal forms of 

communication may argument a persuasive message. 

Gerber and Green (2000) conducted a study, “The Effects of Canvassing, 

Telephone Calls, and Direct Mail on Voter Turnout: A Field Experiment.” Participants 

included 29,380 individuals from 22,077 households in New Haven, Connecticut. The 

study measured the effect of personal canvassing, telephone calls, and direct mail 

campaigns on voter turnout. The participants were randomly assigned and overlapped 
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such that 10,800 were assigned no intervention groups, 7,369 were assigned to a second 

group and received one mailing with no other contact, 2,686 were assigned to a group 

that received personal contact, and 958 were assigned to a group that received only 

telephone contact. The remainder of the sample group consisted of 7,567 individuals who 

received two or more treatments. The assignment of the treatment group, which received 

personal canvassing, contained 5,794 from a control group of 23,586. The group, which 

received direct mail, consisted of 14,719 people in the treatment group and 14,661 in the 

control group. 

The canvassers consisted of paid graduate students and were ethnically balanced, 

with half of the canvassers being African American or fluent in Spanish. The canvassers 

were matched to the racial and ethnic makeup of the neighborhoods they canvassed, were 

paired for safety, and ceased canvassing at sunset. The canvassers were able to contact 

1,615 (28%) of the 5,794 individuals in that treatment group.  

The direct mail campaign consisted of three mailings sent in intervals to avoid 

recipients receiving duplicate mailings. These individuals received one of nine political 

messages, with subjects who received a personal canvass message receiving a similar, 

supporting direct mail message. The researchers sent the recipients the mailings in three 

intervals: at 15 days, 13 days, and 8 days before the elections. 

Recipients received telephone calls 3 days before the elections, urging them to 

vote. Although the telephone numbers were crossed-checked with secondary data, several 

telephone numbers were incorrect. Additionally, the researchers were able to reach only a 

portion of the respondents during the 3 days, despite additional attempts. The telephone 

calls yielded 2,166 (32.1%) contacts out of 6,754 in the treatment group. The telephone 
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message was similar to the personal-canvassing message. 

The findings indicated that personal interaction dramatically increased the chance 

of voter participation. Telephone calls were ineffective because of their scripted nature in 

delivery and less effective than direct mail campaigns. The researchers summarized that 

low voter participation maybe attributed to low face-to-face mobilization by both partisan 

and nonpartisan organizations. The implications suggested that a gap remains in the 

understanding of how the mechanism of personal contact influences electoral 

participation and the ability of civic and political organizations to conduct face-to-face 

mobilizations. 

Gerber et al. (2003) conducted a study, “Voting May Be Habit Forming: Evidence 

From a Randomized Field Experiment.” The sample consisted of 25,200 individuals who 

participated or abstained from participating, data available from public records. The 

intent of the study was to measure the effects of personal canvassing and direct mail 

campaigns on voter turnout. The researchers randomly divided the participants into two 

major experiments of personal canvassing and no personal canvassing, which overlapped. 

The control group consisted of 10,073 participants who were not contacted by mail or in 

person. The researchers further assigned 4,950 individuals to the personal-canvassing 

treatment group and 10,177 to the direct mailing group. The researchers further 

subdivided the treatment groups into three smaller groups to test the effectiveness of 

different political messages. 

The targeted city was composed of a significant minority and a non-English 

speaking population. Therefore, half of the canvassers were of African American descent 

and fluent in Spanish. The canvassers were matched to the racial demographics of the 
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neighborhoods they canvassed. For safety, canvassers worked in pairs and until sunset. 

Despite these limitations, canvassers contacted 1,462 of the 4,950 (29.5%) in the control 

group. 

The direct mail experiment measured the turnout effect based on mailing received 

and the effectiveness of the mailing. The researcher sent mailings to the three subgroups, 

which contained approximately 4,900 individuals per group. The researchers sent the 

mailings 15 days before election, 13 day before election, and 8 days before election. 

The findings indicated that both personal canvassing and direct mail had similar 

statistical effects on voter turnout. However, the researchers questioned whether the 

experiment would have residual effects on subsequent elections that year. The researchers 

suggested that additional research should focus on examining the persistent inhibitors to 

voter participation presented in the following four hypotheses: 

1. The political environment reinforces one’s level of political participation. 

Voters receive much more attention from parties, candidates, and issue 

activists than do nonvoters. When a registered voter fails to go to the polls, he 

or she becomes less likely to attract the attention of the campaign, whether 

through direct mail, phone calls, or canvassing. Voting is self-reinforcing, by 

this account, because parties and interest groups have an incentive to focus 

their attention on active voters. 	  

2. Voting alters certain broad psychological orientations known to influence 

voter turnout, such as feelings of civic obligation, level of partisanship, or 

interest in politics. This kind of argument is consistent with Finkel’s (1985) 

finding that political participation alters one’s sense of political efficacy. 	  
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3. Going to the polls alters what Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) call “conative 

attitudes” toward voting, that is, positive or negative feelings about engaging 

in the act of voting itself. The registered nonvoter may regard going to the 

polls with a certain amount of apprehensiveness. (Will I know how to work 

the voting machine? Will I know which line to stand in?) Like internal 

efficacy, this orientation concerns one’s self-confidence in a political 

environment, but it does so with a much higher degree of specificity. Internal 

efficacy is typically operationalized and measured with items like “politics is 

too complicated for me to understand,” whereas cognitive attitudes toward 

voting address the issue of whether the image conjured up by the prospect of 

voting is attractive or aversive.	  

4. Civic participation subtly alters the way that citizens look at themselves. 

Going to the polls confirms and reinforces one’s self-image as a civic-minded, 

politically involved citizen. The more one votes, the more one comes to regard 

going to the polls as “what people like me do on election day.” Conversely, 

abstention weakens this self-conception and the feelings of obligation that 

grow out of it. In this respect, abstention desensitizes in much the same way 

that violations of social norms in general reduce inhibitions about subsequent 

norm violations (Tyler 1990). (Gerber et al., 2003)	  

Additionally, the researchers suggested that a gap exists in the assessment of 

behavioral consequences of campaigns. They reported that future research should study 

the propensity of increasing voter turnout by examining the influences of political 

campaigns and their ability to organize intensive long-term face-to-face mobilization 
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campaigns. 

Wong et al. (2011) conducted a study, “Addressing Unmet Health Substance 

Abuse Needs: A Partnered Planning Effort Between Grassroots Community Agencies, 

Faith-Based Organizations, Service Providers, and Academic Institutions.” The sample 

consisted of 11 individuals who participated in semistructured interviews with open-

ended questions. Each interview last approximately 30–60 min and was tape recorded 

and transcribed to find common themes. The researchers analyzed each of the transcripts 

for common themes based around the following four factors: partnership development, 

facilitators, barriers, and benefits and achievements. The researchers further conducted 

the evaluation and manuscript development in collaboration with faith-based and other 

grassroots organizations. The intent of the research was to evaluate the effectiveness of 

the organizations and develop recommendations to address unmet services to their 

community.  

The review of the data revealed that some participants (n = 4) reported that the 

project fell short of their expectations. Other participants (n = 4) had no expectations or 

were unsure whether the program met their expectations. An overwhelming 

accomplishment by many participants (n = 7) was their satisfaction with the facilitation 

of the planning process among the diverse organizations. Although the participants 

praised the planning process as a major accomplishment, the planning process was also 

regarded as poorly organized, with a lack of unity amongst the organizations, and the 

frequent change of leadership led to numerous barriers in communication. A substantial 

proportion of the participants acknowledged gaining a better understanding of the process 

and weighed favorably on the perceived benefits and costs factors. The majority of the 
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participants (n = 7) were pleased with the planning process and recommended that it be 

continued. 

The study revealed that collaboration amongst diverse organizations to develop 

innovative and improved solutions strengthens their ties and the relevance they shared 

within their community. 

In summary, the implications of most of these studies indicated the need to 

investigate the influence that community activism groups have on voter participation 

using qualitative measures in order to develop innovative interventions to make these 

groups decisively more effective and improve their ties with the community. 

Interventions should focus on proactive measures and capitalize on the strengths and 

opportunity leveraging rather than on weakness and perceived limitations. Development 

of interventions should look at long-term sustainable solutions that capture the unique 

experiences that would improve the relationship between the organization and the voter. 
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Review of Methods 

During the course of the literature review, several studies in the areas of voter 

participation and voter- and community-based participatory behavior were reviewed. 

These included numerous theories of voter participation, social and psychological choice 

political mobilization, and methods of evaluating community-based organizations. In 

many of these studies, researchers analyzed voter participation from a quantitative 

paradigm and suggested that voter behavior is a function of cost and benefits predictors 

(Caldeira et al., 1985; Rolfe, 2012). Primarily, social scholars have used statistical data to 

interpret voter turnout, with the main research questions focused on inhibitors to voter 

participation. These studies have produced numerous quantitative analyses on voter 

turnout and participation. However, they have lacked in identifying reasons that influence 

individual voters to participate in the electoral process. In other studies that examined 

voter participation from a qualitative perspective, researchers examined the effectiveness 

of political mobilization influencers on voter behavior (Arceneaux & Kolodny, 2009; 

Gerber & Green, 2001; Gerber et al., 2003, 2008; Harder & Krosnick, 2008; Stein et al., 

2005). These studies focused on how political mobilization efforts influence voter 

turnout, with an emphasis on identifying which methods were more effective. Although 

the previously cited studies greatly contributed to and build on social scientific 

knowledge and theories of voter participation and causes of low voter turnout, none have 

proposed examining voter participation as an integral link in affecting public policy and 

public administration through local political elections. This research begins to fill the gap 

existing in the literature by using voter evaluations to examine the effectiveness of 

organizations that aim to affect voter turnout. 
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This study employed a phenomenological design grounded in the qualitative 

tradition. In search of defining social knowledge and understanding of human behavior, 

several methods were used to facilitate detail and in-depth analysis (Patton, 2002). 

Historically, the use of survey methodology, quantitative analysis, and statistical models 

has dominated the studies of voter participation. After a review of other methods, I 

determined phenomenology to be the preferred method and used it to illuminate this 

study with the aim of gaining a monolithic understanding of voter participation. Through 

a researcher’s intense and prolonged contact with voters, the phenomenological design 

allowed participants to assign the meaning of their experiences and behaviors (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994). As Patton (2002) explained, “what these various phenomenological 

and phenomenographic approaches share in common is a focus on exploring how human 

beings make sense of their experience and transform experience into consciousness, both 

individually and a shared meaning” (p. 104). 

Phenomenology was developed by Edmund H. Husserl, a German philosopher, 

and further expanded by Schulz, Heidegger, Sartre, and Merleau-Ponty (Creswell, 2007; 

De Castro, 2003; Patton, 2002). Husserl conceived phenomenology as a means to capture 

through interviews a person’s description of his or her lived experiences (Patton, 2002). 

According to Creswell (2007), “phenomenologists focus on describing what all 

participants have in common as they experience a phenomenon (e.g., grief is universally 

experienced)” (pp. 57–58). The phenomenological approach is also recommended when 

more than one individual’s experience is described (Creswell, 2007). It allows 

researchers to gain an understanding of the values, beliefs, and social makeup of a 

person, giving the researcher the ability to better comprehend the essences of the lived 
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phenomenon: for example, studying the electoral process by immersing in a voter’s lived 

experience rather than by collecting data (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 2008; 

Patton, 2002). 

Although both the quantitative and qualitative research are grounded on a rich 

tradition of research and scholarly works, only qualitative research allows for field 

research that captures the lived experience. Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (2008) 

defined field research as  

the study of people acting in the natural course of their daily lives. The 

fieldworker ventures into the worlds of others in order to learn firsthand about 

how they live, how they talk and behave, and what captivates and distresses them. 

(p. 257) 

Creswell (2009) argued, “qualitative research is a means for exploring and understanding 

the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem” (p. 4). 

In choosing a research methodology, researchers should use logic as the 

foundation for their scientific thinking, thereby allowing the research to guide them to the 

most appropriate scientific methodology and reasoning, which would place meaning and 

add knowledge to the phenomenon (Creswell, 2009; Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 

2008). Creswell (2007) further added: 

We conduct qualitative research because a problem or issue needs to be explored. 

This exploration is needed, in turn, because of a need to study a group or 

population, identify variables that can then be measured, or hear silenced voices. 

These are all good reasons to explore a problem rather than to use predetermined 

information from the literature or rely on results from research studies. We also 
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conduct qualitative research because we need a complex, detailed understanding 

of the issue. This detail can only be established by talking directly with people, 

going to their homes or places of work, and allowing them to tell the stories 

unencumbered by what we expect to find or what we have read in the literature (p. 

40). 

I selected the qualitative method of phenomenology for its major strengths and to 

ground the research. In the design phase of the research, I considered several qualitative 

approaches in order to determine the most relevant method. The qualitative traditions 

included grounded theory, biography, and ethnography. My selection of the appropriate 

study was determined by the goals of the study, the research questions, the data that must 

be collected, and the data analysis strategies required, based on what is known about the 

topic. 

Grounded theory is a process of inquiry where the researcher concludes the 

research with a theory based on the process or action (Creswell, 2009). This approach is 

designed to allow the researcher to focus of the process while developing or discovering a 

theory that explains or underlies the phenomena under observation (Patton, 2002). A 

grounded-theory approach assumes that the researcher starts without a hypothesis about a 

particular phenomenon and allows the researcher to develop a theory about why a 

phenomenon occurs in certain contexts based on the collection of raw qualitative data 

(Patton, 2002). In this study, I seek not to develop or discover a theory explaining voter 

participation. Instead, my rationale is to understand how community activism groups and 

other political organizations affect voter participation. 

Biography is a form of narrative study that requires the collection of extensive 
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information about a subject’s life. Creswell (2007) described a narrative study as an 

approach that focuses on the stories told by the individuals. Patton (2002) added that 

narrative analysis involves lengthy interviews, life history, stories, memories, and 

personal reflections. In this study, no individual subject exists. Therefore, a biographical 

approached was deemed inappropriate by definition. 

The ethnographic approach is the study of a community or a social group. 

According to Patton (2002),  

ethnos is the Greek word for “a people” or cultural group. The study of ethnos 

then, or ethnography, is “devoted to the describing ways of life of humankind…, a 

social scientific description of a people and the cultural basis of their peoplehood” 

(Vidich and Lyman 2008:38). (p. 81)  

The ethnographic approach is time consuming and uses participant observations, 

interviews, and document analysis. The approach requires the researcher to engage in 

intensive fieldwork to analyze a social group for an extensive period (Patton, 2002). 

Although learning about how voter participation is influenced within a social group 

would prove interesting, it would not fulfill the current study’s scope and objectives as 

well as capture an understand of the essence of voters’ experiences. 

I deemed the phenomenological tradition appropriate and most suitable for the 

current study because it is designed to explore the lived social or human experience (e.g., 

of those participating in the electoral process). Creswell (2009) pointed out 

“understanding the lived experiences marks phenomenology as a philosophy as well as a 

method, and the procedure involves studying a small number of subjects through 

extensive and prolonged engagement to develop patterns and relationships of meaning” 
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(p. 13). The purpose of the research was to describe the experiences, views, perspectives, 

and political behavior of voters who have lived and experienced the electoral process in 

their communities. These voters were integral to the research, and capturing their lived 

experience within their environment is essential to the focus of phenomenological 

research, which is focused on the lived experience in regard to a phenomenon and how 

people interpret their experiences. In the case of the current research, the phenomenon is 

how voters are influenced by political community-based organizations. 

 

Discussion Analysis and Conclusions 

The existing body of literature revealed that voter empathy and low political 

participation are detrimental to America’s democratic process. Previous research also 

explored voter participation through canvassing techniques such as telephone calls, and 

direct mail on voter turnout, by using experimental means. Yet, these researchers failed to 

explore the direct influence that community activism has in engaging voters to increase 

voting participation in their local communities. The rational choice method argued that 

voter participation was based on cost and benefits analysis. Alternatively, the social and 

psychological approach focused on the voter’s behavior to yield strong participation. 

Lastly, the social theory of conditional choice focused on social structures as critical 

voter-behavior predictors. The existing research, however, has not set forth a 

comprehensive explanation on how community activism directly or indirectly influences 

turnout in elections in local communities.  

 
The strength of the literature was that it provided an overview of voter turnout and 
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the political participation phenomenon, with a focus on methodological contributions to 

guide for future research and frameworks for voter participation.  

 

Chapter 3 offers justification for the research design, the sample, population, data 

collection procedures, analysis, and measures followed in the research process to ensure 

validity and participant confidentiality. Chapter 4 presents the findings and analysis of 

the research. Finally, Chapter 5 consists of a discussion on findings, implication for social 

change, and recommendations for future research. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 

Introduction 

Voter participation is a critical part of the United States’ political and democratic 

process. Scholarly research has shown that our electoral process relies on voter turnout to 

elect political leaders to positions at the federal, state, and local governments. However, 

research has also shown that the United States’ representative democratic process is in 

jeopardy based on the ability of the wealthy to influence election outcomes and declining 

voter participation. The need for grassroots activities in communities to address the trend 

of declining voter turnout is apparent; the aim of these activities is to increase voter 

participation.  

As discussed in Chapter 2, the electoral voter participation process has been 

traditionally studied from a quantitative perspective that examined an individual’s 

decision to participate in the electoral process as systemic mathematical or economical 

calculation (Aldrich, 1993; Farber, 2009; Harder & Krosnick, 2008). These assessments 

of the electoral process often created a voting paradox and failed to give reason to the 

irrationalness of voting. Qualitative studies on grassroots and community activists’ 

influence on voter turnout has examined the phenomenon from a mobilization 

perspective, leaving little known about the human experiences through their perceptions, 

perspectives, and lived experiences of the phenomenon. 

Voting involves several traits, such as emotions, attitudes, values, and beliefs. 

These factors require an astute understanding by researchers of how voters weight these 

factors and conceptually codify information to develop their voting decision. Thus, the 

best methodology to use in order to assess comprehensive traits such as emotions and the 
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values that an individual exhibits in a certain activity is a qualitative explanatory 

approach with a phenomenological study design. 

In this chapter, I explain the research design and rationale used in the study and 

discuss the theoretical tradition of inquiry, the research sample and population, the 

method of data collection and analysis, issues of quality, validity and ethical 

considerations, and my role and biases.  

Research Question 

The questions guiding the study were as follows:  

1. What are the perceived impacts of civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, 

and community activism groups on voter participation in county-level 

elections? 

2. How do current civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and community 

activism activities influence the propensity to increase electoral participation 

in county elections? 

3. What are recommendations to improve civic engagement, grassroots 

initiatives, and community activism groups’ influence on electoral 

participation in counties they serve? 

Research Design 

In this section, I describe the research methodology of the study and address the 

theoretical method of inquiry, which grounded the study; the methods of data analysis; 

validity; my role as the researcher and my bias; informed consent and ethical 

considerations; the sample and population; and the data collection and storage 

procedures. 
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Methodology of the Study 

In reviewing the available research methods in studies of voter participation, I 

noted that quantitative analysis has historically been the approach of choice for 

explaining the electoral process. Generally, political scientists used quantitative analysis 

and statistical models that focused on theories of citizen participation and public, social, 

and psychological choice to explain voter behavior. Quantitative research can quantify 

the lived experiences by examining the relationship among variables but cannot best 

describe the meaning of those experiences (Creswell, 2009). In contrast, qualitative 

research allows for in-depth study and exploration of meanings and explanations ascribed 

to public, social, and psychological dilemmas by voters. Qualitative fieldwork further 

allows for unconstrained preassigned groupings of analysis (Patton, 2002). Conversely, 

qualitative research allows for the understanding of the meaning, particular context, and 

process involved in the examination of a phenomenon, especially when the variable and 

theoretical foundations are unknown (Maxwell, 2005). 

Qualitative research requires the researcher to explore how participants 

experience a phenomenon and the process that connects the participants to the 

phenomenon (Maxwell, 2005). This allows the researcher the ability to communicate and 

gather more information from participants through verbal discussions about their lived 

experiences without much prompting or preparation. Additionally, a quantified 

measurement of variables and their causes provided by the quantitative inquiry is not the 

optimal method or ideal to discuss the lived experience, which is the goal of this study 

(Maxwell, 2005). Furthermore, qualitative inquiry allows the researcher to assess and 

draw conclusions from an event, situation, or experience with a concise set of questions, 
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which further allows for new discoveries and relationships. Likewise, qualitative inquiry 

requires a smaller sample size, which produces greater detailed responses, in contrast to 

the qualitative inquiry that has no rules for sample size (Patton, 2002). 

Therefore, I selected the phenomenological approach of qualitative research as the 

method of inquiry for the study because it provides the collection of the richest and most 

descriptive perceptions and opinions of how civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and 

community activism groups influenced an individual’s role in the electoral process. 

Rationale for Phenomenological Approach 

As previously stated above, phenomenology is the preferred approach that I 

selected for the study. The main purpose of the phenomenological approach is to explore 

how people make sense of their experiences by understanding their culture, traditions, 

and communication. In this study, I did not seek to create numerical representations of 

the voter participation phenomena but rather to collect in-depth and detailed meaning 

from the participants (Patton, 2002). The strength of the phenomenological research is its 

ability to see the formulation of the lived experiences of people’s daily lives through their 

unique worldview perspective (Patton, 2002). The phenomenology method is based on 

reflection and is generally viewed in terms of retrospective and not introspective 

perspectives. Retrospective reflection utilizes the recollections of how people lived 

experiences are perceived and focuses on the emotions, perceptions, and values attached 

to those experiences (Patton, 2002). In its simplest terms, phenomenology allows the 

researcher to understand a lived experience through tapping into the full range of 

emotions linked with those human experiences. I will further analyze this phenomenon 

through a critical change criterion. Patton (2002) described the critical analysis as a 
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means to effect social and political change by not just researching voter participation for 

the sake of understanding it but as a means to empower others and bring equality to social 

inequalities. 

The goal of this phenomenological research was to understand the lived 

experience of how civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and community activism 

groups influence voter participation and voter behavior in local county communities and 

raise consciousness to the impact of the empowerment of the electoral process. Data was 

gathered using in-depth interviews in order to understand the voters’ views, perspectives, 

and feedback on how these external groups influenced their electoral behavior. The steps 

I used to guide the phenomenological analysis was from Carl Moustakas’ transcendental 

phenomenological model, which are epoche, phenomenological reduction, imaginative 

variation, and synthesis of texture and structure (Patton, 2002). 

According to Patton (2002) although phenomenological analysis seeks to define 

and communicate the framework of a lived experience, a systematic approach to organize 

and analyze data collected in a phenomenological qualitative study is also needed. 

Maxwell (2005) added, “analysis is often conceptually separated from design, especially 

by writers who see design as what happens before the data are actually collected” (p. 95). 

In other words, the researchers who use the transcendental phenomenological model 

recognize that the process of data collection is vital to achieving a proper 

phenomenological deduction from the research. Therefore, in taking the first step, the 

perspective of epoche, the researcher focuses on the views of the participants of the study 

while being aware of personal bias. According to Moerer-Urdahl and Creswell (2004) the 

researcher practices active listening skills and remains present and undistracted by 
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prejudices, opposing viewpoints, and assumptions during data collection. 

In the second step, phenomenological reduction, “the researcher ‘brackets out’ the 

world, and presuppositions to identify the data in a pure form, uncontaminated by 

extraneous intrusions” (Patton, 2002, p. 485). In the third step, imaginative variation, the 

researcher derives perspectives from invariant themes that emerge from the data (Patton, 

2002). In this step, the researcher distinguishes irrelevant statements in the data and 

groups significant statements into themes or similar units (Moerer-Urdahl & Creswell, 

2004). Patton (2002) contended that the researcher then constructs a structural description 

that defines the core of the group studied. 

In the final step, the researcher integrates textural and structural descriptions to 

provide “a description of ‘what’ was experienced in textural descriptions, and ‘how’ it 

was experienced in structural descriptions” (Moerer-Urdahl & Creswell, 2004, p. 30). 

This step allows for a synthesis of the phenomenon, giving meaning from several 

perspectives (Patton, 2002). 

Rationale for Eliminating Other Qualitative Designs 

Grounded theory was examined and discarded because its purpose is to discover 

or establish theory. The goal of this methodology is not to focus on the lived experience 

shared by the participant during the process of their experience but to develop an 

explanation (a theory) of the experience grounded by data gathered from the participants 

(Creswell, 2007). 

 The biography methodology was analyzed and rejected because it requires 

gathering participants’ stories through multiple data sources, such as diaries, journals, and 

letters (Creswell, 2007). The stories or life experiences of participants were not pertinent 
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in this type of study. Finally, ethnography was evaluated and eliminated because it 

centers on the shared patterns of values, behaviors, beliefs, and language surrounding a 

particular incident or several incidents of a cultural group. In this methodology, values 

and cultures play a critical role; however, the biography methodology did not meet the 

scope of the study (Creswell, 2007).  

Method of Data Analysis 

The analysis of qualitative data constructs the foundation of a study and is a 

continuous process throughout the research (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 2008). 

Miles and Huberman (1994) concluded, “the strengths of qualitative data rest very 

centrally on the competence of which their analysis is carried out” (p. 10). The analysis 

process requires an inductive approach of analyzing data by reducing it into bite-size 

summaries, establishing a clear link between the relationships interwoven in the data and 

construct of a framework to interpret the raw data. Patton (2002) explained “the strategy 

of inductive designs is to allow the important analysis dimensions to emerge from 

patterns found in the cases under study without presupposing in advance what the 

important dimensions will be” (p. 56). Once the data are collected through the 

semistructured in-depth interviews, the data was transcribed. The transcripts were further 

reviewed to identify emerging themes as applicable to the research questions, to gain a 

better understanding of the phenomenon. The data analysis also consists of my notes; 

observations of meetings, group discussions, interactions, and group norms; and reviews 

of the six months of meeting minutes and field notes and journals. These data was further 

evaluated for recurring themes. The data was analyzed, interpreted, and triangulated 

simultaneously using the three sources. I used the NVivo version 10, qualitative analysis 
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software for transcribing, coding, and categorizing the data into themes. 

Qualitative Validity 

In order to ensure validity in qualitative research, Maxwell (2005) suggested 

using multiple sources and methods of collecting data, such as a researcher’s notes and 

journal, formal and informal interviews, and observations. Maxwell referred to this 

strategy as triangulation. According to Maxwell (2005), triangulation is defined as 

“collecting information from a diverse range of individuals and settings” (p. 112). Patton 

(2002) stated “triangulation, in whatever form, increases credibility and quality by 

countering the concern (or accusation) that a study’s findings are simply an artifact of a 

single method, a single source, or a single investigator’s blinders” (p. 563). Patton (2002) 

suggested using a triangulation of sources to verify and validate the data by 

crosschecking the consistency of the information. This can be achieved by analyzing the 

coherence and integrity of the data to explain various aspects of the phenomenon. 

For the purpose of the research, triangulation was achieved by comparing and 

cross-checking the consistency of the data against multiple sources and methods to draw 

conclusions that are far more credible than using a singular source (Creswell, 2007; 

Maxwell, 2005; Patton, 2002). This was achieved by comparing census data, local board 

of elections data, and information provided in the interviews.  

Role of the Researcher 

The researcher’s objective was to provide a thorough perspective of the lived 

experience of community activists’ influence on voter participation using a 

transcendental phenomenological perspective. To this end, the researcher played a critical 

role in all stages of data collection, data analysis, follow-up interviews, and report 
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writing. Once approval was received from the Walden University Institutional Review 

Board, I commenced the collecting data process. Interviews and observations provide 

valuable feedback about the respondents’ personal opinions on the impacts of external 

community-based organizations’ influence on voter participation and whether it has 

significance in increasing voter participation.  

Dealing With Researcher’s Bias 

I have lived in the Henry County community for the past eight years and have 

actively participated in community- and political-based activism. Therefore, my role as 

the primary instrument of data collection places me in a position to understand the data 

collected in regard to influencers of voter participation within the community. Aside from 

living in the community, I am also a member of the local political party and several 

community activism groups. Therefore, I had to deal with biases during the research 

process. Creswell (2007) asserted, “clarifying researcher bias from the outset of the study 

is important so that the reader understand the researchers’ biases, prejudices, and 

orientations that have likely shaped the interpretation and approach to the study” (p. 208). 

Maxwell (2005) further suggested the following: 

Two important threats to the validity of qualitative conclusions are the selection 

of data that fit the researcher’s existing theory or preconception and the selection 

of data that “stand out” to the researcher (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 263; 

Shweder, 1980). Both of these involve the subjectivity of the researcher, a term 

that most qualitative researchers prefer to be “bias.” As discussed in Chapter 2 

and 3, it is impossible to deal with these issues by eliminating the researcher’s 

theories, beliefs and perceptual “lens.” Qualitative research is not primarily 
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concerned with eliminating variance between researchers in the values and 

expectations they bring to the study, but with understanding how a particular 

researcher’s values and expectations influence the conduct and conclusions of the 

study (which may be either positive or negative) and avoiding the negative 

consequences, Explaining your possible biases and how you will deal with these 

is a key task of your research proposal. As one qualitative researcher, Fred Hess, 

phrased it, validity in qualitative research is not the result of indifference, but of 

integrity (personal communication). (p. 108) 

I dealt with my biases by keeping separate notes and a journal of my perspectives 

and opinions. The intent of the notes and the journal was to record my subjectivity to 

later use as a source of data for the research. Taking notes and keeping a journal gave me 

an additional data source to produce a more thorough and accurate account of the event. I 

also made use of open-ended, non-leading and neutral questions so that I did not 

influence the participants during the interview process. 

Informed Consent and Ethical Considerations 

Ethical Considerations 

As mentioned earlier, the researcher was a member of the research population and 

adhered to strict ethical protective measures. Participation in this study was strictly 

voluntary, and no participants were placed in dangerous situations or mental or physical 

distress. The researcher took no measures to persuade, make judgments, alter statements, 

or influence information provided by the participants. The statements published in the 

research were the genuine accounts of the participants’ own words.  
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Informed Consent Forms 

All participants had an opportunity to review and sign the informed consent forms 

for the study, in the presence of the researcher when possible. If it is not possible for the 

researcher to be present during the signing of a consent form, the participant was sent the 

signed copies of the consent form before the commencement of the interview. A copy of 

the consent form is in Appendix A. This study offered no stipends or compensation.  

Confidentiality and Data Collection 

This study complied with all ethical standards for human subjects as prescribed by 

Walden University. All participants were ensured anonymity and confidentiality for 

participation in the research. Furthermore, participants received information about the 

researcher, with an explanation as to why they were selected to participate, and offered 

the opportunity to have access to results when the research was completed. All 

participants were allowed at least one follow-up interview and informed that they are at 

liberty to discontinue or terminate the interview at any time and may choose not to 

answer any question they feel uncomfortable answering. All material was kept secure, 

and the researcher was the only person with access to the information. 

Study Population 

This section consists of information detailing the study population, including 

sample and recruiting procedures, methods for participant recruitment, instrumentation 

and measures, data collection procedures, and the coding instrument. 

Sample and Recruitment Procedures 

For the research, a purposeful sampling of registered voters was done, and the 

sample size was determined by data saturation from the targeted population. Patton 
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(2002) described purposeful sampling as follows: “information rich cases are those from 

which one can learn a great deal about issues of central importance to the purpose of the 

inquiry, thus the term purposeful sample” (p. 230). In other words, by using purposeful 

sampling, rich contents and information from the participants in the research can be 

extracted and bring a better understanding of the answers to the research questions of the 

study (Patton, 2002). Creswell (2007) added, “decisions need to be made about who or 

why it should be sampled, what form the sampling will take, and how many people or 

insights need to be sampled” (p. 125). The sample consisted of registered voters who 

voted in the 2010 county election. 

Ensuring that participants are the right source for the information or have the 

knowledge to contribute to the research is vital to maximizing the time spent with each 

participant. The snowball sampling strategy was implemented to allow participants to 

refer other individuals they may know who have vital information relevant to the 

research. The snowball sampling strategy also allowed participants to refer additional 

people who may have expert knowledge of the phenomena to be researched. Patton 

(2002) explained that the “snowball or chains sampling identify cases of interest from 

sampling people who know people who know what cases are information rich, that is, of 

good examples for study, giving interview participants” (p. 243). 

In-depth interviews with participants who are registered voters and most likely to 

be affiliated with three prominent grassroots organizations were conducted. This allowed 

for a narrowing of the focus of the research. Weighting the phenomenon from 

perspectives of voters who are more likely affiliated with the three prominent grassroots 

organizations only allowed for the capture of a dynamic perspective from a small 
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demographic of the voting electorate. This also left an opportunity for future research 

using the other political organizations not studied. The intent if the snowball strategy is to 

allow for replacements of unqualified participants and also create an interviewee “pool” 

to counter normal attrition, which is usually 10%. To safeguard the validity of the 

research, all precautions to ensure a strong sampling size was taken. 

Creswell (2009) pointed out “the idea behind qualitative research is to 

purposefully select participants or sites (or documents or visual material) that will help 

the researchers understand the problem and the research question” (p. 178). One should 

note that no set formula exists for selecting a sampling size (Patton, 2002). Patton (2002) 

explained, “sampling size depends on what you want to know, the purpose of the inquiry, 

what’s at stake, what will be useful, what will be credible, and what can be done with 

available time and resources” (p. 244). 

Creswell (2007), in his explanation of sample size, contended, “one general 

guideline and qualitative research is not only to study a few sites or individuals but also 

to collect extensive detail about each site or individual studied” (p. 126). Patton (2002) 

added, “what is crucial is that the sampling procedures and the decisions be fully 

described, explained, and justified so that information users and peer reviewers have the 

appropriate context for judging the sample” (p. 246). The justification for the sampling 

strategy and size, therefore, is based on the best method to collect the relevant 

information needed to address the research questions and maintain validity within the 

research. Miles and Huberman (1994) explained that validity is based on the plausibility, 

sturdiness, and confirmability of the research data. Patton (2004) commented on this 

aspect of qualitative research by stating “in qualitative inquiry, the researcher is the 
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instrument,” and therefore, validity rests on the researcher’s ability to measure what is 

supposed to be measured without distractions (p. 14). 

Data Collection Instrument and Storage Procedures (Phenomenological Reduction) 

This qualitative research consisted of interviews, observations, and a document 

analysis (Creswell, 2007). The first data component of this research was in-depth 

interviews with participants of the sample. A secondary source of data was from 

observations of community activism organizations in the county; these observations 

consisted of meetings, group discussions, interactions, and group norms. A third source 

of data (secondary data) included the analysis of elections results from 2013 municipal 

election, which was analyzed for trends that indicate growth and declines in 

demographics and voter participation. The sources for the secondary data included the 

Henry County Board of Elections, the Georgia Secretary of State, clerks and recorders of 

elections officials in the four cities in Henry County, and various government reports 

pertinent to elections, turnout, and census bureau data.  

The first research component was interviews with registered voters in the sample, 

which was semistructured and conducted using an interview protocol with prepared 

questions, in order to focus on the research objective. The interview protocol consisted of 

open-ended questions for all participants and outlined the procedures for the interview 

(see Appendix B). Interviews were conducted in a private location, to minimize 

distractions. An hour was allotted for each interview, with time adjustments as needed. 

Interviews were recorded using an iPhone recorder. The recorded interviews were 

transcribed into Microsoft Word documents, and the participants were labeled using 

number identifiers. Each taped interview was emailed to my computer and deleted from 
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the iPhone. The notes taken during the interviews included observations and notations 

about body language and placed with the transcribed data from the interview. These 

indicators assisted with revealing receptiveness and the participant’s deposition in regard 

to interactions with the aforementioned organizations. All participants were asked the 

same questions in sequential order to help set a stage for the interviewee to share their 

experiences as vividly as possible, make analysis and organization of the data more 

efficient, and eliminate the risk of a participant not being asked certain questions, which 

could skew the data and cause credibility issues. Additional probing as well as follow-up 

questions were asked when required (Patton, 2002). The researcher allowed participants 

to add any additional remarks and comment at the end of the interview process. 

The other sources of data includes observations of community activism groups’ 

activities; collecting detail descriptive data; and meeting minutes, when available, of 

members’ planning, interactions, and conversations. Observation notes along with 

secondary data was typed into Microsoft Word documents and later saved and transcribed 

into the NVivo qualitative analysis software. Copies of the data abstraction tool forms are 

in Appendix C and D. A data analysis was further conducted to interpret and categorize 

themes that emerged. To protect the security of the participants in the study, I used a 

dedicated laptop computer, which is password-protected, and I am the only person who 

has access to the password. Further, all paper and electronic media and records were 

locked in a file cabinet in my home office for a period of 5 years. After 5 years, the data 

will be destroyed. I am the only person with access to the key. 

Data Transcription and Analysis  

Interviews, observations, and secondary data was transcribed as soon as possible 
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after the interview to maintain the quality of the data, and all efforts were made to use 

individuals’ own words and ideas (Patton, 2002). The transcripts was analyzed and 

further incorporated in the NVivo program for coding. The NVivo software was used to 

transcribe the interviews, for coding, and for data storage. Creswell (2009) pointed out 

that software programs like NVivo “[can] display graphically the codes and categories” 

(p. 167), which was helpful with analyzing the data for themes. I used the NVivo 

program to code the data into themes and conduct an analysis of the themes. These 

themes, once developed, helped in identifying patterns and collations in the data in 

Appendix A. Throughout the process, participants was offered the opportunity and the 

option to contact me with any questions, comments, or concerns, and to review 

subsequently coded data and the final report. This process also ensured ethical 

protections for all participants. 

Summary 

Chapter 3 examined the research methodology of the study and design for the 

study. The study was guided by the following questions: 

1. What are the perceived impact of civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and 

community activism groups on voter participation in county-level elections? 

2. How do current civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and community 

activism activities influence the propensity to increase electoral participation 

in county elections? 

3. What are recommendations to improve civic engagement, grassroots 

initiatives, and community activism groups’ influence on electoral 

participation in counties they serve? 
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 My goal for the research was to conduct a process evaluation of the effectiveness 

of community activism groups’ efforts aimed to influence voter behavior of the Henry 

County, Georgia, community. The study of the decline in voter participation in the United 

States is not a new concept. However, limited in-depth studies existed to explain how 

voters perceive community activism interventions geared toward increasing voter 

participation through research findings. 

 

 The qualitative study provided a new paradigm of the voter participation 

phenomenon that analyzes voter mobilization by community activism groups from a 

customer experience perspective. Chapter 4 presents the findings and analysis of the 

research. Finally, Chapter 5 outlines a discussion on findings, implication for social 

change, and recommendations for future research.  
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH FINDINGS 

Introduction 

 In this chapter, I present an evaluation of the experiences of voters toward civic 

engagement; grassroots initiatives; and community activism groups influence on their 

voting participation and behavior in county-level elections. The purpose of the study was 

to evaluate the impact that grassroots and activism groups have on influencing voter 

participation and their role in the overall political health of a communities' democratic 

process. Rich narrative data were analyzed through the phenomenological procedures of 

epoche, phenomenological reduction, and imaginative variation involving the participants 

who voluntarily served in this study.  

 

 The participants shared how they perceived civic engagement, grassroots 

initiatives, and community activism group's influence on voter participation and voter 

behavior in their community and whether these involvements raised consciousness to the 

impact of empowerment in the electoral process. The literature examined several 

concepts and models that may have influenced voter participation, and behavior noted 

earlier in Chapter 2. Items of interest were the importance participants placed on how life 

experiences, social networks, and social norms, affected their voting habits. The research 

question and probing questions for this qualitative study were developed to discover the 

shared meanings of the lived experiences of citizen participation in the electoral process 

in Henry County and to understand the impact of three local organizations on effecting 

social change in this community through voter participation. 
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 In terms of organization, the chapter first briefly presents specifics on data 

collection, analysis, and verification through a critical change criterion, followed by the 

epoche, my reflection of my experiences as a member of the research population or 

registered voter in Henry County. The subsequent section of the research includes the 

findings of the study in a collective form to reveal the textual and structural meaning of 

the phenomenon derived from the individual experiences of the participants. Finally, the 

conclusion of the chapter relates the final extraction of the findings to the research 

questions and a synthesis of these in the context of the civic engagement, grassroots 

initiatives, and community activism group's influence on voter participation and voter 

behavior and themes that emerged. 

Procedures in the Study 

 This phenomenological study followed the Moustakas' (1994), three-step 

transcendental phenomenological analysis model, which focused on the analytical 

process. Patton (2002) in his research on generic approaches to qualitative analysis noted 

although phenomenological analysis encompasses several traditions, Clark Moustakas' 

transcendental phenomenological model was one of the more superior and 

comprehensive analytical models (pp. 482-486). 

 

 In the first step, I analyzed my thoughts and beliefs about voting participation and 

behavior in county-level elections. I listed my preconceived notions experiences as a 

member of the research population, which is cited later in this chapter. Secondly, I read 

the transcripts from the interviews and bracketed out the world and presupposition to 

ascertain the data's true meaning, which are the meaningful clusters that woven together 
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explain the experience. I used the NVivo qualitative analysis software to remove 

duplication within the data and compile invariant data cluster themes. Finally, I evaluated 

the themes using an imaginative variation perspective and a descriptive statement was 

written, which tied them to the phenomena of the effectiveness of civic engagement, 

grassroots initiatives, and community activism groups influence on voter participation 

and voter behavior in Henry County. 

 

 Names of the potential participants were taken for the most recent voters list from 

the Henry County Board of Elections. The list of voters was randomly narrowed down 

into 2000 names of registered voters by selecting 500 names from each city. This was 

achieved by numbering the names from one to five and selecting the number fives until 

500 names remained. This process was continued until fifty names were identified with 

the larger two cities of McDonough and Stockbridge receiving thirteen (13) names to 

reach the fifty names. 

 

 I sent fifty invitations to potential participants who were registered voters in 

Henry County. Invitations were mailed in two separate weeks, the first week thirty-five 

invitations were mailed, which yielded twelve responses and ten interviews. The 

snowball sampling strategy was implemented during the interviews, which allowed 

participants to refer other individuals who might have vital information relevant for the 

research. The first week the snowball sampling yielded four referrals and no interviews. 
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 The second week, twenty-five invitations were mailed, which yield four responses 

and two interviews. I also implemented the snowball sampling strategy in the interviews 

in the second week, which yielded no referrals and no interviews. I contacted all of the 

potential participants who responded within three days to confirm their participation and 

schedule an interview. I was able to reach and schedule interviews for two respondents 

from the second week at which point the data from the interviews had reached saturation, 

and I informed the other two respondents that the interview data collecting process had 

concluded. However the four referrals from the snowball sampling, from the first week, 

did not respond to communication attempts to schedule an interview. Once data 

saturation was met, no further attempts were made to contact the referrals from the 

snowball sampling. 

 

 Once the participants signed the letter of consent, in-person interviews were 

scheduled at locations chosen by the participants if they could not meet at the library. The 

interviews were recorded using a digital iPhone recorder. I took notes during the 

interviews to include observations and notations about body language and other 

reflections to place with the transcribed data from the interviews. After each interview, I 

transcribed the recordings using Microsoft Speech Recognizer 8.0 for Windows. It 

allowed me to dictate words into a Word document with very few errors. The transcribing 

process took over one hour for each interview. The data were further organized, coded, 

and analyzed using the NVivo 10.0 program. 
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 The interviews followed a standardized script, and follow-up clarification 

questions were asked based on the participant’s answers. The interviews were conducted 

in private locations free from distractions (Patton, 2002). I offered all participants the 

option to meet at the library; however, the participants who could not meet at the library 

chose a time and location for the interview, which created an environment where they felt 

most at ease. Each session began with an informal conversation to establish rapport and 

neutrality (Patton, 2002). 

 

Epoche: Bracketing My Experience 

 Before performing the phenomenological reduction of the data collected in the 

research, I conducted the epoche process, which is the first step in transcendental 

phenomenology and requires the researcher to clear their mind and set aside any 

predispositions and biases pertaining to the phenomena (Moustakas, 1994). In Chapter 3, 

I revealed that I had lived in Henry County for the past eight years and a member of the 

local political party and several community activism groups. 

 

 In the epoche process, I must reveal and explore my personal experiences as a 

member of the political party and community activism groups. This process is necessary 

to remove my preconceived ideas and prejudgments about the phenomena and thereby 

focusing on the actual research data presented by the participants. Moustakas (1994) 

suggests “we suspend everything that interferes with fresh vision. We simply let what is 

there stand as it appears, from many angles, perspectives, and signs” (p. 86). In this 

section, I explore and expose my experiences through the phenomenological process of 
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epoche, using bracketing and reflections of my thoughts in an effort to set aside any 

predilections I carry to the analysis of the experience and to enter the phenomenological 

reduction with a purity of reflection (Moustakas, 1994).  

 

 After retiring from the United States Army in 2007, I gravitated towards 

community activism because of my interest in helping others. Upon leaving the military, 

I served as the Vice President of my Homeowners Association and joined the Henry 

County Democratic Party and the NAACP. I was fortunate to serve as the chairman of the 

Party in 2009, replacing the former chairman who resigned for personal reasons. I was 

only obligated to finishing the term of the former chairman, which was a year. As 

chairman, my focus was improving the posture and visibility of the Party through the 

three-core attributes of increasing membership, improving the financial stability of the 

party and training future candidates to serve in political offices.  

 

 As the chairman of the Henry County Democratic Party, I worked closely with the 

NAACP President and my counterpart the Republican Party Chairman. Although we had 

different political philosophies, our goals of improving our communities were mutual. I 

was also fortunate as the Chairman of the Party to speak to several community 

organizations that did not particularly share my political views, but appreciated my 

sincere determination to improve our community through political leadership. 

 

 The challenge I faced as the chairman of the Party was to reinvigorate the Party 

through a strategic plan that encompassed the three-core attributes mention earlier. We 
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handled the issue of membership by having the party to hold quarterly meet-and-greet 

breakfast with prominent political figures as guest speakers. The breakfasts contributed in 

achieving the dual purpose of gaining visibility for the organization and growing the 

database of potential members and registering new voters. 

 

 In improving the financial stability of the Party, we conducted several fund 

raising events, and an emphasis was placed of membership dues. The Party received 

additional exposure through the local newspaper and social media sites like Facebook 

Google and LinkedIn. As an organization, we were very aggressive in getting the 

message about the Party out on social media and sent email updates and reminders to our 

membership database, which consisted of over 3000 names. 

 

 Training of future candidates was a critical mandate for all political parties; 

conversely, we extended our training to the public and also conducted free classes, e.g. 

resume writing classes, sponsored by the Party. Candidate training was implemented, and 

the organizational structure of the Party was revamped with the focus of growing our Post 

Seat Holders (the voting body of the Party) and establishing Precinct Captains. During 

our scheduled meetings, the importance of Precinct Captains was emphasized and 

reinforced by having each district go into caucus sessions to identify goals for their 

districts and select captains for their designated precincts. 

 

 In 2010, I shifted my focused from community activism to concentrating full time 

on my doctoral studies. Although I was no longer physically involved in the 
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organizations, my scholarly research afforded me the opportunity to study these 

organizations with a broader sense of appreciation and understanding. Through this 

bracketing process, my involvement and experiences with these community groups 

flashed back from my personal memory as, I reflectively ponder, letting any 

preconceptions and prejudgments freely enter and exit my conscience. 

 

 My experiences in the phenomena of the impact of civic engagement, grassroots 

initiatives, and community activism groups are similar to several of the participants; 

however, as indicated throughout this study, effectively researching this phenomenon is 

only successfully achieved if the researcher separates their experiences from those of the 

research population and in an impartial manner (Moustakas, 1994). This reflective 

process has moved me through receptiveness, and enabled me to be able to concentrate 

fully, to listen and hear the participants’ presentations without coloring it with my own 

bias of thinking and perceptions. Therefore, this project will shift its focus to presenting 

the phenomena regarding the 12 participants of the study.  

 

Participants and Demographics 

 Phenomenological research tends to seek a greater understanding of the human 

experience as Patton (2002) noted, “to gather such data, one must undertake in-depth 

interviews with people who have directly experienced the phenomenon of interest; that is, 

they have "lived experience" as opposed to secondhand experience” (p. 104). Further 

qualitative research tends to focus on a specific phenomenon void of experimentation and 

controls to determine expected outcomes. Additionally, Maxwell (2005) noted that 
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qualitative research viewed the particular context in the participant's natural setting or 

environment. As this research views the actions of voters in Henry County in their natural 

environment during an election cycle, the timing of the research is relevant since a 

municipal election in Henry County occurred on November 5, 2013. I further explore this 

point in Chapter 5.  

 

 Moreover, the municipal election is not the hypothesis for the conduct of this 

research. However, it assisted in attaching relevant and real time meaning to the 

experiences of the participants regarding the focus of this study. This is another latent and 

relevant fact as Maxwell (2005) outlining the goals of qualitative research noted, 

"understanding the meaning, for participants in the study, of the events, situations, 

experiences, and actions they are involved with or engage in” (p. 22) or participants may 

socially construct meaning to the experiences and interactions and provide these 

perspectives within their worldviews. 

 

 The collective experiences of the 12 participants of this phenomenological study 

are drawn from the meaning each participant placed on events, situations and actions 

confirmed through their interview transcripts. Accordingly, the compiled description of 

how these experiences influenced their behavior provides significant and meaningful 

contributions toward revealing the phenomena of assessing how civic engagement, 

grassroots initiatives, and community activism groups influence voter participation in 

county-level elections. 
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 Additionally, the problem identified for this study centered on understanding how 

local grassroots organizations contributed to the voting process and influence voter 

participation. The fundamental question of this study is this question: Whether grassroots 

activities in Henry County communities can affect and influence the electoral process 

through increased voter participation in spite of other party dominance, voter 

suppression, and other voting inhibitors. The three steering and interconnected research 

questions for this research were as follows: 

1. What are the perceived impacts of civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and 

community activism groups on voter participation in county-level elections? 

2. How do current civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and community activism 

activities influence electoral participation in county elections? 

3. What are recommendations to improve civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and 

community activism groups’ influence on electoral participation in counties they 

serve? 

 The study included interviews with 12 Henry County registered voters who were 

most likely to be affiliated with the Henry County Democratic Party (HCDP), Organizing 

For Action (OFA) (Formerly Organizing For America) and/or National Association for 

the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). Each interview was scheduled to last an 

hour; however, the averaged interview lasted 40 minutes.  

 

 The names of the participants interviewed were coded with numbers to prevent 

identification and to protect the identities and maintain the confidentiality of each 
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participant. Table 1 below lists basic information about the participants to include the 

participant codes, age group, and other identification date carefully selected to protect the 

identities of the participants.  This data demographic depicts a 67% female participation 

rate was slightly higher, by 15%, of the female population of Henry County which is 52% 

(U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.). In addition, the data demographic showed that the majority or 

92% of participants most likely to with affiliated with the three organizations in the study 

were Black or African American. 

 

Participants Demographic Data 

Table 1. Research Participant Data 
 

*Code Sex Age Group Last Voted Reg. Date Demo. 

 

 

 

 

1 M 45-65 11/6/2012 10/4/1986 Black 

2 F 45-65 11/6/2012 8/30/2005 Black 

3 F 65 & Over 11/6/2012 10/1/2000 Black 

4 M 30-44 11/6/2012 10/7/2009 Black 

5 F 45-65 11/6/2012 11/22/1992 Black 

6 F 45-65 11/6/2012 7/31/2007 Black 

7 F 45-65 11/6/2012 5/24/2004 Black 

8 M 45-65 11/6/2012 10/1/2000 White 

9 F 65 & Over 11/6/2012 11/22/1991 Black 

10 F 46-65 11/6/2012 10/11/2000 Black 

11 M 30-44 11/6/2012 10/1/2000 Black 

12 F 45-65 11/6/2012 10/1/2000 Black 
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*Participant code 
Note. Participant data gathered from the Henry County Board of Elections voter database; the 
data is further discussed in Chapter 5 

 

Data Collection and Analysis 

The majority of the data collected during this project derived from interviews, 

observations, and document analysis. The first data component of this research was in-

depth interviews with participants. The interview process concluded at 12 interviews 

because data saturation was met from the target population. The secondary source of data 

was observations of community activism organizations in the county; these observations 

consisted of meetings, group discussions and interactions. A third source of data 

(secondary data) included the analysis of election results from the municipal elections 

held on November 5, 2013, which was analyzed for trends that indicate growth and 

declines in demographics and voter participation. Other sources included data from the 

Henry County Board of Elections, the Georgia Secretary of State, minutes from the 

organization's meetings and the Census Bureau.  

 

 In the first research component of the data collection process, each prospective 

participant received the invitation letter in Appendix A. Verbiage in the letter expressed 

the purpose and central focus of the study, soliciting and inviting the registered voters' 

participation. The voters forwarded their agreement to participate to me via e-mail. 

Approximately, 24 hours following the e-mail correspondence, I contacted each voter via 

telephone. Once contact was made with the participant, an interview was arranged and 

scheduled. 
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Participants 

 Of the 12 interviews conducted, five were held in the conference room of the 

public library; five were held in cafes, and two were held in a private residence. All 

interview venues; were free from obstructions, distractions, and interruptions. The 

interviews followed the format identified in Chapter 3; the questions asked were 

according to the interview script in Appendix B. Throughout the interviews, and follow-

up probing questions were asked depending on the participant’s answers. The questions 

asked provoked short to extended answers that consisted of conversation grounded on the 

participant’s experience. The interviews ranged in length from 40 minutes to slightly one 

hour. The variation in length did not detract from the effectiveness of the interviews.  

 

 The interviews were reviewed several times for clarification and were transcribed 

and coded with a participant number (Table 1). The transcribed interviews were 

organized into meaning units, and the data was further coded into data clusters of 12 

themes surrounding the structural description of the experiences of each participant 

(Appendix F). This was accomplished using the qualitative research software NVivo 

10.0, Excel and Microsoft Word. The rationale of using the software was to reduce the 

transcripts to bite size elements and identify useful categories of relevant data. The data 

clusters that met the criteria of an invariant constituent were coded into themes and 

structural descriptions, and represent confirmed essence based on the experience from the 

participant’s perspective with overlapping, and vague expressions removed. These 

elements include those portions of the transcripts that “contain a moment of the 
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experience that is a necessary and sufficient constituent for understanding it” were 

accordingly coded in Appendix F. (Moustakas, 1994, p. 121).  

 

 Invariant constituents were combined into thematic labels, which reflected the 

common essence of the experience such as how Participant 1 described his motivation for 

registering to vote: 

 

 Basically, my reason and [Why] I participate is to elect a representative who is 

 going to be a voice for me. You have to have representation there to voice your 

 concern, and I think that is really the whole intent of voter representation. 

 

Another illustration of an original invariant constituent was the following excerpt from 

the narrative from Participant 5 in describing her thoughts on barriers that hinder voting 

at the local level, she stated 

 

 Not obtaining the right information about the candidates, [and] not knowing the 

 candidates, who they are. People are basically blindfolded, [they are] going to the 

 poll blindfolded, not really knowing who to vote for and for what purpose. The 

 other factors that I also see, because I used to volunteer on Election Day, is 

 transportation, a lot of people don't have access to transportation. 

 

As the data was analyzed further, unique relationships were identified between the 

categories specifically as it related to increasing voter participation in local elections. 
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 The invariant constituents from each transcript were coded into separate areas 

called nodes in the NVivo 10.0 software; this allowed the initial labeling to take place. In 

this case, it was classifying each constituent into one of twelve initial categories: (a) 

Reason for Voting, (b) Factors that Impact Voting, (c) Barriers to Voting, (d) Knowledge 

of Voting Procedures, (e) Knowledge of Community Groups, (f) Information (g) Political 

Strategies, (h) Involvement, (i) Organization that Encourages, (j) Roles, (k) Assessment, 

and (l) Recommendations. For example, the above narrative by Participant 1 was coded 

“Reason for Voting” to indicate the collective views for the motivation for voting; the 

narrative from Participant 11 was labeled under the “Barriers to Voting” to capture 

participant's views on barriers to voting in their communities. These initial sets of codes 

were helpful with dealing with the larger data sets and deciphering future clustering and 

thematization. 

 

 The invariant constituent were further aligned with the themes they represented 

(Appendix F). The completion of the initial labeling further allowed for the abstraction 

and labeling of each transcribed interview into more micro invariant constituents. This 

process was accomplished using NVivo 10.0 software. As the interviews were reviewed, 

more segments were coded allowing for the creation of a list of nodes aggregately 

separated by invariant constituent. This also allowed inferring further meaning to the 

phenomena through appropriate codes and categories. 
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 During this process, the data was continuously evaluated for errors and mistaken 

meanings to maximize the clarity of the phenomena during the data reduction. This led to 

the development of more coding, and the invariant constituents were assigned to 

classification categories; that were originally identified as themes (Appendix F); 

however, as this process progressed, a distinctive pattern was identified in the textural 

descriptions extracted from the participant(s)’ experiences. These patterns identified four 

categories, which classified the twelve initial constituent categories into one of four 

categories and resulted in the following: individual participant meaning statements and 

codes, aggregate codes and classifications (Appendix G), and meaning statements 

(Appendix H). These four classifications included and are discussed further in the 

Research Questions section: 

  

§ Visibility 

§ Organize 

§ Teamwork 

§ Educate 

 

 The invariant constituents were subsequently extracted from the aggregate data 

and listed under categories using the four classifications codes as nodes (see Appendix 

H). Appendix G is the result of that process of defining the aggregate codes and 

classifications. The participants shared several characteristics and numerous 

classifications and equally there were some differences among them as well. This process 

facilitated my ability to analyze the participants based on likeness and differences. 
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 During the reduction process, I also examined the concept of conditional choice 

by creating nodes that captured the textual descriptions that identified themes based on 

conditional norms and external social pressures from the participant's community, 

network and environment. The themes were created to map out and describe how the 

participants' explained the cues of actions and modifying factors influence on their voting 

behavior. The participant's invariant constituents that motivated them by internal moral 

and civic convictions were captured and organized into textual meanings in Appendix I. 

 

 The phenomenological reduction process continued and concluded with the 

completion of incorporating the textual description into themes. I assigned any new 

textual descriptions to the appropriate themes established within the research, as well as 

remaining cognizant of any new themes, codes, and categories that might surface during 

the process. The goal of the reduction process was to capture and organize the textual 

meaning and invariant constituents of the participants into a meaningful textual 

description of the phenomenon (Moustakas, 1994).  

 

 Following the phenomenological reduction, the next step in the process was that 

of the imaginative variation. At this point, I focused my attention to attach meaning to the 

themes of the phenomenon under consideration using imagination and approaching the 

phenomenon from divergent perspectives (Moustakas, 1994). I devised meaning 

statements for each classification using reflection from the converging invariant 

constituents in the participant's transcribed interviews. At this phase, I developed an 
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aggregate list of invariant constitutes of individual meanings of each of the four 

classifications. As the definition statements were developed for each of the four 

classifications, a table was constructed to categorize meaning statements derived from the 

invariant constituents under common labeling (Appendix G). 

 

Analysis of Observations and Results 

 

 In the second research component of the data collection process was observations 

of community activism organizations. Two groups were observed using the observation 

extraction tool in Appendix D. The first observation was conducted on October 22, 2013 

at the regularly scheduled meeting of the Henry County Democratic Party. The meeting 

commenced at 7:30 PM, and the meeting location was the Fairview Recreation Center, 35 

Austin Road, Stockbridge, GA 30281. In attendance at this meeting were 44 individuals, 

including one new member. It is noteworthy to say the Commissioner of the fifth District 

attended and introduced the new member as a possible future candidate.  

 

 The meeting had a guest speaker who spoke about the impact of politics on 

education in Georgia. After the guest speaker spoke, there was an initial nomination 

made for Mr. Bryer, for the vacant Second Vice Chair position, which met with no 

second since the nominee was not a Post Seat Holder or voting member (a prerequisite 

prior to holding an Executive Board position). A second nomination was made for a 

second nominee, Mr. Thomas, who was the previous Second Vice Chair; the nomination 

was second and passed with a unanimous vote. Several announcements were made during 
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the meeting to include a member being appointed to the Henry County Chamber of 

Commerce Board of Directors. Another example of announcements was that of Tee-

Shirts for sale and the need to organize a young Democrats group. A member inquired 

about the upcoming November 5th municipal elections and was told to vote yes for the 

SPLOTS, (Special-purpose local-option sales tax) but was told that the upcoming local 

elections were nonpartisan, and therefore, the Party would not intervene. 

 

 The Second observation was conducted on November 12, 2013 at the regularly 

scheduled meeting of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

(NAACP). The meeting commenced at 7:00 PM, and the meeting location was held in the 

meeting room in the Fairview Recreation Center. In attendance at this meeting were 28 

with no guest. The meeting commenced with a president's welcome and update. The 

discussion started with a request for the approval of renting a storage space. The 

President announced that the chapter received two awards and he emphasized filling out 

future award applications from the State Chapter. He continued his presentation with a 

recommendation to switch executive board meetings to conference calls, and concluded 

with the announcement of having an event at Carrabba's restaurant because of their past 

support to the organization. 

 

Analysis of Elections and Results 

 

 The third research component of the data collection process was an analysis of 

election results from the municipal elections on November 5, 2013, which was analyzed 
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for trends that indicate growth and declines in demographics and voter participation. A 

review of the municipal elections revealed that Henry County had a total of 114, 800 

people registered to vote (Henry County Board of Commissioners Elections & 

Registration, n.d.). During the November 5th municipal election, only 12.2% or 13,968 

people voted in the county, which consist of a population of 211,000 residents, see Figure 

2. The 2013 Henry County municipal elections voter participation rate clearly indicates a 

lack of voter enthusiasm in the county. 

 

Figure 2. Municipal General Election Voter Participation 

 

 

Figure 2. Henry County Board of Commissioners Elections & Registration, n.d. 

 

There were three mayoral races in the City of Hampton, the City of McDonough 

and the City of Stockbridge. The City of Hampton has a population of 7,098 and 3,793 

registered voters. In Hampton, only 820 or 21.8% of the registered voters voted in the 
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election. The City of McDonough has a population of 22,599 and 11, 338 registered 

voters, of which 1,536 or 13% of the registered voters participated in the elections. The 

City of Stockbridge has a population of 26,281 and 13,187 registered voters of which 

2,024 or 15% participated in the November 5th election (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Henry County Mayoral Elections 

 

 

Figure 3. Henry County Board of Commissioners Elections & Registration, n.d. 

 

 All four cities participated in the City Council elections. The City of Hampton has 

a population of 7,098 residents. In Hampton during the City Council At Large elections 
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Grove has a population of 5,657 with 2,652 registered voters. In the City Council 

elections, 631 voters participated in the elections. The City of McDonough had three City 

Council Districts seats eligible in the elections. District 1 was an unopposed race. In the 

City Council District 2 race, out of a recorded 3,018 registered voters 311 or 10% 

residents cast votes in the elections. In the City Council District 3 Special election, 736 or 

22% of the 3,427 registered voters participated. In the Stockbridge City Council At Large 

race, 3,316 of the 13,187 (25.15%) registered voters cast votes see Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Henry County Municipal City Council Elections 

 

 

 

 

Analysis of Minutes and Results 
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(NAACP) and the Henry County Democratic Party (HCDP). The minutes were requested 

through each organization's secretary as part of the observations conducted at November 

12, 2013 regularly scheduled meeting of the National Association for the Advancement 

of Colored People (NAACP) and the Henry County Democratic Party regularly 

scheduled meeting on October 22, 2013.  

  

 I reviewed the Henry County NAACP's branch minutes for the months of April, 

May, June, August, September and October of 2013 to explore and reach a better 

understanding of how the NAACP plan and organize to address the voter participation 

problems in the county. The NAACP did not meet in July of 2013, due to their attendance 

at the annual NAACP National Convention. The minutes were analyzed using NVivo 

10.0 software and segments were coded using the aggregate list in Appendix G to allow 

for the creation of a list of nodes aggregately separated by invariant constituents. This 

allowed me to gain further meaning to the organization's perspective of the phenomena 

through the appropriate codes of Visibility, Organize, Teamwork and Educate which are 

further explored in the following: 

 

Visibility 

 

 The branch had scheduled two political action forums in September and October to 

help educate the citizens about the candidates. The forums were held in the Cities of 

Stockbridge and McDonough and were advertised to the communities to promote 

awareness of the NAACP and attract maximum resident participation. The branch 
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organized a Community Family Fun Day and Car Show in August and in June the branch 

sponsored a Sock Hop to promote the organization. These events were to promote 

visibility and grow the organization's membership. The organization had not visibility 

campaign focus on improving voter participation in the county such as newspaper ads 

neighborhood canvassing or mail outs.  

 

Organize 

 

 The NAACP National Office required the Henry County NAACP branch to 

sponsor a youth rally, which should generate visibility within the organization. The 

branch in addition sponsored an annual M. L. King Day event that generated over 500 

participants and brought exposure to the branch. The branch also conducted the NAACP's 

Afro-Academic, Cultural, Technological and Scientific Olympics (ACTSO), which is a 

yearlong achievement program for high-school students, and they are in the process of 

starting a Youth and Junior Youth Council. The Car Show and Sock Hop events were 

conducted with the intent of promoting active membership through participation, 

identifying new members, to encourage non-active members to renew membership, and 

to promote collaboration within county organizations.  

 My observations were that the Henry County NAACP branch had a small active 

membership pool of individuals who were working on their various committees.  The 

organization's depth within the community was limited due to the low membership. I 
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believe without growing the organization's members; the group is faced with the scarcity 

of manpower and a struggle to remain viable within the community. 

 

Teamwork 

 

 The minutes for the six month periods showed internal teamwork among 

members of the various committees of the NAACP. Further there were collaboration 

efforts promoted by the Stockbridge-Jonesboro Alumni chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi to 

partner with the NAACP to promote voting rights at a national level in May. The 

NAACP also strived to partner with a local community church (Shiloh Baptist Church) 

for their Juneteenth Celebration in May. However, within the six month period there was 

no evidence of local partnerships to promote voter participation within county. 
 

 

Educate 

 

 During the six month period, the branch scheduled two political action forums 

with the intent of educating the citizens about the issues in their respective cities; and to 

meet the candidates running for office. During the meeting in September, a branch 

spokesperson informed the members of a possible closing of precincts in mostly minority 

locations in the county and the speaker also informed the group about the recent changes 

to the Voting Rights Act and how it might adversely affect minority voters. In the 

September meeting during the President's report, Mr. Edwards, the branch President, 
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emphasized, "voters need to be educated, [and there were] not enough people voting, and 

[the] community needs to help with transporting voters to the polls." 

 

 My findings were that the local NAACP was mostly effective in the youth 

programs that they sponsored. The focus of working with the youths in the county 

seemed to be effective and a necessary program but did not lend to an effective way to 

facilitate or educating the community as a hold. Additionally, there were no plans to 

conduct workshops focused on voter awareness or to educate possible future community 

leaders within the county.  

 

 The reviewed of the Henry County Democratic Party's (HCDP) minutes for the 

months of April, May, June, July, August, September and October of 2013 were explored 

identical to the NAACP's branch minutes to reach a better understanding of how the 

HCDP plan and organize to address the voter participation problems in the county. The 

minutes were analyzed using NVivo 10.0 software and segments were coded using the 

aggregate list in Appendix G to allow for the creation of a list of nodes aggregately 

separated by invariant constituents. The minutes were analyzed with the Visibility, 

Organize, Teamwork and Educate codes as a model to gain a better understanding of the 

organization's perspective of the phenomena; the following were the findings: 

 

Visibility 
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 In the month of May the Democratic Party announced the Red Oak Project that 

was supposed to train precinct captains at each of the poll locations in the county. During 

the June meeting, the lead for the project, Mr. Nelson, gave an update and stated that the 

project was intended to educate and register voters for the 2014 election. The Red Oak 

Project did not receive subsequent updates during the meetings that followed.  One 

possible reason for this misstep was due to the leader of the project, Mr. Nelson, was a 

candidate for Mayor in the 2013 municipal elections and was tied up with his campaign.    

  

 The proposed 2014 Red Oak Project was the only long term visibility event 

scheduled in the county based on the minutes for the six months. During subsequent 

meetings, the chair announced that members should attend the September's Board of 

Elections meeting which would not generate much voter interest from residents. The 

Board of Elections meeting was a planning meeting scheduled to discuss the relocation of 

voting polls within the county. Although there were announcements made for the 

Municipal Elections during the latter meetings, more emphasis was placed on the 2014 

County Commissioner's race. The finding of the minutes reviewed also showed that the 

more prevalent announcements during meetings dealt with selling of T Shirts for a 

fundraiser and a line dancing class fundraiser which was scheduled to be held at a facility 

in a neighboring county.  

 

Organize 
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 During the September meeting, the chair announced that the strategy and 

stakeholder meetings would resume shortly to work on candidate recruitment for the 

2014 election; however, no details were given during the meeting. Another organizational 

event was the announcement of the reformation of the Young Democrats, which is an 

internal organization comprised of Democrats, who are thirty-five or younger. This item 

was also not discussed in detail, and a report will be provided in the November meeting. 
 

 

Teamwork 

 

 The minutes for the six month periods show limited internal teamwork among the 

party; however, there were no indications that the organization collaborated externally 

with other organizations in county. 

 

Educate 

 

 The review of the minutes only indicated that the organization provided 

community updates for the members in attendance of the meetings. An example of this 

was the discussion on the T SPLOST during the September meeting. The T SPLOST was 

on the municipal elections, and the discussion centered on supporting this initiative. 

Other examples were the Red Oak Project which was stifled due to the municipal 

elections and planning for the 2014 elections which were not discussed in much detail.  
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Nonetheless, no discussion took placed on educating of the public on any of the items 

discussed during meetings or to generate new voters for the current election cycle. 

 

 

Research Findings 

 
 In this section, I provide the findings to the research questions and a synthesis of 

the meaning derived from the collected data. The process of developing the data into 

themes was important to better understand the phenomena of community activism group's 

influence on voter participation and voter behavior. After developing and reviewing 

invariant constituents both textural and structural, and compiling aggregate and combined 

codes and meanings, several items worthy of discovery were noted from the research 

interviews, observations, and document analysis. 

 

 The interviews were an essential component of the research that allowed for in-

depth discussion and opinions of the participants and contributed to a better 

understanding of their perceptions. The questions were formulated into twelve sub-

questions with the intent that some would be broader in scope for follow-ups while others 

were more specific to address the research. The interview questions were initially linked 

to the following themes (Appendix F): 

 

1. Question 1: Reasons for Voting 
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2. Question 2: Factors that Impact Voting  

 

3. Question 3: Barriers to Voting 

 

4. Question 4: Knowledge of Voting Procedures 

 

5. Question 5: Knowledge of Community Groups 

 

6. Question 6: Information  

 

7. Question 7: Political Strategies 

 

8. Question 8: Involvement 

 

9. Question 9: Organization that Encourages 

 

10. Question 10: Factors that Impact Voting  

 

11. Question 11: Assessment 

 

12. Question 12: Recommendations 
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 The twelve themes were further bracketed into four common threads, which 

classified the 12 initial constituent categories into one of four categories resulting in the 

aggregate codes and classifications in Appendix G. This was accomplished to get a 

narrower and individual textural structural description to develop an essence of the 

participant's collective representation of the phenomena. 

 

Research Questions 

 

 The research was guided by three main questions that led to the formulation of a 

series of sub-questions. The three principal questions sought to answer how civic 

engagement, grassroots initiatives, and community activism groups’ influences Henry 

County elections. The subsequent questions sought to answer and explore the knowledge 

base of the respective participants of the samples regarding perceptions and attitudes 

toward community activism groups’ influence on voter participation. The subsequent 

questions also focused on assessing whether the participants’ opinions provided a 

definition to what the organization can do to increase voter participation, and their 

viewpoints on how community activism groups can increase their effectiveness in the 

community. The sub-questions supplemented the main questions regarding this research. 

Finally, the open-ended sub-questions during the interviews provided in-depth 

information about emerging themes that further contributed to the research. 
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Question 1 

 

What are the perceived impacts of civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and 

community activism groups on voter participation in county-level elections? 

  

 In order to answer the perceived impacts of civic engagement, grassroots 

initiatives, and community activism groups on voter participation on the overall health of 

Henry County’s democratic process, participants were asked five subsequent questions 

during the interviews. As referenced in the previous sections, questions in the interviews 

were linked into bracketed themes to yield a better understanding to the research. 

 

 The first step towards answering the question concerns the perceived impacts of 

civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and community activism groups on voter 

participation. Participants responded in the interviews that they were very familiar with 

two out of the three organizations (Table 2). However, 92% of the participants were 

familiar with the Democratic Party, 58% were knowledgeable of the NAACP, and only 

8% were familiar with OFA. It was clearly evident in the study that participants believed 

that the majority of voter participations activities by grassroots organizations at the local 

county level were the responsibility of the political parties such as the Democratic and 

Republican Parties. Although the participants suggested that the three organizations in the 

study had very little influence on their voting behavior; several participants, however, 

recommended that the organizations could have a greater impact on increasing voter 

participation if they were more visible in the communities.  
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 For example, Participant 6 stated, "I don't think they are as effective as being 

visible and getting to know what the individual needs are in order to motivate them." 

Another example was found in a comment by Participant 10 who suggested, "We need 

more outreach in order to reach more people they need to be more visible because there 

are a lot of people who have never heard of some of these groups that are out there." In 

reviewing the actives of the NAACP, it suggests that they are conducting and planning 

several activities that should gain them exposure from the voting electorate. Nonetheless, 

based on the feedback from the participants, the NAACP should conduct more activities 

targeted towards the demographic of registered voters who are not active voters to 

become more impactful in increasing county level voter participation.  

 

Table 2. Knowledge of Community Groups 
Participant   HCDP NAACP OFA 

1 
 

X X 
 2 

  
X 

 3 
 

X 
 

X 
4 

 
X 

  5 
 

X 
  6 

 
X X 

 7 
 

X X 
 8 

 
X X 

 9 
 

X 
  10 

 
X 

  11 
 

X X 
 12   X X   

 

 When asked if they, as participants, were motivated to register to vote by any of 

the three organizations, the responses suggest that these individuals were super voters as 
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defined in Chapter 2. Rolfe (2012) correctly pointed out that super voters were voters 

who participated in regular elections and their voting habits were not influenced by low 

voter participation trends or other factors. The factors that influenced these voters or their 

cues for action were their perceptions about voting and what it meant to them. An 

example of this is in participant 12 stating, "My motivation for registering to vote was the 

fact that I consider it a very treasured opportunity and right of Americans to be able to 

vote for their elected officials." This was also captured in the following statement by 

Participant 2 when she shared, "I think that is the only way that we are going to be able to 

effectively bring about change by getting the citizens involved in the process, and if they 

are not registered, they cannot be involved in the process." Rofle (2012) explained 

"conditional decision making is not comprised solely of simple mimicry rules. It also 

incorporates more complex heuristics that are sensitive to the goals, values, and beliefs of 

the decision maker (p. 26)." the following are examples of memory cues for actions from 

the participants: 

 

a. Participant 1. "I take pride in actually going to the polls [and] going through the 

process because I can recall when we could not stand in that line, and we could not go 

through that process." 

 

b. Participant 2. "It is because of the lives that were lost so I can have that right that is 

real talk for me, when I think about the struggles..." 
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c. Participant 3. "I think this generation, [unlike] my generation had the civil rights 

movement, so we were already more politically motivated to go out and do things; 

because we saw people being beat-up, we saw this stuff happening. This generation 

doesn't see that, so they are lackadaisical about it."  

 

These and other themes in the data collections started to codify Rofle's concept on 

conditional choices in which she states that people make choices based on cues of actions 

and modifying factors linked to their conditional norms and external social pressures 

from their community networks and environments. 

 

 Participants were also asked about the barriers to voting. They indicated that the 

top two factors were time and the locations of the polls followed by access issues such as 

long lines and transportation i.e. for the elderly. Interestingly, when asked about factors 

that impact their ability to vote the participants indicated that time and accessibility being 

the top two factors. These factors were not prevalent among these participants since 83% 

stated that they used early voting. The two participants or 17% that did not use early 

voting stated that they did not trust that their votes would be counted during the early 

voting process. Therefore, the references to the barrier to voting and factors that impact 

their ability to vote made by the group of participates were directed at other voters who 

did not share the social cues and conditional norms that these participants had in 

common. 
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Question 2 

 

How do current civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and community activism 

activities influence the propensity to increase electoral participation in county elections? 

 

 An important component of this research was to gather the opinions of 

participants regarding how current civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and 

community activism activities influence the propensity to increase electoral participation 

in county elections. Although voter participation plays a critical role in national, federal 

and local governments, it is at the local level, grassroots organizations can effectively 

influence voter behavior towards the electoral process. Although the research showed that 

engaging voters to participate in the electoral process at the municipalities, increases the 

level of interest in local elections and makes these elections more competitive. However, 

in the Henry County, Municipal Election in 2013, it seemed evident that grassroots 

activists are finding it harder to harness voter interest, which leaves room for big-money 

spenders to perhaps monopolize these local elections and potentially undermine the 

political equality that legitimizes our political process.  

 

 The literature presented in the study suggests campaigns and political parties, 

which placed a greater emphasis on working with community activism groups in their 

political efforts, increased voter participation for their candidate and had a greater 

propensity to win an election. The sub-questions in this section sought opinions of the 

sample regarding information, political strategies and involvement as a measure of 
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increasing voter participation. Participants interviewed (67%) opined a scarcity of 

candidate information contributed to a large portion of empathy and lack of interest. The 

opinions of the participants in this study were more profound than a statistical 

computation could provide. The following are samples of how participants responded to 

the question political information:  

 

a. Participant 10. "There are a lot of people who are really not informed on issues, and it 

requires people who actually care and are involved to try to get that information out to the 

people that are not actively involved." 

 

b. Participant 5. "Not just during an election or an election year but rather all year round 

and pushing that information out." 

 

c. Participant 8. "The people are just not informed, and the groups are just not getting the 

word out."  

 

 Although political strategies such as mobilization and canvassing addresses the 

contextual-level of the research literature, the focus of this research seek to understand 

how these tactics may sway the decisions of the individual voter. When asked about the 

effect of political strategies on their voting behavior participants argued that political 

gimmicks were not effective in influencing voter participation. For example, Participant 

10 stated  
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Well, I have been around a really long time, and I've been involved in politics for 

many years, and I don't really care much about the flashy things that people do; I 

care more about their involvement in the community. [I care about] them saying 

they are going to do something and keeping their word and actually doing it. I 

look at personalities, how people interact with other people in meetings, things 

like that. Those are the kind of things that affect who I vote for. I don't care much 

about who is giving out a shirt or who is giving out a pen or who is giving out a 

pad with their name on it. 

 

Rofle (2012) addressed this point in stating  

 

 The conventional wisdom holds that mobilization works by subsidizing the costs 

 of participants (e.g., a bus to drive voters to the polls) or by offering additional 

 incentives to vote (e.g., social events for union members), but strategic candidates 

 invest far more money in various forms of advertising than they do in hiring buses 

 to drive local residents to the polls (p. 14). 

 

When asked about getting involved in a political community activist group 

participants stated that they (92%) were actively participating or going to re-affiliate with 

a local grassroots organization. However, when asked who encouraged the participants to 

vote 14 cues of action were cited by participants and eight modifying factors were cited 

(see Table 3). Several participants (42%) also indicated that the local organizations 

encourage them to vote. This finding indicated that local community activism groups has 
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the propensity to influence voter behavior if they pay closer attention to providing 

internal and external social cues that promotes voter participation, this is further explored 

in Table 4 and in Chapter 5. 

Table 3. Conditional Choice 
 
    Modifying Factors Cues for Action 
a. Co-workers 

 
X   

b. Friends 
 

X   
c. Parents 

 
X   

d. Peers 
 

X   
e. Social Network 

 
X   

a. Memory 
 

  X 
b. Observable Actions 

 
  X 

c. Perceptions 
 

  X 
d. Social Issues     X 

 

 
 When asked if they, as participants, were encouraged to vote by any of the local 

groups, person or organizations, half of the participants contended that they did not need 

anyone or group to encourage them to vote. This was exemplified in this comment by 

Participant 10 "that is kind of hard to answer, because I don't actually need 

encouragement to vote, I vote because I care about voting. I care about participating in 

the political process, and I'm actually one of the ones who encourage other people to 

vote; I don't actually need to be encouraged by anyone or group to vote." As indicated in 

a previous section, these voters are considered super voters and therefore their response 

in the negative to this question is not surprising. However, 33% of the participants 

indicated that some external organization or group encouraged their vote as depicted in 

Table 4.  
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Table 4. Organization that Encourage Your Vote 
 
1. Other Local Org. 

 
7. NAACP 

2. None 
 

8. None 
3. Church, HCDP 

 
9. None 

4. None 
 

10. None 
5. HCDP 

 
11. None 

6. HCDP   12. *HOA, HCDP 
*Home Owners Association 
 
 This also supports Rolfe's (2012) argument that modifying cues such as social 

networks and peers were influential in the encouragement of the electoral process. In fact, 

Rolfe claimed that the size and structure of a social network will determine how the 

behavior traits are emulated within the culture of the organization (p. 127). 

 
Question 3 

 
What are recommendations to improve civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and 

community activism influence on electoral participation in counties they serve? 

 

 The sub-questions in this section sought opinions of the participants regarding 

recommendations to improve civic engagement, grassroots initiatives. When participants 

were asked their opinion on the role that these organizations should play in the political 

process, Participant 3 espoused 

 

 I think it has to play a big part in encouraging people to get out and vote and be 

 involved. In particular, I think this generation, [unlike] my generation had the 
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 civil rights movement, so we were already politically motivated to go out and do 

 things; because we saw people being beat-up, we saw this stuff happening. This 

 generation doesn't see that, so they are lackadaisical about it. So if people were 

 not going out banging on doors and telling people and doing things to let them 

 know how critical it is, I'm not sure if we would have [as many] people going out 

 the vote. So, it [has] become more important than in the past I believe. 

 

Another opinion on this question was expressed by Participant 4 in stating  

 

I think those groups should always search for a viable candidate for each one of 

the open seats in any political race, and what I mean by a viable candidate is a 

candidate who is for the people and for the community, and for the growth of 

both. I think those groups should put their names out there and invite the 

community to their meetings and events. Create an environment where the media 

is putting their names out there and just try to maximize on every opportunity to 

let people know who they are. 

 

 There were mixed opinions in regards to the second sub-question which dealt with 

the participant's assessment of the roles the organizations should play and their 

effectiveness in regards to influencing voter participation. For example, Participant 10 

claimed "I think they are effective because there are a lot of people who would not be 

registered if people were not sitting at tables and registering people, making it convenient 

for them." An opposing view was presented by Participant 2 who shared " Not very, [they 
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are] not as effective as they could be, because if I am out and people are still saying "Oh, 

is there an election coming up", and they’re living in an apartment complex, that is kind 

of a problem to me." 

 

 The last sub-question queried the participants on their perspectives for improving 

the organization’s effectiveness towards electoral participation and overall political 

advocacy. Below are samples of the responses derived from these discussions: 

 

 Participant 3: Coordination and cooperation among community groups; I think 

 that is the weakest link right now, in other words, there is a lot of people that are 

 attempting to get people politically engaged in doing things to get people out to 

 vote, but they're not working together. So, I think that is the main improvement 

 that needs to happen. 

 

Participant 9: They can do more one on one contact, such as having opened 

forums, which are well advertised, or having a meet-and-greet to discuss what 

they are all about. They should have an agenda established so that people won't 

feel like when they come they're sitting there wasting their time. 

 

Participant 12: I think making them relevant to the people that live in a 

community. The civic organizations should have their finger on the pulse of the 

community to understand what challenges the community faced and what the 

plausible solutions to mitigate those challenges are. 
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Themes 

 During this research, to enhance achievement of the transcendental 

phenomenological reduction, the research interviews were structured and linked to the 

research questions to provide a horizontal and thematic approach to analyzing the 

transcribed data. The qualitative research software NVivo 10.0 was used to logically 

interpret the research findings and simplified the identification of emerging themes. 

During the data analysis, emerging patterns were observed in the participant's responses 

as it related to the effectiveness of the three organizations on influencing the electoral 

process. Examples of these thematic patterns are provided below for each category: 

 

Visibility 

 

Participant 10: "They need to be more visible because there are a lot of people who have 

never heard of some of these groups that are out there, yet the groups are there, and they 

are functioning." 

 

Participant 6: "I don't think they are as effective at being visible and getting to know what 

the individual’s needs are in order to motivate them." 

 

Participant 2: "Go to the masses, they need not to limit themselves to a particular class or 

particular neighborhoods go to the apartment complexes and trailer parks, go 

everywhere." 
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Organize 

 

Participant 3: "That is a big question; I think it is political organizing. That is something 

that you would assume that political organizations knows, how to organize; but it seems 

as if they do not in Georgia." 

 

Participant 4: "Recruitment, those organizations that are going out finding the right 

people to work in their organizations." 

 

Participant 5: "Have a committee assigned to really motivate and encourage you to go 

out..." 

 

Teamwork 

 

Participant 1:"They should have the same message of encouraging citizens to engage in 

the voting process." 

 

Participant 12:" Right now, I feel like there is a lot of exclusiveness that is at play in 

Henry County." 
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Participant 7: " Not very effective, I think they can do better, let me just say not very 

effective. One example is the lack of unity within the individual organizations and not 

working closely together." 

 

 

Educate 

 

Participant 10: "There are a lot of people who are really not informed on issues and it 

requires people who actually care and are involved to try to get that information out to the 

people that are not actively involved." 

 

Participant 6:" Register voters educate the public, make voting easier and more assessable 

to the people who have difficulty getting to the poll." 

 

Participant 7: " I think just educate people." 

 

 The four categories captured several of the participant's critiques and 

recommendations for improving these organizations. The aggregate codes were further 

reduced into micro textual descriptions and taken through an imaginative variation 

process resulting in the V.O.T.E acronym (also see Appendix G). The research explored 

how participants evaluated the three organizations based on thematic tenets of V.O.T.E 

and how the three organizations structured current and future activities to improve voter 
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behavior based on the definitions developed from the V.O.T.E tenets in Table 5 which is 

further discussed in Chapter 5. 

 

Table 5. Tenets of V.O.T.E 

 
Tenets of V.O.T.E 

Visibility Connect with the public through targeted impactful community and 
awareness activities, which promotes voter participation. 

Organize Strategically plan and embody organizational mission, vision and values; and 
promote current and future voter participation. 

Teamwork Identify and embrace mutual community partnerships and work collaboratively 
to increase electoral participation.  

Educate Facilitate, coach, encourage, mentor and share information tailored to promote 
voter awareness and participation. 

 
Summary 

 This chapter presented the findings of research conducted regarding the 

evaluation of the experiences of voters toward civic engagement; grassroots initiatives; 

and community activism groups influence on their voting participation in county-level 

elections. The importance of this investigation was to gather the opinions of registered 

voters in Henry County on the impact that grassroots and activism groups had on 

influencing voter participation and their role in the overall political health of the 

communities' democratic process. Furthermore, this research was instrumental in 

expanding the research around the area of voter participation and to that end, the 

empowerment of community activism groups and like organizations with information to 

assist in making these organizations more resolute and effective at increasing voter 
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participation. The next chapter outlines a discussion on findings, implication for social 

change, and recommendations for future research.   
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction and Review of Phenomenon 

 The results from this study can be used to help establish literature-related and 

relative to how community activism groups, and grassroots organizations can positively 

influence voter participation in local communities, specifically in Henry County Georgia; 

it also identifies challenges associated with changing the trend of voter decline in local 

elections. This study used the conditional choice framework to help simplify the 

dynamics of voter participation (Rolfe 2012). Rolfe (2012) concluded human decision-

making is interdependent, and therefore, it is essential for organizations seeking to 

influence voter behavior to understand how cultivating internal and external social 

relations can influence voter participation. Accordingly, this study also expands, to a 

degree, on the literature that addressed why people vote (Harder and Krosnick, 2008) as 

well as political mobilization. Changing the declining trend of voter participation must 

involve more than statistical or quantitative approaches; it must also address the human 

dynamics of voting. Therefore, this research seeks to remain cognizant of the social 

implications of voting, which served as the foundation for the study. This study was 

conducted in the qualitative practice of phenomenology to enlighten the reader on 

phenomena of influencing voter participation at the lowest levels of government. 

 

 As a qualitative study, in-depth interviews with registered voters were the primary 

data sources used during the research. Additionally, the use of observations, and the 

review of minutes and public records were used to triangulate and strengthen the study. 

Public records and minutes were reviewed to confirm or clarify some of the information 
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presented by the participants, and their identities were not revealed in the study to protect 

their confidentiality; Appendix J, contents an example of a public record reviewed. The 

recruitment process for soliciting research participants involved the random selection of 

names of registered voters from the Henry County Board of Elections voter roll. To 

prevent researcher bias and invalidation of data, names were randomly selected to narrow 

the list down to fifty registered voters. Fifty registered voters were asked to participate 

via mail, and an invitation letter was sent to them, a copy of the participation invitation is 

located in Appendix A. I made the determination to cease the interview process at the 

twelfth interview because of overlapping information was being presented by the 

participants and no new information about the phenomena was being collected. 

 

 The intent of the study was to assist in understanding how civic engagement, 

grassroots initiatives, and community activism groups’ voter participation influences 

county-level elections. Therefore, the three guiding and interrelated research questions 

for the study were as follows. 

 

1. What are the perceived impacts of civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, 

and community activism groups on voter participation in county-level 

elections? 

2. How do current civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and community 

activism activities influence electoral participation in county elections? 

3. What are recommendations to improve civic engagement, grassroots 

initiatives, and community activism groups’ influence on electoral 
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participation in counties they serve? 

 

 The review  of participant's interview transcripts, observations, and other 

pertinent documents revealed what I determined were several findings, these findings 

typically, though not mutually exclusive fell within one of four major areas, venues or 

what was termed as tenets (see Table 5) in which civic engagement, grassroots, and 

community activism groups could influence voter participation at county-level elections. 

The next section will elaborate on and link them to the four research questions. 

 

 Accordingly, this chapter presents the interpretation of the findings, followed by 

implications for positive social change, recommendations for action, and conclusion. 

Discussion of the findings is organized according to each research question and the 

participants’ experiences and how they functioned within the four tenets of V.O.T.E. 

 

Interpretation of the Findings 

 

Research Question One: What are the perceived impacts of civic engagement, 
grassroots initiatives, and community activism groups on voter participation in 
county-level elections? 

 

 

 The findings revealed that although super voters are aware of the political 

organizations in their areas, these organizations had very little influence on their voting 

behavior. In fact, what motivated these voters to participate in the electoral process was 
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their convictions and beliefs about the impact that voting has on their communities. 

Likewise, although factors existed, that could inhibit voting, such as long lines and lack 

of transportation; these factors would not deter the super voter from voting. However, 

recent electoral results indicated that the super voters constituted a minority of the 

electorate and therefore voter participation is still low in Henry County.  

 
 
 For that reason, could it be that the nonvoters who are registered in Henry County 

do not feel connected with the super voters and others who participate in the electoral 

process? According to Rolfe (2012), those who vote regard the act of voting as a 

fundamental act of citizenry. The act of voting also is tied to the active participation in 

one's community. As Rolfe (2012) alluded, the phenomena of the nonvoter can be quite 

ambiguous or perhaps complicated, however, it is not that the nonvoter takes no interest 

in their community but is disengaged from the process for a myriad of reasons. However, 

this question (research question one) addresses the perception the registered nonvoters 

have on the civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, and community activism groups on 

their voting behavior. 

 

 
 According to the first tenet of V.O.T.E, visibility, the organizations can foster the 

connection and social rewards associated with voting by targeting the community and 

reconnecting the voters and inspiring them to vote and take part in influencing voter 

participation in their community. The organization's visibility campaign should focus on 

influencing the inactive registered voter's family, friends, and acquaintances, to promote 
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a social norm that advocates and fosters voter participation. Rofle (2012) surmised that 

the act of voting should not conflict with the voters' self-interest or the public good; 

therefore, these organizations can change the perceptions of the nonvoter through 

visibility campaigns that will have a positive impact on voter turnout. 

 

 
 Several of the organizations have strayed away from strategically long and short 

term planning centered on influencing voter turnout. This is evident in the lack of action 

plans during their meetings. Several of the organizations should reassess how much of 

their mission and vision statement is being practiced by what they do. If they find that 

they are not aligned with these guiding principles, then they should make it a practice to 

follow their mission or vision statements. This would ensure that they promote the 

organization, and encourage development and activities required to have a viable 

organization. Numerous examples were identified in the findings of the difficulty the 

three organizations had in their ability to organize. This may also be an indicator as to 

why their ability to persuade voter behavior has diminished. 

 

 
 Teamwork and collaboration also seemed to be lacking among these local 

grassroots organizations as it pertained to voter participation. According to Rofle (2012), 

citizens exhibit conditional cooperation more readily if those around them are willing to 

do the same. It is therefore, important that organizations wanting to influence voter 

participation do not engage in contentious relationships with other organizations that 

supposedly advocate the identical mission or vision of increasing voter participation. As 
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noted throughout the research several of the voters have social ties to more than of these 

organizations and the lack of teamwork or internal or external strife among these 

organizations may contribute in neutralizing the voter. 

 

 
 As mentioned in the first paragraph, it seems that there is very little perceived 

impact from these organizations in influencing voter participation. This study, however, 

has illustrated that educating the organizations of this gap in perception can help create an 

opening for these and other organizations to begin an active dialogue of addressing the 

perceived  perceptions they have on voters and the electoral process. In summation, this 

researcher examined only registered voters; it is not known or can be inferred how this 

phenomenon relates to or affects other types of voters throughout the county. The next 

question discussed as it relates to the findings of influencing electoral participation in 

county elections. 

 

Research Question Two: How do current civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, 
and community activism activities influence electoral participation in county 
elections? 
 
 
 In the review of the actives of the organizations in this study, there seemed to be a 

lack of a mobilizing campaigns to influence those registered voters who were not 

participating in the electoral county elections. Consequently, this leaves a small amount 

of the voting constituents electing the public figures in the local elections and potentially 

can undermine the political equality of the political process. Although the three 

organizations were well known by the super voters, many of them did not rely on them 
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for their voter information. In addition, the organizations did not make it an issue to 

target the registered voters who were not participating in systematic mobilization 

campaigns that would positivity influence their voting behavior. This partially confirms 

the visibility issues discussed in the finding of question one above. The visibility factor of 

targeting, influencing and mobilizing must be an ongoing priority for any organization 

that seeks to influence voting behavior. Rolfe (2102) espoused that media coverage, mail 

and targeted direct phone contact increased the propensity of the voter to participate. 

  

 The organizations must also appear viable and organized to influence the voter 

and contributing groups like civic or religious associations to directly or indirectly 

support their mobilization campaign activities. This also leads to the need to grow the 

organization with new members who can develop the organizations' social network 

footprint, which is essential to increasing the political discussion of voter participation 

between citizens their friends, and neighbors. In our study, 92% of the participants 

interviewed were active members or were going to reestablish memberships with local 

grassroots organizations. This being the case, creating an organizational culture of voting 

is paramount to influencing electoral participation in county elections. 

 

 Teamwork is another challenge that the three organizations have to become more 

masterful in overcoming. The act of collaborating with liked minded organizations or 

working with political rivals in the case of the Democratic and Republican Parties may be 

beneficial to both organizations. For example, both the Democratic and Republican 

Parties supported the SPLOST in Henry County's last elections and had no problem 
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speaking publicly about their mutual support. However, there seemed to be no joint or 

harmonious collaboration on other critical subject, of voter participation. 

 
 
 This study has found that educating the public is the most effective tool in 

influencing voter behavior. Rolfe (2012) argued that the more educated about the issues 

and political circumstance of a community the more likely the individual would engage 

in the act of voter participation. In the study, numerous interviewed participants indicated 

that the most profound inhibitor to voting was lacked of information. This was also 

noticed during the review of the organization's minutes of the lack of educational forums 

scheduled by the organizations. The NAACP hosted two candidate forums within the 

election cycle, but showed no other classes offered to the voter to prepare them to vote or 

be more engaged in the electoral process. The Democratic Party did not report any 

classes or forums during the period or indicated that they had educational forums 

scheduled for the public. The discussion of recommendations to improve the 

organization's influence on this phenomenon is revealed and discussed further in the next 

section when addressing research question three. 

 

 

Research Question Three: What are recommendations to improve civic engagement, 
grassroots initiatives, and community activism groups’ influence on electoral 
participation in counties they serve? 
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 The four tenets of V.O.T.E outline a model that grassroots organizations can 

follow to assist registered voters to become active and informed electoral participants. 

Rolfe (2012) advocates that the conditional decision-making model merely provides a 

mechanism to understand the process. The tents of V.O.T.E provide a model to help 

address how to make the system of influencing voter participation more achievable. 

There is still the lingering question of "why do people vote?" There has been some 

discussion about the electoral voting process deterring voter participation; however, in 

local elections, each vote does count and there conversely still seems to be a lack of 

interest. The participants of this research have provided several findings that were further 

reduced into the micro textual description of V.O.T.E. If organizations practice being 

more visible through targeted impactful community and awareness activities, which 

promotes voter participation, they would have implemented a principle that should assist 

in increasing voter turnout. Likewise, if the organizations simple enforce their mission 

and vision statements and do not lose sight of their responsibilities to influencing voter 

participation, they would increase voter participation exponentially. Additionally, by 

including short and long-term planning that incorporates the need to influence voter 

participation will influence the voter participation downturn throughout local elections.  

 

 The teamwork or collaboration around the issue of increasing voter participation 

should also be investigated by the organizations. The basis of community-based 

organizations is essentially for the betterment of the communities they serve, to that end, 

working collaboratively to increase voter participation is only a win-win for all involved. 

Educating the public is described as facilitating, coaching, encouraging, mentoring and 
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sharing information tailored to promote voter awareness and participation. This study has 

found this to be one of the most-requested items from the participants from the 

organizations. Educating voters would also, promote a strategic mobilization campaign 

that can incorporate all the tents of V.O.T.E.  

 

 Relating the findings from this study to the research questions essentially 

surrounds the central question from the study of “assessing how community activism 

groups influence governance and voter participation in local communities?” 

Unfortunately, there is no resounding resolution to any of the three research questions. 

Rather, they (the findings) all serve as a basis for further study, analysis, and perhaps 

litmus for future operational planning and research. A discussion about the limitations for 

this study follows. 

 

Limitations of the Study 

 

 The study was conducted in the auspices, traditions and tenets of the qualitative 

phenomenology to understand the essence and meaning of community activism groups’ 

influence on voter participation in Henry County, Georgia. The phenomenology was 

confined to the participant's unique experiences of the essence the phenomena and 

created the parameters to this study and its findings. Although the viewpoints of the 

participants were profound, their views should not be misconstrued to represent the 

experiences of all registered voters throughout the state. Likewise, this study's usefulness 

is unbounded; however, the findings statistical validity does not extend beyond the 
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perspectives of the participants in the study. Additionally, because of the exclusive nature 

of political organizations, the findings do not comply with all by-laws and charter 

restrictions and are not intended to apply to all partisan or nonpartisan organizations. The 

narratives presented in this study, and the findings should serve as constructive basis for 

subsequent investigations in the American electoral process. However, future researchers 

should limit their investigations to similar populations. Nonetheless, these results can 

serve as an informative insight and reference material for political organizations who 

seek to influence voter participation. 

 

Implication for Social Change 

 

 Understanding the intricacies of reducing the decline in voter turnout in the 

United States most certainly is important; more specifically, addressing the voter 

participation downturn at the state, county and municipality levels of government 

undoubtedly has positive social change implications. To date, the literature that exists on 

voter participation centered on the topics covered in Chapter 2. Based on the review none 

of it directly addresses the voter participation experiences through a phenomenological 

lens. The act of increasing electoral participation is a complex phenomenon, which 

requires integration of imperfect methods, such as some of the tactics and tacit 

connections made in the research, withstanding this deficiency this research fosters 

positive social change in several ways. As there is a deficiency in applicable subject 

matter literature, this research will establish a foundational base for not only further 

literature, but also more extensive research on the findings presented here as well as 
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recommendations for further research. Using the information and findings presented here 

will lead to well-informed community activism groups, and lead to competent grassroots 

leaders as well as provide knowledge that will raise the consciousness of voters in local 

communities, add to academia for use in textbooks, lectures, and continuing education 

units. Further, acting to improve or perhaps eliminate the voter decline identified in the 

findings has provided information on improving the effectiveness and the impact 

community activism has on a myriad of positive social change implications, such as 

increasing the quality of education and improving the economic stability of communities 

through the local county electoral process. Additionally this data will assist in 

empowering the three-community activism groups mention throughout this work with the 

potential for direct impact and influence on the research population and increasing voter 

participation. 

 

Recommendations for Action 

 

 This study did not attempt to observe or explain behavior of the sample 

population following a particular event or phenomena; it is an examination of the life 

experiences of the sample population in its natural setting devoid of treatments to induce 

a specific response. Accordingly, it is difficult to recommend a particular course of action 

in relationship to the findings. This study, its findings and conclusions are useful in what 

I believe are three ways. First, insights for the participants or perhaps the data analysis of 

voting trends can emphasize the need for better understanding of the importance of 

engaging potential voters face to face to encourage the voting process. Understanding the 
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lived experiences of the research participants in this regard can also prove helpful lessons 

for aspiring future leaders whose aim to head these organizations. This study is particular 

important considering the lack of literature on phenomenological research on voter 

participation. 

 

 Second, elected presidents, chairs and leaders of local partisan and nonpartisan 

community groups would benefit by understanding the dynamics of voter participation as 

it relates to the conditional change model, particularly as it relates to mobilization and 

canvassing and their need for interaction with the potential voters. Furthermore, they 

might also benefit in understanding that harboring adversarial relationships and the lack 

of corporation amongst their organizations may contribute to polarizing voters and 

thereby neutralizing voter participation.  

 

 Third, future researchers who wish to continue this body of research may want to 

explore how adversarial relationships amongst partisan and nonpartisan community 

groups may affect voter participation. This area maybe devoid of literature and as a 

foundational research they should use the qualitative, phenomenological approach 

employing in-depth interviews to establish a framework to explore this phenomenon. 

 

 Finally, it is my recommendation that this work be forwarded to the State Parties, 

the National Parties Committees and the State and National offices of the NAACP. This 

is because of the lack of literature specifically phenomenological data on the subject 

matter. This process could start in the state of Georgia then disseminate nationally. I 
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recommend the same propagation development and distribution to all organizations 

whose mission statement includes voter registration drives and GOTV efforts. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 This research has explored an alternative method of analyzing and interpreting 

voter participation as presented through the phenomenological lens of registered voters in 

Henry County Georgia. The experience of increasing voter participation and the 

effectiveness of local community activism groups viewed through the lenses of the 

registered voter called for the participant's knowledge of the challenges of voter 

participation and local organizations that promote voter participation in their 

communities. The different analysis of voter participation presented in this research 

includes the method of conditional choice as well as a transcendental phenomenological 

inquiry of voter participation in a qualitative manner. 

 

 
 The overall purpose of the research was to ascertain whether a qualitative 

approach of voter participation could identify and provide recommendations for 

improving community activism group's effectiveness in increasing voter participation and 

health of Henry County’s democratic electoral process. The research found that an 

approach change is not a determinant of increased participation. The approach change is 

"however" important to the local community activism groups that are charged by their 

charters, bylaws or mission and vision statements to increase participation in the electoral 
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process as a means of winning elections our influencing positive social change. 

Nevertheless, the deeper-rooted problem of partisan politics and adversarial relationships 

within local organizational groups that create barriers to voting continues to exist and is 

beyond the purpose of this research. 

 

 This research finds commonalities with Rolfe’s (2012) analysis of the conditional 

choice, as a foundational social theory of voter participation. Rofle's (2012) theory links 

the mechanisms of political activism, which leads to the conscious rational that people 

give as why they engage in the act of voting. Although voter participation is a common 

gauge frequently used to measure our country’s democratic health. It is clear that the 

democratic health of Henry County's electoral process still requires prudent assistances in 

the area of influencing voter turnout. Regardless of what the motivation is to participate 

or abstain from voting in local elections, it remains unresolved and certainly ripe for 

further research to emanate. 

 

 Various researchers suggest several reasons for the declining voter participation 

and advocate that it reflect democratic instability in our democratic process. This research 

has presented that levels of voter participation can be influenced through the practical 

practice of engaging the voter. Additionally, this research elaborates on the conditional 

choice approach to analyzing voter participation that supposes that voter turnout and can 

be influenced by external factors that create cues for actions that promote voting. 
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 This research requires additional investigation into the adversarial relationships of 

local community groups as it relates with voter participation in local communities. Much 

like voting participation inadequacies have led to policy changes, perhaps strengthening 

the relationships amongst local community organizations as it relates the electoral 

process will lead to consistent methods that will facilitate increasing voter participation. 

The focus on conditional choice as a method of understanding voter participation presents 

a window of opportunity for community activism groups to broaden their approaches and 

methods of addressing voter decline. This research has hopefully laid the foundation for 

understanding voter turnout through a phenomenological perspective and provokes future 

research to enlighten the activism and grassroots interest. 
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Appendix A: Participant’s Consent Form 

The Power of Community Activism: Assessing how three activist groups influence 

governance and voter participation in Henry County Georgia 

 

Greetings, 

You are invited to participate in a research study of voter participation in Henry County, 

Georgia. You were selected as a possible participant because you are a Henry County 

registered voter or were referred to participate by another participant who felt you might 

be a suitable candidate for participation.  

 

To be eligible to participate in this study, you must be a registered voter who casted a 

ballot in the 2010 elections and affiliated with or has a family member, coworker or 

friend who is affiliated with any of the following three organizations: (Please check all 

that apply) 

 ____ Henry County Democratic Party (HCDP)  

 ____ Organizing For Action (OFA) (Formerly Organizing For America)  

 _____ National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) 

 

Please review consent form in its entirety and ask any questions you may have before 

agreeing to participate in the study. If you agree to be in this study, please return the 

consent form in the enclosed pre-addressed, pre-stamped envelope to me. 
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This study is being conducted by Samuel Valme Sr., a Doctoral candidate at Walden 

University. Samuel currently is a retired Army veteran and has resided in Henry County 

for seven years. 

 

Background Information: 

The purpose of this study is to examine the influence that grassroots political groups have 

on voters in Henry County. The research will help me understand how community 

political and civic involvement is used to create changes in local government. What I 

learn from the study will help us improve voter participation in local government 

elections. 

 

Procedures: 

The participants to be interview are registered voters in Henry County, Georgia. 

Participants will participate in an in-depth interview to discuss their views on voter 

participation, specifically voter turnout in Henry County, Georgia. The interviews will be 

one hour each and length. 

 

Voluntary Nature of the Study: 

Taking part in this study is strictly voluntary and you may refuse to participate at any 

time during the study without penalty. 

 

Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study: 

There are no foreseeable risks associated with participating in this study and there are no 

short or long-term benefits to participating in this study. In the event you experience 
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stress or anxiety during your participation in the study you may terminate your 

participation at any time. You may refuse to answer any questions you consider invasive 

or stressful. 

 

Compensation: 

There will be no compensation provided for your participation in this study. There is no 

cost to participate in the study.  

 

Confidentiality: 

The researcher will do everything possible to protect the identity of individuals who 

participate in the study. Participants will be assigned different names to protect their 

identity. Interviews will be held in the conference room of the public library. However, 

participants may request that the interview be conducted at another location to ensure 

privacy. The researcher will work with the participant to identify a mutually safe and 

private place for the interviews. Your identity will be known to me and the chair of my 

dissertation. If any part of this study is published, the researcher will not include any 

information that will make it possible to identify you. Research records will be kept in a 

locked file, and only the researcher will have access to the records.  

 

Audio Recording: 

The information that you provide during the interview is very important. To ensure that I 

don’t miss anything, I will record your interview using an iPhone voice recorder. Neither 

your name nor any other identifying information (such as your voice) will be attached to 

your interview or shared with anyone other than the researcher. Once the interviews have. 
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been analyzed, the taped interviews will be securely stored according to Walden 

University participant protection guidelines. These records will be kept the mandated 5 

years after which they will be destroyed. 

 

 

Sample Questions: 

The following are sample interview question so you can know what to expect: 

1. What you do think can be done to improve civic engagement, grassroots initiatives and 

community activism around the political process? 

2. What group, person or organization in your community encourages you to vote? 

 

English Fluency: 

I understand that although federal law mandates that jurisdictions with a sufficiently large 

population of persons speaking a language other than English must provide voter and 

election information in those other languages, participants for this study are required to 

be fluent in spoken and written English. 

 

Referral: 

If you know other individuals who meet the eligibility for this study who may also be 

interested in participating and would like to refer them please, prove their name and 

mailing address below: (You are under no obligation to share this information and 

whether or not you share this information will not affect your ability to participate in the 

study).  

Name: ____________________________________ 
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(Print your name here) 

Address: ___________________________________ 

Address: ___________________________________ 

City: ________________________ Zip ___________ 

 

Contacts and Questions: 

The researcher conducting this study is Samuel Valme. The researcher’s Committee 

Chair person is Dr. Gloria Billingsley, and may be contacted at 

gloriga.billingsley@waldenu.edu. You may ask any questions you have now. If you have 

questions later, you may contact Samuel Valme at phone at 678-499-1985 or email at 

samuel.valme@waldenu.edu. Additionally, participants can contact the Research 

Participant Advocate at Walden University at (612) 312-1210 or email address 

irb@waldenu.edu if you have questions about your participation in this study. 

 

Participant should keep/print a copy of the consent form. You will receive a copy of this 

form from the researcher upon your request. 
 

Statement of Consent: 

 

I, ___________________________________ have read the above information and agree 

to participate in the study. I have asked questions and received answers. I understand I 

may withdraw at any time. I understand the intent of this study. 
 
Please initial one of each pair of options:  
 
 ___ I consent to have my participation recorded.  
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 ___ I do not consent to have my participation recorded  

 
 ___ I consent to have my recorded participation transcribed into written form.  

 ___ I do not consent to have my recorded participation transcribed. 

 

Signed ________________________________ Date ___________________  
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Appendix B: Interview Script 

The following script describes the interview protocol for interviewing the 

participant. In addition to recording the interview, I will also note visual cues 

interviewees provide during their responses. These interviews will follow a script and 

follow-up probing questions will be asked depending on the participant’s answers. The 

interviews will be conducted in a private location away from distraction. The interviews 

will be recorded using a digital voice recorder. The following is the script for the 

interview: 

 Hello, my name is Samuel Valme. I am a doctoral student at Walden University. I 

am conducting research to understand the role of community activism on voter 

participation in Henry County Georgia. Thank you for agreeing to participate in the 

study. The information you provide will help me to complete the research requirements 

for my degree. The interview will last approximately one hour. Your responses to the 

questions will be recorded to ensure that I am able to accurately capture your responses. 

Your participation is completely voluntary and you may refuse to answer any question or 

end the interview at any time. This interview is completely anonymous and your name 

and contact information will not be recorded in the research records. If you would like a 

summary copy of the results of this study, please indicate this at the end of the interview 

and a copy will be mailed to your address as indicated on the voter rolls. 

 At the end of the interview, you will also have additional time to add comments or 

ask additional questions and refer individual(s) who you feel meet the eligibility for this 

study and who may also be interested in participating in this study. 

 I really want this to be a relaxed conversation about your experiences. Therefore, 

I have some questions to guide our conversation. Do you have any questions before we 
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begin? 
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Appendix C: Research and Interview Questions 

Research Question Interview Question 
What are the perceived impact of civic 
engagement, grassroots initiatives, and 
community activism groups on voter 
participation in county level elections? 

 

1. What was your motivation for 
registering to vote? 
 
2. What are some factors that impact your 
ability to vote?  
 
3. What do you think are barriers to people 
voting at the local level? 
 
4. What is your understanding of early 
voting or voting by absentee ballot? Have 
you ever used early voting or absentee 
ballots? 
 
5. Are you familiar with any political 
community activism groups in Henry 
County? Who are they and how do you 
know about them? 

How do current civic engagement, 
grassroots initiatives, and community 
activism activities influence the propensity 
to increase electoral participation in county 
elections? 

 

6. Where do you get your information 
about local government elections? 

 
7. What political strategies are most likely 
to cause you to vote? 
 
8. Are you actively involved in any 
political community activist group? If so, 
what motivated you to join?  

 
9. What group, person or organization in 
your community encourages you to vote? 

 
What are recommendations to improve 
civic engagement, grassroots initiatives, 
and community activism influence on 
electoral participation in counties they 
serve? 

 

10. What role do you think civic 
engagement, grassroots initiatives and 
community activism should play in the 
political process?  

 
11. Based on your belief about the roles 
that civic engagement, grassroots initiatives 
and community engagement should play in 
the political process, what is your personal 
assessment of these things influence voter 
participation in Henry County? 

 
12. What you do think can be done to 
improve civic engagement, grassroots 
initiatives and community activism around 
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the political process? 
Do you have any questions pertaining to 
this research interview? 

 

 

This concludes our interview and thank 
you very much for participating in this 
process. Do you know another 
individual(s) who meet the eligibility for 
this study and may be interested in 
participating in this study? (Take their 
name and mailing address) 
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Appendix D: Observation Extraction Tool 

Observation Extraction Tool # ____ 

Date:  

Time:  

Location:  

Community Activism 

Organization: 

 

Type of Activity: ___ Meeting ___Group discussion ___ Other ___________ 

Length of Observation 1 Hour: 

(End Time): 

(Please continue on the back if more space is required.) 

Double-Entry Notes  Observations Reflective Notes 

The Setting:   

Who was there?   

What Happened?   

What did you noticed?   
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Appendix E: Data Extraction Tool 

Data Extraction Tool # __ 

Date:  

Time:  

Data Title:  

Type of Data: ___Elections results ___ Meeting minutes _____ Other _________ 

Source of Data:   

Double-Entry 

Notes 

Data Reflective Notes 

Participants:   

Data Aim:   

Period of Time:   

Location of 

Data 

Information: 

  

Demographics:   
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Key findings:  
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Appendix F: Research Questions and Themes 

 

Theme 1: Reason for Voting 
 
1. What was your motivation for registering to vote? 
 
Theme 2: Factors that Impact Voting 
 
2. What are some factors that impact your ability to vote? 
 
Theme 3: Barriers to Voting 
 
3. What do you think are barriers to people voting at the local level? 
 
Theme 4: Knowledge of Voting Procedures 
 
4. What is your understanding of early voting or voting by absentee ballot? Have you 
ever used early voting or absentee ballots? 
 
Theme 5: Knowledge of Community Groups 
 
5. Are you familiar with any political community activism groups in Henry County? Who 
are they and how do you know about them? 
 
Theme 6: Information 
 
6. Where do you get your information about local government elections? 
 
Theme 7: Political Strategies 
 
7. What political strategies are most likely to cause you to vote? 
 
Theme 8: Involvement 
 
8. Are you actively involved in any political community activist group? If so, what 
motivated you to join?  
 
Theme 9: Organization that Encourages 
 
9. What group, person or organization in your community encourages you to vote? 
 
Theme 10: Roles 
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10. What role do you think civic engagement, grassroots initiatives and community 
activism should play in the political process?  
 
Theme 11: Assessment 
 
11. Based on your belief about the roles that civic engagement, grassroots initiatives and 
community engagement should play in the political process, what is your personal 
assessment of these things influence voter participation in Henry County? 
 
Theme 12: Recommendations 
 
12. What you do think can be done to improve civic engagement, grassroots initiatives 
and community activism around 
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Appendix G: Aggregate Codes and Classifications 

CODE MEANING 
Visibility The process of connecting with the public through impactful 

community and awareness events. 
 

Organize 

 

A structure that embodies its mission and vision statements 
through recruitment, principles and actions expeditiously. 

Teamwork The ability to identify and embrace commonalities and 
working collaboratively to achieve a beneficial purpose.  
 

Educate The act of facilitating or sharing information tailored to an 
appropriate audience with the aim of encouraging future and 
adaptive behaviors. 
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Appendix H: Consolidated Codes and Meaning Statements 

PARTICIPANT CODE MEANING 
10 Visibility We need more outreaches in order to reach more 

people they need to be more visible because 
there are a lot of people who have never heard 
of some of these groups that are out there. Yet 
the groups are there, and they are functioning. 
 

6 Visibility  I remember, a few years back, when President 
Obama ran for the first time; the Democratic 
Party was extremely active and very visible in 
the area. They provided information; they 
brought the candidates together so we can hear 
their viewpoints; see what they represent and 
what they can do for the community. 
 

7 Visibility Probably, through community events, at this 
point I really don't know.  
 

6 Visibility 

 

I don't think there as effective as being visible 
and getting to know what the individual needs 
are in order to motivate them. 
 

1 Organize All these organizations should have the same 
message. 
 

3 Organize I think it is political organization.  
 

3 Organize That's something that while you would assume 
that political party knows how to organize, it 
doesn't in Georgia. 
 

4 Organize Recruitment, those organizations that are going 
out finding the right people to work in their 
organization. 
 

7 Organize One example is lack of unity within the 
individual organizations and their inability to 
work together. 
 

1 Teamwork They should have the same message and 
encourage citizens to engage in the voting 
process. 
 

12 Teamwork Right now, I feel like there is a lot of 
exclusiveness that is at play in Henry county. I 
do not think that the citizen's voice is being 
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heard. I do not think that all the issues that are 
germane for Henry County is being addressed 
by the current political establishment and that 
was one of the main reasons why I chose to get 
more involved in what was happening here as a 
result. 
 
 

3 Teamwork I have not really participated, although 
sometimes the activities of OFA and Move-on 
overlap, we've been encouraged to support one 
another. 
 

3 Teamwork Political organizations that work with all 
encouraged by voting. 
 

3 Teamwork Coordinated and cooperation among community 
groups; I think that is the weakest link right 
now, in other words, there are a lot of people 
attempting to get people politically engaged in 
doing things to get people out to vote, but they 
are not working together so I think that is the 
main improvement that needs to happen. 
 

9 Educate When I first got involved, it was about going to 
and listening to learn and to see who the people 
were [and how] they could help me learn about 
what's happening in city. 
 

8 Educate If they can make me aware of the issue and tell 
me why they need my support and give me the 
details I want it bulletize. 
 

5 Educate Not obtaining the right information about the 
candidates, [and] not knowing the candidates, 
who they are. People are basically blindfolded, 
[they are] going to the poll blindfolded, not 
really knowing who to vote for and for what 
purpose. 
 

10 Educate There are a lot of people who are really not 
informed on issues, and it requires people who 
actually care and are involved to try to get that 
information out to the people that are not 
actively involved. 
 

11 Educate I think they should pretty much encourage 
others to be more involved with what was going 
on, and if they have opinions, if there is 
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something wrong or if there is something, they 
would like to see change, just don't talk about it, 
go out there and make a difference. 
 

2 Educate I think they should inform the citizens, be very 
informative of their communities, the churches... 
just be informative. I think it is their job to let 
the citizens known what is going before them. 
 

6 Educate Register voters, educating the public, making 
voting easier in more assessable to the people 
who have difficulty getting to the poll. 
 

6 Educate I don't think there are as effective at educating 
the public.  
 

7 Educate I think just educate people. 
 

2 Educate Educating the people about it and getting it out 
there is what needs to be done. 
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Appendix I: Conditional Choice Consolidated Codes and Meaning Statements 

PARTICIPANT CODE MEANING 
1 Memory I take pride in actually going to the polls going 

through the process, because I can recall when 
we could not stand in that line and we could not 
go through that process. 
 
 

2 Memory  Honestly, it is because of the lives that were lost 
so I can have that right, that is real talk for me, 
when I think about the struggles, I think about 
my parents, and Dr. King; they sacrificed a lot 
for me to be able to go to the poll. 
 
 

3 Memory I think this generation, [unlike] my generation 
had the civil rights movement so we were 
already politically, more politically motivated to 
go out and do things; because we saw people 
being beat-up, we saw this stuff happening. This 
generation doesn't see that, so they are 
lackadaisical about it. 
 
  

7 Memory I can go as far back as elementary school and 
being involved in different organization where 
we had to vote for different officers. Even in 
High School being a part of the city government 
association, we had the official voting polls set 
up in schools, so we got the experience of what 
it is like to vote. 
 
 

11 Observable Actions The factors that impact my ability to vote are the 
things that I see that are going on. 
 
  

12 Observable Actions I want to see my commute succeed 
 
  

3 Observable Actions I can't believe in a country like this, we wouldn't 
have a system where people could do all of their 
voting in one location at one time. 
 
 

1 Observable Actions I see that they are still involved and still active 
and still sending out information. 
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7 Perceptions There's nothing that would stop me from voting. 
 
  

12 Perceptions My motivation for registering to vote was the 
fact that I consider it a very treasured 
opportunity and right of Americans to be able to 
vote for their elected officials. 
 
  

3 Perceptions I truly believe that my vote count. 
 
 

5 Perceptions My main and primaries reason is really to 
impact changes, that is the reason why a vote. 
 
 

1 Social Issues Basically, my reason and [Why] I participate is 
to elect a representative who is going to be a 
voice for me 
 
  

2 Social Issues If I think back to when I really first became 
aware of, the old Mayor, Lee Stuart really 
brought things to the forefront to let me know 
just how important it was to be a part of the 
process. 
 
  

3 Social Issues If there is an issue of taxation or something else, 
those are the main things. 
 
  

11 Friends If you can get the kids knowledgeable about was 
going on and let them adhere to certain 
extenders on the political aspect their family 
members will start to get involved. 
 

2 Parents I think about my parents 
 
  

3 Parents I have to think of my dad; we all use to, when I 
was growing up, we all voted together; it's like 
once everybody was of voting age, it was like a 
family thing we all got in the car and went out 
and voted. 
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4 Parents He [my father] always preached the importance 
of voting, and he preached the importance of 
getting involved in your community. 
 
  

10 Peers I'm actually one of the ones who encourage 
other people to vote... 
 
  

3 Peer Well, I mean, it is fairly sample, if your church 
and other organizations like your fraternity, if all 
of these organizations are mobilizing people to 
go out to vote, more people are inclined to do it 
I believe. I think is critical that all these groups 
are involved in the process they just need to talk 
to each other more, and two coordinate it more 
to be effective 
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Appendix J: Election Summary Report Henry County 
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Appendix J: Election Summary Report Henry County (Cont.) 
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CURRICULUM VITAE 

Samuel Valme Sr., MBA 

110 Jasper Drive        (678) 499-1985 (ph.) 
Stockbridge, GA 30281 United States    samvalme@me.com 
 

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
 

Dynamic, pioneering and respected Senior Manager with a demonstrated record of 
accomplishment in leading cutting-edge project/program development, and municipal 
strategies that create distinction among communities. Bold, analytical thinker and high-
energy leader with innate ability to influence decisions and gain the trust of peers, 
citizens, governing bodies and staff. Eager to contribute advanced operations expertise, 
team building initiatives and leadership skills toward optimizing the goals of a forward-
thinking municipality. 
 

EDUCATION 
 

DOCTORATE OF PHILOSOPHY, Walden University, Expected November     2013 
Public Policy and Administration  
Major: Local Government Management for Sustainable Communities 
Major: Public Management and Leadership  
G.P.A. 3.93/4.0 

 
MASTERS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, Touro University International, 2007 
Major: Conflict Negotiation and Management 
G.P.A. 3.78/4.0  
Magna Cum Laude 
 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, Liberty University,         2004 
Major: Business Administration 
Minor: Psychology 

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 

LEADERSHIP AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
• Recommend needed changes in zoning regulations and related policies and 

procedures 
• Direct activities of 600 employees within regional areas located in NY and NJ 

Successfully 
• Developed and implemented programs to issue and maintain strict accountability 
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for over $1 Million in area assets with no loss or damage 
• Resolves quality, service and cost issues, generates ideas, plans and implement 

complex projects that improve event to support cost and goals  
• Embrace diversity by fostering and maintaining effective work relationships with 

clients and customers. Maintains a safe work environment and implements Safety 
Management System 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
• Develop and execute a strategic sales plan to penetrate existing accounts and 

generate business in new accounts 
• Managed the regional accountability and maintenance of regional fleet of over 

250K worth of leased vehicles and equipment and achieved 100% compliance 
with corporate Safety Programs resulting in zero accidents.  

• Developed the retention and recovery programs, which reduced the region's 
attrition by 7.1%  

• Identify global business opportunities while managing and driving resources to 
close business and maximize revenue 

• Recruit, hire and retain top talent 
• Extensive knowledge of financial and budget management and the principles 

 

EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY  
• Supervise, manages and formulate strategies and make organizational and 

resource decision which are consistent with the goals and objectives established 
by the Director 

• Manager to staff of 5 State Directors 
• Improved departmental employee hires by 143% 
• Counsels individuals experiencing job loss, job stress, or other career transition 

issues and prepared clear and concise counseling notes and maintain accurate 
records 

• Possess knowledge of modern office practices methods, equipment, and standard 
clerical procedures 

 

COMMUNICATION 
• Researched and wrote white papers, proposals, program analyses, grant 

applications, and Requests for Proposals (RFPs) 
• Draft amendments to city ordinances designed to facilitate community 

development objectives 
• Researched, revised, staffed and published Corporate Regulation 140-6 (Retention 

and Transition Programs), published 1 March 2006  
• Responsible for implementing and maintaining compliance with all government 

and personnel policies, procedures and regulations with the responsibility of 
ensuring all contracts, reports and forms were completed properly and on time  
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING 
• Integrated newly revitalized training and safety programs to meet government 

standards and monitored the progression designed to maximize employees 
response, performance and knowledge  

• Coordinated construction of 50 new regional offices in 37 locations throughout 
NY and NJ 

• Training Manager for a 14,900 employees United States Army Reserves Regional 
Support Command 

• Scheduled and facilitated training to 600 Managers and Staff personnel 
• Developed and implemented excel and access worksheets to monitor school 

programs for 14,900 regional employees  
 

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY 
 

 
HENRY COUNTY GOVERNMENT     2012 to 2013 
Planning & Zoning Intern 
 
K-13 EDUCATION CONSULTANTS     2011 to 2012 
Regional Director - Northeast Division 
 
BRADLEY-MORRIS, INC.       2010 to 2011 
Recruiter and Job Fair Supervisor 
 
SERCO-NA         2008 to 2010 
Army Career Alumni Program (ACAP) Counselor 
 
COLDWELL BANKER       2005 to 2008 
REALTOR® 
 
ACTIVE GUARD RESERVE (Corporate Offices)    2004 to 2007 
Senior Retention and Transition Director 
 
ACTIVE GUARD RESERVE (Regional Offices)    2000 to 2004 
Area Manager (2002 - 2004) 
Operations Manager (2000 - 2002) 
Individual Training Manager (1997 – 2000)
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ACTIVE GUARD RESERVE (Field Offices)     1997 to 2000 
Leadership and Management Instructor (1993 - 1997) 
Field Recruiter (1990 - 1993) 
 

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 
• Leadership Henry Class of 2013 
• American Society for Public Administration (ASPA) 
• International City/County Management Association (ICMA) 
• Georgia City/County Managers Association (GCCMA) 
• Henry Council for Quality Growth (HCFQG) 

 
HONORS/AFFILIATIONS 

• Magna Cum Laude, 2007 
• Legion of Merit, 2007 


